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PRAYER
Oh God, help me through this day, in work and play to keep myself
Physically strong, mentally alert and morally straight.
Reinforce my quest for knowledge, integrity and leadership.
Help me uphold the honour and dignity of the Academy and the officer corps.
Kindle in me the loyalty to the principles of the academy that places all issues above
Personal considerations and eschew any compromise with vice and injustice.
Guide me to live my life to the fullest in realization of my true self; to always measure
up to the high ideals of my chosen profession of arms.
Inspire in me to triumph as a considerate victor in every game of life, be it mere
sports or life’s higher struggles and help me sight opportunities even in the failure.
Give me the physical strength for those who need protection, strength of character to
lead the men I have the honour and privilege to command, to be concerned for those
who have led their faith in me.
Let me know no fear when truth and right are in peril. Imbibe in me the courage to
suppress all seeds of cowardice and fear in my heart.
The courage to face and overcome my own doubts and prejudices; the fortitude to
defend the right and shun the wrong.
Grant me the courage for honest dealing and clean thinking to spurn hypocrisy and
all pretense.
And above all the courage to preserve the honour and dignity of my country against
external aggression and internal disorder, even to the peril of my life.
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THE

HONOUR

CODE

As a cadet of the Indian Naval Academy, I
Īŏðŏą¹ð·ŏ·ÕÏ¥êðċĬŏ¹Ïð¥³æ¹ðċŏÏ¡ŏæ¥êã¥ðŏ²Õæ
others with the highest standards of moral
and ethical values.
ĪŏÕŏÏÕðŏÉ¹¥Ĭŏ·¥ðĬŏêð¥ÉŏÕæŏêÉÏ¡¥æŏÏÕæŏ
tolerate those who do.
ĪŏÕŏÏÕðŏ¥Ï³³¥ŏ¹ÏŏÏċŏð¹Ą¹ðċŏð·ðŏą¹ÉÉŏ
unfairly improve my results or dishonestly
improve or hurt the results of others in all
aspects of training including academic work.
ĪŏÎŏÕõÏ¡ŏðÕŏæ¥ãÕæðŏÏċŏæ¥·ŏð·ðŏÕÎ¥êŏ
to my attention.
ĪŏÕŏÏÕðŏÕõÏð¥ÏÏ¥ŏċŏ¹Ïð¹ÕÏŏÏċŏ·ÕÏÕõæŏ
violation; if were to, I become a party to such violation
and ﬁnd myself as guilty as the original violator.
Īŏ/Ą¥ŏêąÕæÏŏðÕŏ¡Õŏð·¥ŏŌ[¹³·ðŏd·¹Ï³ōĬŏ
always, and live with Honour,
Courage and Commitment.
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A Spring of Scaling

Bridging Remaining Gaps
I

ÕÎÎÏ¡ÏðōêŏC¥êê³¥

t gives me great pleasure to pen this message for the Ahoy magazine of Autumn Term 18. I have now
spent two terms here at the academy and I have been impressed and heartened by what I have seen. The
INA is today an institution we all can be proud of and this is clearly reﬂected in the eyes of the trainees
passing out, when they take their parents and guardians around the academy.
The INA is the single point of entry for all young men and women aspiring to join the Indian Navy
as officers. The transformation wrought by the Academy is profound. In four years, potential officer
candidates are transformed from boys to conﬁdent young men with a strong foundation of quality
engineering education; who are physically ﬁt, mentally alert, robust, resilient and fully imbued in the
Navy’s core values of Duty, Honour and Courage: In short, promising officer material, who with further
training would be capable of assuming junior leadership roles, and man the technology-intensive
platforms of the Indian Navy. The transformation of the NOC trainees is no less momentous, especially
considering the shorter time they spend here. Theirs is a steeper learning curve and they should be proud
of the fact that they have coped successfully with the concentrated dose imparted by the academy. Only
when you look back will you realise how signiﬁcant this transformation has been.
While the ﬂag ship course of the INA is the 4 year Indian Naval Academy Course with emphasis
on the B Tech program, all other officer entry programs are brought together here, each with its speciﬁc
requirement and desired end state. There is therefore, considerable variance in the type of training
imparted to different courses but all have the singular aim of making each and every trainee a good
officer, capable and ﬁt for purpose.
To enable you to put in perspective all that you have done at the Academy, I will highlight certain
key aspects about the Indian Navy. It is a very potent force, counted one amongst the large and powerful
navies of the world. Our force structure is centred on the Carrier Battle Group, which gives us immense
combat potential, ﬂexibility and sustainability. We have inducted new capabilities in recent years that
have changed the way we operate at sea. Our primary role in peace time is to deter conﬂict; we deter
because we are well equipped, well trained and have the resolve to wage and win wars.
In recent years the Indian Navy has committed itself to be the net security provider in the Indian
Ocean Region (IOR) and we are increasingly seen as dependable partner by many friendly foreign
countries in the IOR, who expect us to be a force for security and stability in the region. In keeping with
this we have, since last year, commenced Mission Based deployments increasingly farther away from the
Indian coast. Routinely IN ships are deployed to the far corners of the IOR and well beyond, even into
our secondary areas of interest. We assist friendly foreign nations in securing their maritime domains
and engage with a large number of foreign navies through bilateral/ multilateral exercises. While these
deployments have increased the visibility for the Indian Navy, and entailed an expanding operational
footprint, they also bring with them both opportunities and challenges. You will be the vital cogs in this
enterprise.
We have made impressive gains in building our ships and are making steady progress in indigenising
our weapons and sensors. The responsibility for building expertise in operating and maintaining these
assets and for their life cycle management devolves squarely on us. These are complex issues, and the
requirement of a B Tech degree for all officers joining the Indian Navy stems from this imperative. While
the faculty members would have left no stone unturned in providing you a solid engineering education,
it will be for you to develop the necessary skill sets to bring to bear this knowledge to solve the problems
faced by the Navy, whether these be in the domain of operations, maintenance or logistics.
In joining the INA, you have committed to a profession of arms where duty comes ﬁrst – always and
every time. Duty to your ship, to the Navy and to the nation; we will expect you to go, and to lead your
men, into harm’s way in the discharge of your duty. This is a most onerous responsibility and the one
aspect sets us apart from others. As an officer in the Indian Armed Forces you will be a leader of menﬁrst and always. The men will follow you, even unto the peril of their lives, only because they hold you in
high esteem and have conﬁdence in your abilities. For this, you must earn their faith, trust and respect,
which can happen only if you set a good example. So make excellence your watchword and never settle
for anything less.
On the face of it, all this sounds most exciting and adventurous - yes it is, but it is also much hard
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work, unﬂinching dedication and commitment for a lifetime. The process of converting young men or women from
diverse walks of life to become naval officers is long and arduous. It is not enough to be professionally sound,
important though that may be, it is also necessary that you are physically ﬁt, mentally strong, are able to persevere
in the face of setbacks or constraints, are disciplined, are loyal to your fellow officers, to the men you command and
to your ship. All these and many more are the essential attributes of an officer, loosely called Officer Like Qualities
(OLQ). There is some confusion in this regard. Many see OLQ to be synonymous with conduct and etiquette or
with the standard of uniform or drill. While these are important, they are not sufficient by themselves. Any and
every attribute that is necessary to win wars will come under the description of OLQ; with each attribute being as
important as the next. The Indian Navy has recently articulated its core values as Duty, Honour and Courage. I would
like you to internalise these values, to gain an insightful understanding of their signiﬁcance and to use these as the
touchstone to assess yourself at all times. Anytime you feel you have fallen short, do make the necessary course
corrections and adjustments in your approach and attitude.
I will conclude by reiterating that the INA is a world class institution. The infrastructure and facilities provided
are world class. In addition to a sound technical education, you are given wide exposure to different activities.
This is so because we want to equip you to be able to deal with any situation you may ﬁnd yourself in, whether in
peace, crisis or war. We want you to have such deep pride in your alma mater that forever you will see to it that
you do not let your Academy down, come hell or high water. You are set to join an institution that has cutting edge
capabilities, an expanding operational footprint and will be required to operate in complex circumstances. Much
will be expected from you. You are at the starting blocks of a very long journey. You have to work hard, play hard,
not lose sight of the road that lies ahead and to develop the right attitude to your job and the Navy. I wish you all
the best – you have the potential; it is up to you to realise it. The only thing that matters is your will to succeed
and your resolve to stay the course. We will watch your progress closely and delight in your accomplishments. I
congratulate the award winners amongst you and exhort the others to give them stiff competition in the days ahead.
Lastly I would like to compliment your instructors, trainers and mentors for the hard work they have put in and for
the impressive results they have achieved.

Jai Hind, Sam no Varunah

Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM
Commandant
Indian Naval Academy
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A Decisive Term

Charting a New Course
A

*æÕÎŏ¥ãŏÕÎōêŏ¥êÆ

s Autumn Term 18 comes to a culmination, we witnessed young boys and girls transform into Naval warriors and
march past the ‘Antim Pag’ ready to shoulder the responsibilities of the naval life. The mandate of the INA is
to transform the aspiring young trainees into promising Naval Officers who are physically ﬁt, mentally alert, robust,
resilient and fully imbued in the naval core values of Duty Honour and Courage. The transformation brought by this
Academy in each trainee is profound.
I have encouraged my trainers to ensure that all activities pertaining to cadets’ training must be focused on the
intended objective and that any inconsistencies that may have crept in over the years must be weeded out. Towards
achieving this desired objective, the service training syllabus has been rationalised greatly in such a way that there
is acontinuity across the various phases of initial training culminating in the award of the naval watch keeping
certiﬁcate. A decision was also taken to separate the NOC division bestowing greater responsibilities to second term
NOC (Ext) cadets enhancing their leadership qualities. Further, PT standards were revised to meet the expected
physical standard of the naval officer trainees.With an aim of overall development and broadening the knowledge
horizon of the trainees and trainers impetus has been laid on the development of the soft skills. Cadets are provided
platforms at intra and inter squadron levels in Public Speaking, Book Talk, Debate and Declamation to polish their
skills and attain conﬁdence in expression. Towards encouraging trainees to develop the habit of reading, which is
an essential component in the holistic development of an officer’s personality, Commandant’s reading list has been
promulgated to be referred to in the formative years of service life of a naval officer.
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Changes and improvements to our training processes are
an ongoing activity, which is essential to achieve and maintain
an optimal balance between the intellectual and physical
components of the training at the Academy. Autumn Term 18 saw
the INA trainees performing exceedingly well in the equestrian
competitions and sailing competitions conducted at various
Commands. The sailing team from INA continued its dominance
in the Biangular Sailing Regatta held at National Defence
Academy, thereby winning the competition for sixth time in a
row. The sailing team also won the Commandant’s Cup Sailing
Regatta, Trincomalee, bagging individual medals and the overall
cup. INA Equestrian team won ﬁve gold, six silver and six bronze
medals in various events in the Army Equestrian Championship
and Jaipur Horse Show conducted at Jaipur; thereby winning 17
out of 29 medals in contention. The cadets also displayed their
prowess on stage in the Quiz and Debate at the Jigyasa(Quiz)
and Sameeksha (Debate) Competition held at the Armed Forces
Medical College (AFMC), Pune.

abreast with the global geopolitical developments. The seminar
witnessed participation from eminent academia and think tanks
of the Indian Navy.

The ‘Dilli Series Seminar’ on Maritime History has been
recast as ‘Dilli Series’ Sea Power Seminar on “Signiﬁcance of
the Sea Power” so as to keep the budding officers of the navy

Deputy Commandant & Chief Instructor
Indian Naval Academy

The sum total of all the training imparted in this academy
is to instil in cadets the core values of the Indian Navy – Duty
Honour & Courage, where duty comes ﬁrst always and every time.
As I brood over an apt conclusion to this piece, I am certain
that all readers will ﬁnd the ‘Ahoy’ to be an interesting read. I
would also like to congratulate the editorial team and wish all
trainers and trainees who have selﬂessly toiled to transform this
academy to become an institution that the navy can be proud of.
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Striving for Excellence

Through All Round
Development
A

Xæ¹Ï¹ãÉōêŏ[¥Ą¹¥ąŏ

s we bid adieu to the young Midshipmen of 95 INAC, 95 ICC and cadets of 27 NOC(Regular) and
26 NOC(Extended) courses of Autumn Term 18 from hallowed portals of INA, it gives me personal
gratiﬁcation to see their transformation into conﬁdent young men, who are physically ﬁt, morally upright,
mentally alert and imbued with the Naval core values of ‘Duty, Honour and Courage’ along with strong
foundation of quality engineering education.
The aim of the INA is to impart quality training by maintaining an optimal balance between the
intellectual and the physical component of training at the Academy. The training at INA lays balanced
emphasis on academics, physical training, service subjects and soft skills. In addition to the BTech
curriculum, conduct of guest lectures by experts from the ﬁeld and academia, visits to ships, naval facilities
and instituting term papers and projects emulating naval applications enforces cadets’ appreciation of
concepts and consolidation of theory learnt. Visits to ship like INS Mumbai, INS Deepak and CGS Vikram,
naval/industrial facilities like DTTT at Mumbai, NPOL, NSRY.CSL at Kochi, and industrial visits to ADA,
BEL, CAIR, MTRDC, LRDE,Zeonics System Defence(P) Ltd and IISc at Bangalore, Kirloskar Pneumatics at
Pune, TCS, HCL, Infosys Technologies, MAPS, PRP, IGCAR and CVRDE at Chennai during the term exposed
the cadets to the dynamic environment.
Focus on naval technology oriented subjects was at the heart of academic training, this term. To this
effect, experts were invited from Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), ETMA (Mumbai), Machine
trails Unit (MTU), Kochi and National Institute for Research and Development in Defence Building
(NIRDESH). Further, workshops were conducted on ‘Basic Electronics’ and ‘Matlab and Simulink’ during
the term to aid in project development. The National Knowledge Network (NKN) Studio, the multi-gigabit
knowledge network was optimally used to conduct various workshops and lectures. Towards utilization of
NKN facility, online live lectures were conducted by eminent professors from IISc, Bangalore, IIT (Mandi),
IIT(Mumbai) and NIT (Warangal). In addition to the 45 already existing state-of-the-art laboratories,
augmentation of lab equipment was carried out through installation of Degaussing Simulator to ensure
better understanding of permanent and induced magnetic ﬁeld effect on ships. The A Paulraj Motivation
Corner has been setup as a tribute to Cmde (Dr) Arogyaswami J Paulraj (Retd), who pioneered Navy’s
efforts in development of APSOH sonar and has contributed in the ﬁeld of wireless transmission leading
to the invention of MIMO technology. The corner serves to motivate the cadets to embark on the
rewarding journey of inculcating an insatiable urge for knowledge. The Inter Squadron Public Speaking
Competition, Quiz Competition, Declamation and Debate Competition were conducted to improve the
communication, oratory and intellectual skills of the cadets. Additional training modules and hands-onskill classes were undertaken for Term VIII Mechanical Engineering midshipmen with an aim to prepare
them for downstream training and better technical appreciation.
The INA cadets participated in Sameeksha (debate) Competition and Jigyasa (Quiz) Competition
conducted by AFMC, Pune in which other defence training institutions also participated. INA cadets
performed exceedingly well by winning the Jigyasa Cup and ﬁnishing as runners up in Sameeksha.
With the advent of Indian Naval Digital Library (INDL), a pioneer project steered at IHQ, every trainee
and trainer is being provided with individual user ID and password to access a large repository of electronic
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resources, comprising 56 titles under various subject domains. The
same has been operationalised at Panini Library to broaden the
knowledge horizon of cadets and to encourage reading habits.
The Commandant’s Reading List has also been promulgated, and
cadets are expected to read these books within ﬁrst ten years of
their life in the Navy.
The ﬁfth edition of annual ‘Dilli Series’ Sea Power Seminar
on the theme ‘Geopolitical Impact of Sea Power’ was successfully
conducted on 11-12 Oct 18 at the Kautilya Auditorium. A total of
nine papers and an invitational talk by Dr TCA Raghavan were
delivered during the seminar. The Cadet’s syndicate from INA also
presented a well researched paper during the seminar.
Towards enhancing the skill and knowledge of trainers, and
to ensure that the trainers keep abreast with latest innovations and
technologies in various ﬁelds, Faculty Development Programmes
were planned. INA encourages instructors of both the Service and
Professorial cadres to submit papers, with cadets as syndicates. A
paper by Lt Cdr Ankush Banerjee on ‘Reading as an Indispensable
tool for Leadership Development’ was published in 30th edition
of Naval War College Journal. Further, a technical paper titled
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‘Experimental Study of Jet Impingement Convective Heat transfer
using Lumped Capacitance Method’ was presented by Midshipmen
in International Conference on Green Trends in Mechanical Science
at Malanad College of Engineering, Hassan, Karnataka.
The passing out courses have done themselves, and the
academy, proud by their performances, both individually and as a
course. I wish them ‘fair winds and following seas’ in all their future
endeavours. As you set sail on a long journey in the Navy, I would
urge you to never be content with your present achievements,
but always strive for perfection in every sphere of life. I wish the
midshipmen and cadets of the passing out courses a prosperous
career ahead.
Sam no Varunah, Jai Hind

Rear Admiral Amit Vikram
Principal
Indian Naval Academy
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No one can step in the
same river twice
Heraclitus
A

lmost 14 years ago, in the Autumn Term of 2006, my course, the 73rd Naval Academy Course became sixth termers
– the Passing out Course. With the responsibility of ‘running the Academy’, what also befell upon our course was the
onerous responsibility of taking over the Editorship of Ahoy. Already having fallen in love with the written word in 2004
– that crazy time (my ﬁrst term) when I had begun taking refuge in novels and short stories as a way of escaping, albeit
merely mentally, the demanding, and somewhat monotonous Academy routine – being chosen as the ‘Chief Editor’ was
thrilling, and an obvious step in arriving at a pinnacle of sorts after a long, arduous rite of passage, which had consisted
of ﬁve terms of writing articles, scrounging for photographs, collating data, and at times, even helping the ‘creativity team’
with their outlandish sketches. Yes! The Ahoy of those times would consist of a limited number of ‘coloured’ pages. The
rest, it was upon the ‘creativity team’ to illustrate with their ingenious, nifty sketches.

·¹¥²ŏ¡¹ðÕæōêŏDÕð¥ŏ

Life came full circle when I reported to the Indian Naval Academy in July 2018. Taking over Ahoy seemed as natural
a process as it was to buy an umbrella in those deliriously monsoon months. This was tinged with nostalgia and awe.
Nostalgia – for being associated with an entity (Ahoy for us had been a living, thriving thing) which had witnessed the
culmination of my love affair with the written word. Awe, for realising that Ahoy! was as different as the ‘new’ Academy I
had returned to. Indeed, Heraclitus has been right, no one can step in the same river twice!

18
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A lot has changed since 2006. The Academy has grown, the cadets are awarded a prestigious BTech degree in place
of a BSc, the infrastructural leaps have been spell binding, the scope and extent of opportunities being provided to cadets
from everything ranging from intellectual development, to honing their physical prowess is unimaginable. However, after
perusing the articles written by cadets over the terms in previous editions, it struck me that certain things remain the
same. One can catch the josh and excitement of achievement, the delirium of winning, the wisdom that dawns post losing,
the residues of ﬁrst heartbreak and even a tinge of homesickness forming part of a cadet’s narrative arc. As Nietzche
once remarked about the eternal recurrence of the same, ‘the more things change, the more they remain the same’.
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In essence, while the scale and scope of what cadets are being
provided in form of institutional support to mould, develop and
polish themselves has undergone a paradigm shift, the stories,
experiences and psychological realm of ‘the lowest form of
marine life’ continues to remain timelessly unchanged.
Ahoy has always been a reﬂection of the Academy, and the
cadets. It succinctly captures their experiences, hopes, fears,
disappointments, achievements, joys and so much more.
While taking over as the Chief Editor, preserving this
characteristic ‘cadetly’ ﬂavour – the fresh, innocent, uncertain,
sweetness of youth, the enigma of what is to come, the panorama
of a life’s worth of richness spread out in front of us – was my
main objective. While the previous Ahoys succinctly recounted
events, of which I must add there are too many, the driving
philosophy in this issue has been to capture, for posterity the
cadets’ unique experiences. So that, ten, maybe ﬁfteen years
hence, when they pick up a copy, and read, they are transmuted
to a time when the ﬁre of youth, the excitement of uncertainty,
the zeal of new found responsibility channelised and moulded
within the hallowed environs of the Indian Naval Academy made
them who they would eventually, inevitably become.
In short, the thrust has been on pushing cadets to write
originally and creatively. The same was practiced in my English
classes and out of it during our club meetings. Cadets would be
made to write, reﬂect, think, read and watch short ﬁlms – each
exercise, a step towards polishing and honing not only their
language skills, but their thinking and articulation skills as well.
And some of the results, heartening as they were, have found
space in these pages. Be it reﬂecting about camps, as recounted by
Cdt IS Siddharth and Cdt Ankush Dwivedi, or about his favourite
Naval hero by Cadet Shourav Chouhan. They were also asked to

articulate their expectations from instructors, as brought out in
an article by Cdt Abhishek Kumar, or about writing on the idea
of Better Person, Better Professional. When Cdt IS Siddharth was
asked to write about the Kerala ﬂoods, in lieu of the Cornucopia:
Heritage article, he surely rose up to the challenge. His article, an
embodiment of Emily Dickenson’s parable, ‘Tell the truth, but tell
it slant/ success in circuit lies’, is as much about the Kerala ﬂoods
of 2018, as it is about the tsunami of 2004 and the Twin tower
bombings before that. His article is a ﬁrm, resounding salute to
the grit, zeal and determination of the state of Kerala and its
people. The cadets were also challenged to write about ‘Love’
– and some of the entries can be found in the ‘Creative Writing
Section’ section. This year, we also lost one of our tallest heroes,
Vice Admiral MP Awati. The editorial team has endeavoured to
etch his memory on these pages, and through that, on the hearts
and minds of all cadets.
In the end, I would congratulate the passing out trainees and
wish them all the very best for their future. I would also wish and
implore all cadets to pick up reading, shall that be novels, nonﬁction or academic journals, and also to hone their writing skills.
In today’s Information Age, where so much can happen over a
280 character tweet, brevity is not only the soul of wit, but also
the west wind that can move mountains.
Happy Reading. Jai Hind.

Ankush Banerjee
Lieutenant Commander
Editor-in-Chief
Ahoy AT-18

THE AHOY TEAM

Lt Sachin Joseph
Editor

Standing: Cadet Advaith Rajendran Sitting: Cadet Siddharth Bora, Cadet Siddharth IS, Cadet Nahush Vaidya
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THE SPECTRE OF NATURAL DISASTERS:
KERALA AND THE GREAT DELUGE
Our Salute to Kerala

A

natural disaster can be a terrifying, overwhelming
spectacle – forest ﬁres that singe kilometres of
pristine forests, ten feet waves rising from the seas to
swallow a coastal settlement, the earth beneath our feet
parting into abyss of destruction and mayhem, chunks of
land being washed away by torrential rains, cars, sofa sets
and bloated carcasses of cows ﬂoating listlessly in ﬂood
waters – these are the worst and most humbling images
of times when something elemental in nature strikes and
strips us, as human beings, of our innate gusto and usual
existential arrogance. These are the images which make
us realise how small we all are, or can become, when
Nature chooses to unleash itself upon us.

I turned eleven in 2004. It was also the year when
George W Bush gained a second term in office, Hurricane
Ivan struck Grenada, and my favourite of the Lord of the
Rings trilogy, The Return of the King won Best Film at the
Oscars. It was also the year when, a day after Christmas,
my sister woke me in the middle of the night. She was
hungry. She fervently wanted to raid the fridge, smuggle
Mom’s leftover marble cake into our room, divide it into
two, and snuggle in our portions of the bunk bed (mine
was the top, hers was the bottom) and devour it, the
thrill of having committed a successful robbery coursing
through us along with copious amounts of sugar.
But we were disappointed. We were caught off guard
to ﬁnd mum and dad sitting in front of the television.
Each had a different version of shock etched on their
face. While dad kept spewing words mother usually tried
to stop us from hearing, she was quietly transﬁxed to the
screen, rosary in one hand, the other covering her mouth
in horror! The thrill of being criminals had altogether
vanished. My sister’s hunger hadn’t. The silent, electric
urgency of the room told me something had happened.
But she kept tugging at my arm, still trying to use our
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parent’s preoccupation with the television screen to carry out her
plan.
I suddenly stopped dead in my tracks in front of our
grandfather’s photograph. My eyes registered what was being shown
on the television screen. They kept repeating the same footage on
the news – a giant, seemingly unreal wave breaking over a colony of
houses. Everything – men, women, children, cars, telephone poles
– had turned into their miniature versions and were swept away
like toys. Had this been a cartoon, we would have laughed. But the
troubling thing was that it wasn’t! The last time mum and dad sat
like that in the front of the television screen, their eyes black pools
of hopelessness, was almost three years back when two planes had
rammed into two towers which had come crashing down. Two of
our family friends had been in those towers. My mother, a deeply
religious woman, who strongly believed in the law of karma, had
deftly pronounced her judgment on perpetrators of that crime. She
had called them Shaitans! Devils.
But here, now, as once again she sat, and saw the horrifying
footage of a wave swallowing a settlement, men and women
running amuck, the destruction, the carnage, the elemental scale
of human suffering that was to follow – she was at a loss! This
could not be the devil. My sister had already made her way to the
fridge, pulled out the marble cake and used her ﬁngers to gnaw
out what she could. But I stood there, made stationary, awaiting
my mother’s judgment that would help me make sense of the
inexplicable bizarreness I was witnessing. After almost an hour,
when death and devastation, turned into drab, neutral statistics,
had comfortably sunk into our psyches like stones, did she look
towards me, and pronounced, as if in a trance, ‘these are difficult
times! And the gods must test us to know that we can endure!’
During my SSB interview, when the Board President asked me
as to why I had wanted to join the Indian Navy, I narrated to him
the story of my closest friend Rahman. Rahman had been rescued
by Indian Navy divers in 2004. He along with his family had gone
to Port Blair for their annual vacation. Three ﬂoors of the hotel they
INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

were staying in had collapsed. He had a broken arm, bruises and
concussions. His father had been unconscious for two days. There
was no power, or food for the ﬁrst thirty six hours. The only thing
aplenty was this peculiar wetness and the smell of rot – rotten bed
sheets, food, carcasses, death – everywhere. They had survived on
morsels of stale bread semi-soaked in sea water, or whatever they
could lay their hands on. And ﬁnally, when the gods were done
testing him and his family, a group of Navy divers had appeared
and pulled them onboard in their Gemini boats. I had narrated this
story to my interviewer and attributed this as the pivotal moment
that sparked in me the desire to join the Navy. At that young age,
when the spirit of childhood beliefs still casts a long shadow on
our nascent adult selves, it seemed natural to attribute the sudden
appearance of those Navy divers as the long awaited fruits of
having passed god’s test and endured!
Oops! But this article is not supposed to be about 2004.
It is supposed to be a metaphor about what happened
a few months ago. The beautiful state of Kerala was visited
by the worst ﬂoods in decades. The images of death, carnage,
destruction and debilitation on an elemental scale became the
staple of news channels. Trains and buses were stuck, hundreds
of square kilometres of land inundated, and thousands rendered
homeless and stranded amidst terrible ﬂoods. Relief and efforts
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poured in from all quarters and corners. Everyone, from students,
professionals, prisoners, ﬁshermen, government agencies, to
religious organisations, threw in their lot.
Without naming individuals, this article commemorates the
strength, resilience, and efforts of all who came forward to salvage,
rescue and respond to a critical, formidable adversary thrown in our
wake. An adversary which left a trail of terrifying devastation in its
wake! But it also provided conditions for heroes to rise – ﬁshermen
who took their boats into ﬂooded streets, ordinary citizens who
formed human bridges for others to traverse over, Navy divers who
combed small back alleys in their Gemini boats, Naval and IAF
pilots who relentlessly winched countless, stranded citizens from
their rooftops in inclement weather, students who went door to
door collecting rations, water and blankets and ran relief camps,
and everyone else who responded in one way or another to the
devastating fury of the ﬂoods of August 2018.
Once again, the gods seemed to have been testing us to know
whether we’d be able to endure! And as one read stories over
stories about the unsung heroes of Kerala, one can proudly say,
Yes, we endured! Kerala endured!
Cdt IS Siddharth
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Ode to a legend...

O

Remembering Our Heroes

n 04 Nov 18, the Indian Navy lost one of its tallest
heroes, Vice Admiral Manohar Awati, PVSM, VrC.

Vice Admiral Manohar Prahlad Awati was born on
07 Sep 27. Having attended TS Dufferin, he was selected for
the Royal Indian Navy (RIN) in Nov 1945. After completing
his training at Royal Naval Colleges at Dartmouth and
Greenwich, Admiral Awati also had training stints with
the British Mediterranean Fleet and the Naval Specialist
School at Portsmouth. In March 1950, Admiral Awati
returned to India for active service in the Indian Navy. A
specialist in Signals and Communications, Admiral Awati
served onboard IN Ships Ranjit, Delhi, Krishna and later
commanded IN Ships Betwa, Tir, Kamorta and Mysore. As
the Commanding Officer of INS Kamorta during the 1971
War, he was awarded the Vir Chakra for leadership and
gallantry. He was also in command of the sword arm of the
Indian Navy, the Western Fleet. An alumnus of the Defence
Services Staff College, Wellington and the Royal College
of Defence Studies, London, Admiral Awati subsequently
held crucial shore appointments such as Commandant,
NDA, Chief of Personnel at Naval Headquarters and Flag
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Western Naval Command.
He retired from active Service in March 1983. He was
also instrumental in envisaging and initiating projects of
circumnavigation, the latest examples of which were the
ﬁrst solo adventure of Commander Dilip Donde in 2010
and the recently concluded all women crew trip around the
globe onboard the INSV Tarini.
In the ensuing pages, we pay homage to the man who
was a mariner, warrior, visionary, a ‘true sea dog’, and so
much more.
In an article reproduced from The Print, we get a ﬁrst
hand glimpse from Lt Gen KJ Singh, of Vice Admiral Awati,
when he took over as Commandant NDA, while the former
was a cadet.

“

Vice Admiral M.P. Awati, PVSM, VrC, a decorated war
hero, passed away at the age of 91 in his hometown Vinchurni
in Satara district Sunday. As Captain of INS Kamorta in
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1971, he steered the capture of three hostile naval units carrying
contraband, leading to the destruction of a Pakistani submarine,
and was awarded Vir Chakra for this heroic action.
Hailing from the land of Kanhoji Angre, the legendary Koli
Admiral inn the Maratha ﬂeet of 18th century, Manohar Pralhad
Awati was not only a role model for generations of naval officers
but he literally shaped the destiny of many like us. I owe a
personal debt of gratitude to him.
I was in NDA Khadakwasla as the sixth and ﬁnal termer,
when he took over as the Commandant in March 1976. He was
probably the best role model for the Indian Navy. He looked
every inch an Admiral and a ‘top Sea Dog’ with his trademark
beard, majestic gait and incisive but benign sense of humour. He
introduced us to many naval stories and punch lines like, “Vice of
Vice Admiral is the rear of Rear Admiral”.
Our new commandant seemed to be omnipresent as we saw
him making way to Service classes in remote hill slopes on his
horse, something which was unheard of. My ﬁrst encounter with
him was at an outdoor class, where I answered two questions
and that too after failed attempts by others. This proved to be a
blessing for me as nothing seemed to miss the Admiral’s horizon
scope.
The next encounter had most ominous portents as I was
marched up to the Commandant. In NDA, when you are hauled
up in front of the top boss, it is after strenuous routine of
sessions with Squadron and Battalion Commanders and Deputy
Commandant. A cadet is marched in after a bugler sounds ‘the
call’, which invariably means relegation (loss of six months) and
even expulsion from the Academy in some serious cases. For
me, it was to be ‘double whammy’ as we were in our ﬁnal month
before the passing out parade (POP).
In the Academy, handling and accounting of service stores
like compasses and binoculars is most rigorous and the charge
against me was that “a compass was misplaced during an outdoor
class, while on my charge, till recovered 20 minutes later”. As I
stood in front of the Commandant, he blared, “Come on, you
have a ﬁve-star torch, you are heading for topping the humanities
academic stream, how can you be so irresponsible?”
The real issue was that service weapons are issued in bulk
to Sergeant, who in turn sub-allocates them. The compass had
INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

been misplaced albeit temporarily, while on charge of someone
else and the system wanted to ﬁx accountability but I had refused
to name him. I explained this to the Commandant, and he asked,
“Do you wish to name him now?” I chose not to answer. He asked
a supplementary, “Khalsa ji, did you answer those questions
in service class”. I muttered, “yes, Sir”. He said, “You are lucky,
that morning, I wanted to go somewhere else but my horse was
obstinate and brought me to your class”. The next direction was
most baffling. The Commandant ordered, “March him out”.
As I came out, Adjutant was most amazed and asked me to
wait. He went in and I heard the Admiral say, “Let him pass out,
he doesn’t snitch, you can remove his Sergeant stripes”. Due to
an unprecedented deluge, the Golden Jubilee course had the
dubious distinction of passing out without POP. While everyone
was ﬂapping for an indoor ceremony, the Commandant in his
characteristic manner remarked, “When you have a commandant
from the Navy, the sea comes to you”.
Vice Admiral M.P. Awati, you were not only omnipresent
but also omniscient and omnipotent. You were considerate to
listen; took trouble to be present, where most Commandants
never went and above all dared to be bold and compassionate
in dispensing justice. We will continue to feel your presence and
across domains, for I am from the tribe that you affectionately
referred to as ‘Pongos’.

”

Hereinafter we reproduce an article authored by the Admiral
himself on Some Aspects of Naval Leadership: A Historical
Perspective. It was ﬁrst published in Mashaal 2017: The Journal
of Ethics and Leadership, published by the Centre of Ethics,
Leadership and Behavioural Studies, Kochi.

Some Aspects of Naval Leadership: A
Historical Perspective
I should like to put before my younger readers some thoughts
on leadership in the Navy which differ radically from those in our
two sister Services. The reason is quite simply: Space! In a ship,
space is deﬁned by very ﬁnite dimensions, usually 600’x50’x50’.
This space may be crammed with some 350 to 400 men
depending on the weaponry the ship operates which has to be
worked in or out of actual battle. The strain on a sailor is high. It
must be managed, reduced by good and effective management
of men and material, especially food, on board diversionary
entertainment and information. That diversionary entertainment
must include information with a capital I.
Any ship in which the Company is poorly informed of what
is going on in the world outside would end up with trouble. The
Main Notice Board is the principal disseminator of information
and news. It is worth the while of Command to put an imaginative
officer in charge of the Main Notice Board, which must show itself
with attractive ‘come hither and read me’ statements. It must be
in the main thoroughfare of the movement of the Company, fore
and aft.

disoriented Company informed of whys and wherefores of the
new dispensation.
Understandably, the Company became rebellious as it was
being dragged out of sloth and were made to pay attention to
traditions long established and observed aboard ships and naval
establishments for good order and discipline. One cannot haul in
a rope which has remained slack for a period of time with instant
and strong heave ho. It will snap!
The last straw was a rumour about impending pay cuts across
the board. No explanation was forthcoming from Command! This
surely sounded like trouble.
There are three things which a sailor will never tolerate! Bad
food, interference with his family and unexplained ﬁddles with
his salary. The last straw was a rumour that the government was
thinking of a pay cut across the board in the Services.
Less than two years before the Services had given the
country a historic victory!
In 1973 the Naval Command made things worse by
pronouncing the mass fast by the protesting men, a mutiny,
which undoubtedly it was, by a general signal. Furthermore, its
intention of dealing with it ﬁrmly one September morning and
the very next day expunging that signal! – as if it had never been
made!
There was clear indication here of political interference
in the upholding of good order and naval discipline which the
Navy’s leadership had been unable to deﬂect, causing immense
harm to the Service in the long run. If the politician for his
devious purpose will not understand the importance and value
of good order in a ﬁghting Service, it is the duty of our leadership
by refusing to go along with them in their deceitful intentions
and nefarious purpose.
I wish to tell my readers, ‘Be Warned’. You will come up
against such situations in the course of your service
It is always good to be informed of history so that when it
happens again in not dissimilar circumstances one is prepared to
deal with it. You will be a better officer and a better professional.

Post Script. In 1931 a similar mutiny had broken out in the
British Home Fleet at Invergordon. The Admiralty had taken the
unprecedented step of recalling an Admiral from retirement to
deal with it. He did just that without ado because he understood
the principles underlying serious disaffection in ships of the Royal
Navy. In a ship because of space, disaffection can spread rapidly.
For the same reason a determined and decisive Command can
bring it under control with the help and the authority of Regs
Navy.
The Ahoy Editorial Team

It must NEVER, NEVER be out of date. It must have snippets
of local humour with sketches, relevant drawings by a competent
artist of which there are usually many aboard a ship if the
Command takes the trouble of looking for them, encourage
them with good drawing paper and colour drawing material.
It will be worth the investment for a well informed Company
which is then protected from becoming a victim of rumour and
misinformation. Please always remember that good humour is
never at the expense of someone else. Get people to laugh with
you rather than laugh at someone.
I write from personal experience of the old Mysore in May
1973. The Main Notice Board usually remained out of date.
As the new Command and Commission attempted to tighten
lax discipline and inattention to traditional modes of man
management like regular Musters, Divisions and Rounds, which
seemed to have fallen into disuse, it failed to keep a completely
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MY FAVOURITE NAVAL HERO

W

hile going for SSB, I had read Shiv Aroor and Rahul Singh’s
remarkable book, India’s Most Fearless: True Stories of
Modern Military Heroes. It succinctly tells valorous stories of
various personnel from the Indian Army, Navy and Air Force.
The writing was simple, yet gripping. I had picked up the book
from one of the book stalls on a railway platform. As soon
as I embarked upon my journey, I opened the book and was
transﬁxed for the rest of the time. I read the remarkable, aweinspiring stories; among them most daunting were those of the
Army major who had led the legendary September 2016 surgical
strikes on terror launch pads across the LoC, a soldier who killed
11 terrorists in 10 days, and that of a bleeding Air Force pilot
who found himself ﬂying a jet that had become a screaming
ﬁreball. But among those stories, one story touched me deeply.
It was about a Naval officer, a Commanding Officer of a ship
who had sailed into a treacherous port to rescue hundreds of
civilians from an exploding war. Not only did the courage and
professionalism of the officer touched me, but I was also inspired
by the phenomenal humanitarian effort! Even though I hadn’t
been selected yet, but I already felt proud to be going for a
Naval SSB. Coming to the hero who had inspired me, his name is
Commander Milind Mokashi.
Cdr Milind Mohan Mokashi was commanding INS Sumitra.
Whilst undertaking anti-piracy operations, the ship was diverted
for Op Rahat involving evacuation of Indian and foreign nationals
from war-torn Yemen from 31 Mar to 16 Apr 2015.
On the 31 Mar at about 1700 hours, the ship was tasked to go
to the part of Yemen and evacuate stranded Indians. Fierce ﬁghting
had been reported between the Houthi rebels and the security
forces of Yemen government, with air strikes by Saudi led coalition
in and around port city. Cdr Mokashi prepared an elaborate
plan for the evacuation operations. The harbour was completely
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deserted
with
no signs of any
movement.
He
ensured successful
completion of the
ﬁrst
evacuation
operation by the
Indian Navy from
war torn Yemen
under a testing
and
war
like
situation.
Threat
from shore based
adversaries
was
palpably imminent.
Spectacularly, he
and his relatively
young team carried
out
evacuation
operations
from
three different ports
of Yemen, one from
Aden and Ash Shihr
oil terminal and three from Al Hodeida. In the ﬁve trips made,
a total of 1621 personnel (961 Indians and 660 other nationals
including 317 women and 137 children) were evacuated to safety
from the war-torn country. The exemplary courage displayed by a
fearless, dedicated team, lead under the outstanding leadership
of Cdr Mokashi ensured the success of ﬁve missions to worntorn Yemen. I ﬁnd this courage, leadership and fearless deeply
inspiring.
Cdt Shorav Chauhan
3606/E/100
INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

MIDSHIPMEN STRIPE SHIPPING
JÏŏĞġŏ;õÏŏĝĤĬŏð·¥ŏ¡¥ðêŏÕ²ŏĥġŏ1DŏðÕÕÆŏð·¥¹æŏėæêðŏðÏ³¹É¥ŏêð¥ãêŏðÕąæ¡êŏÕĕ¥æłê·¹ãŏċŏŏ¡ÕÏÏ¹Ï³ŏð·¥ŏŌêæ¡¹Ï¥êł
ÕÏłðÕêðōĬŏÕæŏð·¥ŏC¹¡ê·¹ãÎ¥Ïŏ¥ãõÉ¥ðð¥êıŏŏÎ¹É¥êðÕÏ¥ŏ¹Ïŏð·¥ŏÉ¹Ą¥êŏÕ²ŏ²õðõæ¥ŏDĄÉŏÉ¥¡¥æêĬŏð·¹êŏąêŏð·¥ŏėæêðŏêð¥ãŏ
towards disengaging from squadron activities, and learning to study, work and function towards individualistically
honing of their competencies and pursuance of their goals. This is also the time of when trainees are groomed
ðÕŏðæÏê¹ð¹ÕÏŏ²æÕÎŏŌ¡¥ðêōŏðÕŏŌÕĕ¥æêōıŏŏ
The ceremony was presided by Rear Admiral Puneet Chadha, VSM, Deputy Commandant and Chief Instructor
INA.
Midshipman Shashank Shankar Shekhar and Midshipman RR Arvind Nawin of the passing out course beautifully
enunciate their parting words in the articles that follow.
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MY PARTING WORDS TO JUNIORS BEFORE PASSING OUT
T

o anyone who reads this topic, it seems like just another
Moral Lecture (or MLs) we hear routinely. But as I sit and start
putting thoughts to paper, I realise that I am speaking as much to
my juniors, as I am to myself. More so, I am reinforcing my beliefs
and principles, steadfast and ﬁrm, on which the very foundation
of our armed Forces rest.
Having passed out from two other military institutions,
namely the Rashtriya Indian Military College and and the National
Defence Academy, I have realized that no matter the colour of
the uniform, be it the shining stars or golden stripes or the dark
blue ones, whether on land , sea or air , the core values remain
the same! The bottomline always reads – ‘Harder Right Instead of
the Easier Wrong’.
And why is that, my juniors who are reading, would wonder?
Because people of other professions normally deal in money,
goods, services and the like. But we deal in lives, we deal in hopes
and emotions of people. We ﬁght for and defend everything that
our great nation stands for !
One thing we all must understand is that our role is not
restricted to that of a being a warrior or a protector. We also
function as ‘providers’ - providers of succour, peace and hope
to citizens in times of disaster, calamity and distress. When all
seems lost, we are expected to act and set things right again.
Wherever we will be posted and in whatever capacity, we will
act as an embodiment of the values these institutions, and the
country stand for.
We have to be the leaders who our subordinates shall follow
to the hell and back if need be. The men we lead should stand
in ‘awe’ and ‘respect’ us rather than ‘fear us’. So when we seek to
achieve such high and noble objectives, we must ensure that we
are ﬁrst of all physically ﬁt, mentally alert and morally upright.

the Academy Prayer and the Honour Code (which I am sure is
imprinted in our minds and hearts) and it has always kept me in
good stead and on the right path. I feel I will refer to these few
lines wherever I go.
Remember, the Academy is such a platform which can help
us leap to great heights but only when we are willing to do so. It
is no surprise that two cadets with a similar capacity and talent
end up at very different levels. To me it is only a matter of will
and interest. And it is rightly said – ‘Life’s battles don’t always go
to the stronger and the faster men, but sooner or later they go to
those, who can think they can!’. So winning or losing, succeeding
or failing totally depends upon us how you want to go about it –
to be another person who passed by, or trying to be the one who
rocks the boat and makes a difference – the choice, gentlemen, is
yours! And the barrier we have is only in our heads and nowhere
else. We are what our thoughts have made us, so we have to be
careful about what we think. Thoughts live, they travel far. Once
an idea exclusively occupies our mind, it transforms into our
mental state and eventually becomes our reality. So ‘a PT stud’ or
a ‘cadet weak in PT’ starts from a thought! But how they go about
challenging, addressing and getting over their weakness matters!
In such matters, knowledge is important – the how of the ordeal.
Once that’s resolved, one knows the path to take. I would quote
Air Marshal J S Kler Ex-Commandant NDA, as he says “Never
let the lack of knowledge and preparedness stand in the way of
performing your Dharma, and keep the ethos and OLQs intact,
no matter what !”
Lastly, I would once again reiterate that in the life of honour
we have chosen to live, men unﬂinchingly sacriﬁce their lives for
a cause, men are willing to lay down their lives for a right cause
or to prevent something wrong from happening. And we have to
carry forward the legacy. And we have to make sure we leave no
stone unturned in doing that.

The importance of courage both physical and more
importantly moral, commitment, compassion, credibility and
integrity can never be overemphasized. Every time I recall these
lines, from Marcus Aurelius, it ﬁlls me with a sense of peace and
strength: “Endow us with the courage, which is born of love of
what is noble, and which knows no compromise or retreat when
truth and right are in peril”. Remember this, my dearest juniors.

And at the end of the day, ask the man in the mirror,
and he will tell you nothing but the truth, unﬁltered, unbiased
unprejudiced and unadulterated!

I am sure it resonates with all of you. So in the academy,
whenever I am faced with a situation, I straightaway remember

Midshipman Shashank Shekhar
3672- 95 M.SC
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Training To Transform

INA Rides to Glory
Army Equestrian Championship: 13 – 17
October 2018
Some horses will test you, some will teach
you and some will bring the best out of
you. Cadets from Indian Naval Academy
won laurels at the Army Equestrian
Championship – 2018 and Jaipur Horse
Show conducted at Jaipur from 13 – 17 Oct
2018 where teams from NDA, IMA, Remount
and Veterinary Corps and NCC units
took part in the event. INA won ﬁve each
gold, silver and bronze medals in various
individual events. In the team events, INA
won Silver medal in Tent Pegging and
Bronze in Show Jumping. This is the largest
medal haul ever by INA Equitation Team
in Equestrian championships. The cadets
showed immense dedication and poise
while manoeuvring the horses, reﬂecting
sound mind-body coordination and
superlative competence.
Solo Cycling Expedition
Lieutenant Commander Manoj Gupta,
who successfully completed a solo cycling
expedition from Kashmir to Kanyakumari,
was welcomed at the Indian Naval
Academy (INA) on 18 Jul 18 by riders
comprising officers and midshipmen of
THE AHOY - AUTUMN TERM 2018
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the Academy. Vice Admiral RB Pandit,
AVSM, Commandant, INA, received the
officer at Periera Drill Shed. The officer was
felicitated for the successful completion
of the expedition and the courage and
determination displayed by him during the
journey. The expedition had commenced
from Khardung La in Ladakh on
06 Jun 18 and culminated at Sunset Point,
Kanyakumari on 16 Jul 18, covering a total
distance of 4000 km across eleven states.
Manoj is the ﬁrst officer from the Indian
Navy to complete a solo cycling expedition
from Kashmir to Kanyakumari. The trainees
were thrilled to listen to his experiences
and learn grit, determination and the
art of focussed planning that were at the
background of his remarkable feat.
Inter
Command
Cross
Championship 2018 – 19

Country

The Inter Command Cross Country
Championship 2018-19 was held at Naval
Station, Ezhimala on 07 Oct 18 to select the
best runners to represent the Indian Navy in
the Services Cross Country Championship.
Three teams, comprising nine participants
each from the Western, Eastern and
Southern Naval Command respectively
participated in the event. The 10 km run

was ﬂagged off by Rear Admiral Amit Vikram, Principal, INA and the team from Southern Naval Command emerged victorious. Vice
Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM, Commandant, INA congratulated the winning team as well as the individual prize winners and gave away
the medals and trophies. The cadets drew inspiration from the ace runners, who shared their ‘winning formula’ of resolve, purpose
and fortitude – the benign effects of even witnessing such a stellar event later reﬂected in signiﬁcant number of cadets jumping their
enclosures during the Inter Squadron Cross Country.
Hell Race - Five Marathon in Five Days – From Manali to Leh!
Commander PS Soodan, did the Navy and the INA proud by being the ﬁrst Indian to run and complete ﬁve marathons on ﬁve successive
days. His story of determination and resilience stands as an example for all of us, especially the ﬁery cadets who aim to ‘jump’ an
enclosure during the Cross Country.
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Sameeksha and Jigyasa 2018-Tasting
Victory at AFMC, Pune
The INA Debate and Quiz Team did the academy proud by winning the Inter Academy Quiz Competition (Jigyasa) and ﬁnishing as
Runners up in the Inter Academy Debate Competition (Sameeksha). The debate team showed exemplary ﬂair for public speaking,
mowing down arguments and shooting counter arguments like swift arrows that found their mark, while the Quiz team dazzled all
and sundry with their depth and breadth of knowledge, especially during the ﬁnals which was based on Military History. In fact, the
INA Quiz Team went pleasantly berserk during the rapid ﬁre round, answering 19 of the 25 questions, thereby ensuring ﬁrst place for
themselves in the competition.
As part of the HeroSpeak section, we have reproduced the two winning speeches delivered by cadets from the INA. The topic for the
ėÏÉêŏąêŏŌLoyalty to Organisational Objectives is the Bulwark of Effectivenessōıŏ
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For the Motion
Speaker: Mid Karan Chellani

I will break and redeﬁne the motion we are debating here –

The Indian Naval Academy debate team has been preparing
for this competition ever since July! Along the way, we ran our
camps and cross countries, passed Physical Efficiency Tests
and Watermanship Tests, took Mid Term Exams, participated in
Open Sea Swimming and Rowing and..Pulling and...(wait for it)
triathlon..and yet, on most days, from 2300 to 0059, we would
be huddled in one of the Gun Rooms, reading, researching,
structuring sentences, deconstructing arguments – all

Organisational loyalty is not only the bulwark of
effectiveness; at times, it also becomes the hallmark of
excellence.

for
this
day!
And last evening, one of us did not make the cut!
Does it mean they were any less loyal and forthright in their
efforts?
Does it mean they were any less dedicated, or wanting in
their desire to see the INA win?
The answer, Ladies and Gentlemen, is an emphatic NO!
And in that lies the difference that most of my opponents fail
to discern when they speak of effectiveness – they confuse
effectiveness with success – they confuse means with ends – they
confuse process with results – loyalty is an inherent condition
that makes one invest oneself wholeheartedly in the process – no
matter the ends – and in that lies effectiveness!
And so some will say that one of our teams lost. But bearing
in mind the learning, the bonding, the exposure, the camaraderie
with cadets from other academies that ensued – I think we have
already won, and this whole endeavour has been a very effective
one. Thank you, AFMC!
Good evening, Ladies and Gentlemen, I, Midshipman
Karan Chellani, stand before you to ﬁrmly arguing for the
motion – loyalty to organisational objectives is the bulwark of
effectiveness.
When I read this topic, you know the ﬁrst image that struck
me – an army of yellow, one eyed, two eyed, three eyed minions
bringing heaven and hell together to save a girl who was not even
²æÕÎŏð·¥¹æŏêã¥¹¥êĬŏÏ¡ŏ¹²ŏð·ðŏąêÏōðŏ¥ÏÕõ³·Ĭŏð·¥ċŏõ¹ÉðŏŏÕðŏ
from a shoe box to sail half way around the world to save their
ðÉÉĬŏ ÉÏÆċĬŏ ÉÕÏ³ŏ ÏÕê¥¡ŏ Õêêŏ ą·Õŏ ąêÏōðŏ ·É²ŏ êŏ ³ÕÕ¡łÉÕÕÆ¹Ï³Įŏ
– and that, my friends is what believing wholeheartedly in a
common goal does – it empowers ordinary people, some of who
ÉÕÕÆŏ ²õÏÏ¹¥æŏ ð·Ïŏ ð·¥ŏ Î¹Ï¹ÕÏêĬŏ ðÕŏ æ¥·ŏ ·¥¹³·ðêŏ ð·¥ċŏ ąÕõÉ¡Ïōðŏ
have otherwise. It enables people to transcend boundaries
and personal limitations, it empowers them to go beyond and
accomplish what is expected from them – minions, yes! they are
ﬁction – but what will you say of Major Shaitain Singh who lead
and won one of the only battles in 1962, or of Lt Cdr Firdaus
Mogal, who dived into the high seas from the submarine casing
to save six of his subordinates – and here, Ladies and Gentlemen,

There are many names I can drop here – E Sreedharan and
his triumph over the difficult Konkan terrain, the Wright brothers,
or even, closer home, the humble, yet legendary dabbahwallahs
of Mumbai whose tenacity runs deeper than the port holes of
Mumbai itself!
But what I want to do is look on the other side of the coin –
Ï¡ŏê¥¥ŏĊ¥ÉÉ¥Ï¥ōêŏ¡ŏæÕð·¥æŏÏ¡ŏæ·ŏÏ¥Î¥ê¹êŏŁŏÎ¥¡¹Õæ¹ðċĮŏ
If organisational loyalty can engender excellence, then the
lack of it, no matter what the situation, resources, circumstances,
can become a recipe for mediocrity bordering on disaster.
Let me give you an example – what is common between
Jalgandha, Dhusalan, Dhurdhara, Nishagin, Bheemabela –
ÏÕĮŏ d·¥ê¥ŏ æ¥Ïōðŏ ÏÎ¥êŏ Õ²ŏ ðæ¹Ïêŏ ²æÕÎŏ ð·¥ŏ ġĜêŏ Ï¡ŏ ĢĜêŏ Łŏ ð·¥ċŏ
ą¥æ¥ŏ ÎÕÏ³ŏ ð·¥ŏ ĝĜĜŏ Õæŏ êÕŏ +¥Ï¥æÉêŏ ¹Ïŏ õæċÕ¡·Ïōêŏ æÎċĮŏ
õæċÕ¡·ÏōêŏæÎċŏ·¡ŏêŏÎÏċŏ³¥Ï¥æÉêŏêŏð·¥æ¥ŏæ¥ŏXÕÆ¥ÎÕÏŏ¹Ïŏ
the Pokemon universe – and each ran to his own tune – and while
<æ¹ê·Ïōêŏ³õ¹É¥êŏæ¥ŏð·¥ŏêðõ²²ŏÕ²ŏÏÕð·¥æŏ¡¥ð¥ŏÕÏŏŌXæÕð¥ð¹ÕÏŏÕ²ŏ
/õÎÏŏ[¹³·ðêŏÏ¡ŏð·¹ÉŏÕÏ¡õðōŏŁŏ¹ðŏê¥¥Îêŏê²¥ŏðÕŏêõæÎ¹ê¥ŏ
ð·ðŏ ÕÏ¥ŏ Õ²ŏ ð·¥ŏ ÎÏċŏ æ¥êÕÏêŏ ð·¥ŏ <õæĄêŏ ÕõÉ¡Ïōðŏ æ¹ê¥ŏ ðÕŏ ð·¥ŏ
Pandava challenge lay in the lack of cohesion among the various
stakeholders – mind you, the argument takes in its fold the
premise of competence – all his Generals, including Dronacharya,
Ashwathamma, Bhishma were the bravest of warriors – and yet,
they lost!
¥êĬŏ ð·¹êŏ ¹êŏ Îċð·ÕÉÕ³ċŏ Łŏ õðŏ ŏ ÏÕÏ¡¥êæ¹ãðŏ >¥¹¥êð¥æŏ ¹ðċōêŏ
historic win over a star studded Manchester City side says a lot –
not only about usual human follies like overconﬁdence and lack
Õ²ŏÕ·¥ê¹ÕÏŏÎÕÏ³ŏÉæ³¥ŏŌ¥³Õł¥¡ōŏ³¹ÏðêĬŏõðŏÉêÕĬŏ¹ÏŏC·ðÎŏ
+Ï¡·¹ōêŏ ąÕæ¡êĬŏ ŊÏ¥Ą¥æŏ ¡Õõðŏ ŏ êÎÉÉŏ ³æÕõãŏ Õ²ŏ ð·Õõ³·ð²õÉĬŏ
committed citizens to change the world”.
In the end, I will end with one of my favourite conundrums.
Hundreds of years ago, Darwin proposed the theory of survival
Õ²ŏð·¥ŏėðð¥êðŏŁŏÏ¡ŏð·ðŏêÕæðŏÕ²ŏÉ¥³¹ð¹Î¹ê¥¡ŏð·¥ŏŌ¡Õ³ŏ¥ðŏ¡Õ³ōŏąÕæÉ¡ŏ
we all thought we lived in! – thinking on these lines does make us
individualistic, and question loyalty to anyone except ourselves
towards achieving our parochial/ petty motives.
And then, in 1952 John Nash won the Nobel prize for
mathematically proving to us, through his Game Theory that
when individuals or organisations are competing in a strategic
environment, collaboration is the only long term sustainable
method – in simple words, investing oneself in something more
than oneself is not only prudent, it becomes necessary as well!
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Against the Motion
Speaker: Cadet Deepkant Sharma
ŊTUM MUJHE KHOON DO MAI TUMHE AZADI DUNGA"

distractions, what could be a more motivating environment to
work? Now that may have sounded like ‘Neverland’ but Google’s
offices in California and even Hyderabad are a living example

These words of Netaji fuelled the ﬁre of patriotism amongst

of this! Google also went a step beyond to ensure that their

the members of Indian National Army, spiking their number from

employees are more than motivated and more than happy in

a dwindling 12,000 to a mighty 40,000 strong. An army of men

office. The positive work culture inspired them to innovate. They

and women who had vested their loyalties in the Indian National

also encourage a culture to fail – something that releases the fear

Army and Netaji Subas Chandra Bose. But, were they effective?

of defecting from the course and coming up with new and better

This might ruffle the feathers of some ‘nationalists’ sitting here,

ideas. Until recently they had something called as “20% rule"

but the truth remains that the INA failed miserably against the

where in an employee could essentially spend a day a week on

formidable British forces and were repelled from Burma itself.

personal projects. The direct result of this was a product called
Gmail, which was later followed by Googletalk. That, my friends,

The motion today suggests a direct relation between loyalty

is effectiveness for you.

and effectiveness – I am here to tell you that it DOES NOT EXIST.
Positive work culture inspires employees to work harder, a
Most Nazis, irrespective of rank, were tremendously loyal to
Adolf Hitler; so much so that they even turned a blind eye to the
strategic and tactical blunders he committed –blunders that led

culture where the organization says “We will take care of you
while you take care of work" rather than “we'll take care of you
only if you take care of work!"

to the failure of the ‘organization’, and the entire country, driving
it to ruins! So one would want to ask – were they effective? Kindly

Another factor that cause effectiveness is competence,

do not waste your time delving on ‘what-aboutery’ by considering

when healthy competition between people is encouraged. It

‘what if they had been’!

leads them to work harder and smarter. This is further enhanced
by the incentive culture.

I posit that loyalty encourages and advocates a ‘YES SIR’
culture and for any organization to even function, let alone be

To understand this we need to go back to pre primary school,

effective, it is a necessity to have a range of diverse thoughts

and I hope most of you, like me, never liked school back then.

and ideas. An organization needs people who challenge it and

But what made our day even then? A “very good" or “excellent”

have the audacity to set a discourse, it needs people who wish

or “bravo" remark on our homework by the teacher; this not

to contribute from hearts and minds fuelled and ﬁred by self-

only motivated us for the next assignment but also boosted

motivation rather than through forced orders. And this shall only

others to work harder. THAT is basic human psyche – we want

happen through good leadership: leaders who give employees a

recognition, we want our efforts to be rewarded to stay focussed

free hand. They show them a mission statement, a vision, rather

and motivated in order to be effective. As we grow we start

than a set of objective or directive principles. This has been ably

calling them ‘incentives’. And it need not always be monetary,

illustrated by the leadership of individuals such as Steve Jobs,

sometimes even a small well done note works well. A special

Bill Gates and Elon Musk.

mention in despatches can do the magic as well.

Imagine this! You did not have your worry about your
ﬁnances when at work, because your company was doing it for
you; you did not have to miss your doggo because your manager
allows him in the office; you did not have to worry about your food
or car wash or even laundry because your employers cater for all

Towards the end I'd like to quote Patton, who said,
“Don’t tell people how to do things, tell them what to do
and let them surprise you with the result"
Thank you. Jai Hind.

of that – would you ever have any distractions at work? Leave
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What Kind of an Officer do I Aspire to be?

T

o aim towards being a particular kind of an officer, it is
important to come to grips with the fact of being an officer.
For striving to be one without the basics would be a journey
without an origin. Thus let me begin by addressing what being
an officer means to me ﬁrst. While men and women of my
age ponder upon a choice of profession, I did decide upon a
way of life itself. I have not chosen what I will do or who will
I be during my ‘Working Hours’, whereas I have picked who I
will be 24*7, 365 days a year because one is never off duty in
those sparkling whites. Hence, I hope I have established that
just being an officer in itself magniﬁes the level of scrutiny,
responsibility and solemnity that rests on my shoulder. Hence,
I have become a slide under magniﬁcation. Eyes look up to me
and hence multiply my responsibility exponentially. From the
way I eat to the way I dress, everything is linked to officer-like
behaviour.

that as an officer all won’t be smooth sailing. In addition to
routine work, I will have to address emergency tasks and
unexpected crisis – both big and small; but it will be my ability
to tackle such situations and yet manage to dedicate myself
towards my long term goals, both personal and professional,
that will determine the person and officer I become.

This is where I begin, as I realize that being observed
means I am a conduit for whatever I want to convey and thus,
I aspire to be the epitome of ‘Time Management’. For, there
is only one thing that we all have in common and that is the
amount of time.

I hence strongly advocate the importance of efficient time
management which can transcend up or down the hierarchy.
After all, time management in the larger scale means timely
acquisition, reﬁts, maintenance and procurement of vessels
and technology. Thus this helps to build a fearsome force to
safeguard our motherland and thereby, it is such an officer that
I aspire to be!

‘I master time, I conquer the world’, goes the saying. The
world is replete with examples of stalwarts of time management.
From the moment my day begins to the instant I fall in slumber,
my working hours should be optimized for productivity. I agree

Mastering time will also help me boost my energy by
keeping the stress levels low, resulting in even more increased
productivity. I will go about setting targets and short term
goals reﬂecting in multiple successes coming my way. This will
cascade into positive energy and keep me further motivated.
This will reﬂect in my work space and help my subordinates to
take bearing from and replicate the method of short term goals
and the feelings of positivity and accomplishment associated
with it.

Mid R R Arvind Nawin
2911/X/95 INAC

Military Funny Bones
Attention! On parade are some wise ones! Learn them, and
æÆō¥ÎŏðÕŏÎÆ¥ŏŏ¹³ŏ¹Îãæ¥êê¹ÕÏŏÕÏŏċÕõæŏê¥Ï¹Õæêııı
≈
Trench warfare should always be a last ditch effort.
≈
How many guns do the US need to combat an enemy?
Two: one to shoot and one to sell him to shoot back.
≈
During the war my Granddad survived mustard gas and
pepper spray.
DÕąŏ·¥ōêŏŏê¥êÕÏ¥¡ŏĄ¥ð¥æÏı
≈
Those who wear sleeveless shirts like to defend the right to
bare arms.
≈
y·ðōêŏð·¥ŏ¡¹²²¥æ¥Ï¥ŏ¥ðą¥¥Ïŏŏė³·ð¥æŏã¹ÉÕðŏÏ¡ŏŏÄ¥ðŏ¥Ï³¹Ï¥Ĳ
A jet engine stops whining when the plane shuts down.
≈
d·¥ŏæ¹ÉÉŏ¹ÏêðæõðÕæŏê·Õõð¥¡Őðŏð·¥ŏ¡¥ðĬŏŊ1ŏ¡¹¡Ïōðŏê¥¥ŏċÕõŏðŏ
camouﬂage training this morning, cadet.”

d·¥ŏ¡¥ðŏæ¥ãÉ¹¥¡ĬŏŊd·ÏÆŏċÕõŏĄ¥æċŏÎõ·Ĭŏ_¹æıŋ
≈
I used to be an artist in the Navy but I kept drawing enemy
ﬁre.
≈
What did the mariner say to the other when they had a
problem?
Ōy¥ōæ¥ŏ¹Ïŏð·¥ŏêÎ¥ŏÕðıō
≈
y·ðōêŏ>ÕÏ³Ĭŏ/æ¡ĬŏÏ¡ŏ*õÉÉŏÕ²ŏ_¥Î¥ÏĲ
A submarine!
≈
Which Month Do Cadets Hate?
March!
≈
y·ðōêŏ¹ðŏÉÉ¥¡ŏy·¥Ïŏŏ_ÕÉ¡¹¥æŏ;õÎãêŏ¹ÏðÕŏŏ*ÕĊŏ/ÕÉ¥Ĳ
Bestiality.
≈
Those who aim torpedoes are always ready to press charges.
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ASPIRATIONS AND
EXPECTATIONS OF A
YOUNG OFFICER

A

s I stand here today, at the dawn of our careers in the Navy,
I cannot help but reminisce of the how these past four years
have made me who I am. The transition from a boy fresh out of
high school to a young Naval officer, has been anything but easy.
We were broken down and rebuilt into what we are today. So
of course, I will be correct in saying the time I spent here at the
Indian Naval Academy have been an experience and a learning
in itself.
1ŏą¹ÉÉŏêð¥ãŏÕÏðÕŏð·¥ŏŌÏð¹ÎŏX³ōŏŏ²¥ąŏ¡ċêŏ²æÕÎŏÏÕąıŏ1ðŏ¹êŏ
only natural for me to wonder what awaits me on the other side.
I know for sure that I have developed the requisite skills and
gained the knowledge that will enable me to fulﬁl all my duties
that I will be entrusted with as a young officer in the Navy; but
as any experienced warrior will tell you, no amount of readiness
can prepare you for the battle that we call life. As we step into a
new chapter of our lives, an air of uncertainty casts it shadows
over our minds. As we rejoice in the successful completion of our
training here at INA, we also must understand the responsibility
that the Nelson Ring puts onto our shoulders.

êŏ;Õ·Ïŏ*ıŏ<¥ÏÏ¥¡ċŏãõðŏ¹ðĬŏŊAsk not what your country can
do for you, but what you can do for your country.” As a young
Naval officer, I expect nothing less of myself, than to perform
my duties to the highest of standards. To uphold the morals of
Duty, Honour and Courage, to behave in such way that makes my
predecessors proud and sets a right example for my successors
to follow, to live up to the honour and pride that is showered
upon me by this country and its people, to be righteous in every
sense, and have the highest standards of personal integrity, and
also to be the right man for every job, and the right man for every
mission – I strive to be an asset for my Navy and my country. This
is what I live for, and this is what gets me through the toughest of
times – our country, our principles and our values.
We formally join the Naval service at a very exciting time in
our country; with the Indian Navy being in the forefront as the
preserver and keeper of peace in the oceans. The future is bright,
and, the youngest lot in the Navy are just here to add to the light
with our josh, vigour and energy.
As we bid adieu to the INA, that has been our home since
that cold January morning in 2015 when I stepped in through
its hallowed portals, I promise to live up to the ﬁnest of the
traditions of the Navy and my alma mater, the INA.

WHAT FAILING TAUGHT
ME AND HOW I
TRIUMPHED THEREAFTER
The Importance of Obsession. If one ever wants to make
his mark on this world, he is going to have to break free of
mediocrity and be obsessed with winning. It must resemble
a burning desire, a ﬁery ambition, something that keeps one
õãŏ ðŏ Ï¹³·ðŏ Ï¡ŏ ąÆ¥êŏ ·¹Îŏ õãŏ ¥æÉċŏ ¹Ïŏ ð·¥ŏ ÎÕæÏ¹Ï³ıŏ 1ðōêŏ ð·¥ŏ
õÏ¹åõ¥Ï¥êêŏÕ²ŏ·¹êŏÎ¹êê¹ÕÏŏÏ¡ŏ·¹êŏÕÏðæ¹õð¹ÕÏŏðÕŏ¹ðıŏ1ðōêŏð·ðŏ
desire to never give up and fall back.
The Need for Persistence. Failure will knock one down on a
number of occasions. But the one destined to succeed will
have that power to never give up; the power of persistence
will pay off one day.
The Necessity of the Dream. Without a dream and without a
vision one is nothing but a lifeless void. Dreams are not just
²Õæŏð·¥ŏÕÏėÏ¥êŏÕ²ŏÕÏ¥ōêŏêÉ¥¥ã¹Ï³ŏ·ÕõæêıŏiãÕÏŏð·¥ê¥ŏ¡æ¥ÎêĬŏ
²Õæŏ ŏ ¥ðð¥æŏ ²õðõæ¥Ĭŏ æ¥ŏ ê¥¡ŏ ÕÏ¥ōêŏ ·Õã¥êŏ Ï¡ŏ ðŏ ð·¥ŏ êÎ¥ŏ
time they harbour the belief that drives productivity and
increases proﬁtability.

Cadet Ramanjot singh
3392/E/98

Funny Bones
Perils of Poor Punctuation
Dear John
I want a man who knows what love is. All about you
are generous, kind, thoughtful people, who are not
like you. Admit to being useless and inferior. You have
ruined me. For other men, I yearn. For you, I have no
²¥¥É¹Ï³êŏą·ðêÕ¥Ą¥æıŏy·¥Ïŏą¥ōæ¥ŏãæðĬŏ1ŏÏŏ²Õæ¥Ą¥æŏ
be happy. Will you let me be? Yours, Gloria
Dear John

No easy task ahead, but we are prepared for it. I wish that
each of us have a successful tenure as officers in the Indian Navy.
May the ocean gods be auspicious upon us.

Mid. Sehaj Singh Jouhal
3019/95
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I want a man who knows what love is all about. You
are generous, kind, thoughtful. People who are not
like you admit to being useless and inferior. You have
ruined me for other men. I yearn for you. I have no
²¥¥É¹Ï³êŏą·ðêÕ¥Ą¥æŏą·¥Ïŏą¥ōæ¥ŏãæðıŏ1ŏÏŏ²Õæ¥Ą¥æŏ¥ŏ
happy, will you let me be yours? Gloria

INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

EXPECTATIONS OF A CADET FROM HIS INSTRUCTORS

C

adets expect and hope to learn from their seniors, and seek motivation from them.

They want to learn something new and useful in each lesson. They do not expect the teacher to know everything. They
want the instructor/ senior to convey knowledge or skills relevant to their lives. So it is vital to communicate a programme
or curriculum and tell students what they will be able to do at the end of the course.
They want the teacher to bring out the best in them, help them to ﬁnd the courage to speak out, give them the desire
to do the required work, and show them that by completing the program they will achieve goals that are speciﬁed. An
instructor/ senior who can motivate the students will ﬁnd the latter very cooperative.
Cadets want an instructor/ senior to respect them i.e. understand their difficulties, their hesitations, and their problems.
They don’t want to feel humiliated if they do something wrong. Most importantly, they want their instructor/ senior to be
fair in every procedure and not have favourites, and not label them from the very beginning as ‘weak’.
Cdt Abhishek Kumar
3342/E/98
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CAMP VARUNA &
SAMUDRAMANTHAN
WAR WITHIN OURSELVES
36
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A

t the stroke of midnight, or rather, in
the wee hours of morning, when the
world sleeps, the cadets of INA woke up
to something ungodly & absurd!
For these cadets, the countless hours
of preparation that everyone concerned
puts in, the dogged determination to shed
mere seconds off important seamanship
evolutions needed to be performed, the
gruelling afternoon runs, the nightlong
planning as if there was a war coming, the
anxiety, the josh, the all encompassing
fever of winning – it overwhelmed them.

The event being none other
than Camp Samudramanthan! After
experiencing Camp Barracuda in my
second term, I had a fair idea of how
camp will be in the 4th term. But trust me,
nothing prepares you for it, like the real
thing itself!
From the very ﬁrst muster in the PT
shed to the last step in the torrid sands of
campsite, no cadet shows any regard to
personal comfort.
We give it all - for the glory and
victory for our squadrons. Further, the
idea of having the coveted title ‘Silver’
preﬁxed to squadron course names of
whichever squadron wins is a tantalising
close second.
Our camps started with the ﬁrst
night navigation run. This was followed

by ﬁring before breakfast. This is closest
one can get to a war like situation as the
physical breakdown is phenomenal. The
toll it can take on one’s concentration is
inestimable. And yet, we pierced the night
with our war cries!
The squadrons raced through the
route. Navigators put in their best skills
to ﬁnd the right path. It was a tough ﬁght.
We were at each other’s heels. Each string
had prepared well! We arrived at our
destination quite close to one another.
The change to FSMO Scale-A packs,
from those tiny Scale-B pack of our
second term heralded a whole new story.
It greatly affected our pace. By the time
we reached the campsite, our legs and
shoulders gave in and dungarees were
fully drenched. The feeling of sitting in
our tents and ﬁnally taking off those
heavy packs was heavenly! Most of us
succumbed to sweet slumber within
minutes. The mental fortitude which had
kept us going until then, gave way to an
exhaustion that doesn’t have a name in
the English language.
On day two, we were back with a
spark, healed and rejuvenated! But the
route looked more arduous. Soon into our
run we realised the bone-tiring exhaustion
from the previous days quickly turned our
legs into jelly.

the inner seaman residing inside each
one of us. What theory classes taught us
all these terms was ﬁnally put to practice
during the seamanship exercises. Rigging
a whaler, handling lines, pulling, assessing
the direction of currents – in the blazing
sun, all this wasn’t ‘masti ki paathshala’ –
but it was a lot of fun, I can assure you!
As we drew close to the fourth day,
all squadrons were eyeing to nail the
Triathlon. This event carries the most
number of points. But its aura lies in the
fact that it is the toughest, and hence
comes with maximum prestige for the
winner!
A 15 km josh run, followed by 500
meters swimming, obstacle course and
ﬁring – all of this was a matter of ‘karo ya
maro’ for all of us!
All this seems impossible till the
race kicked off! I feel proud to tell you all
that the Triathlon in AT – 18 broke some
long standing records. All the strings
made impressive, never-before recorded
timings.
In the end, while the camps were
won by one of the six squadrons, the
true victors were the cadets of the 99
Sagarsartaj (99 INAC).
Cdt IS. Siddarth
3439/E/99

Watermanship activities bring out
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Camp Rookie & Barracuda
I have nothing to offer but blood, sweat, toil and tears.
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agle Squadron emerged victorious
in Camp ‘Rookie’ conducted for
Naval Orientation Course (NOC) and
Daredevil Squadron emerged victorious
in
Camp
‘Barracuda’
conducted
for Second term INAC and Naval
Orientation Course (Extended) cadets.
249 cadets including 14 women
trainees and three international cadets
participated in the camps conducted
from 03 to 06 October 2018 at INA. The
camps are aimed at developing espritde-corps,
camaraderie,
leadership

qualities, physical endurance and
mental strength amongst cadets under
stressful situations and instilling the
Navy’s core values - Duty, Honour
and Courage. The camp activities
comprised route march, endurance
runs, land navigation exercises, obstacle
course, small arms ﬁring, tent pitching,
seamanship evolutions, whaler rigging
and sailing, and raft punting in Kavvayi
backwaters.
The camps witnessed a highly
spirited participation by all six
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squadrons in a challenging Quadrathlon,
comprising a gruelling 10 km run
through the varied terrains of INA in
full battle gear, followed by swimming,
obstacle course and small arms ﬁring.
The four day camp culminated with
a camp ﬁre. Vice Admiral RB Pandit,
AVSM, Commandant, INA awarded
the camp banners to winners and
congratulated all the participants.
Cadet Mritunjay Tara recounts his
experiences in the following article.
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WHAT I LEARNT FROM MY FIRST CAMP

T

hey say that your actions when you are at your breaking
point determines the type of person you are. This is the exact
deﬁnition of camps and is the ultimate motive of camps. More
than competition between squadrons, it is a competition with
yourself!

while we are already fatigued by the gruelling activities and testing
weather. These activities are an integral part of our training and
are the basic essence of a Naval leader & a soldier. We learn grit,
stamina, perseverance, and integrity. Camps are also an excellent
way to train an individual in Stress Management!

What I discovered about myself was even surprising to me.
Even after being a tenth enclosure ﬁnisher in Cross Country, I
ended up leading the string. I feel so proud of this! Moreover, I
discovered my peak running capacity, the ﬁre in my belly which
motivates me, the spirit I feel towards my course and squadron
and most of all, my threshold of bearing all the mental and
physical exhaustion.

Even though, the winning course is declared as ‘Silver’ and
‘Golden’ depending on whether they win once or twice, I strongly
believe that each course which goes through these four days
deserves to be at least be declared ‘Silver’. Camps have developed
in me the idea of never leaving a member behind.

Though, Camps are a short four-day event, consisting of
running and other allied evolutions, but ask any cadet who has
gone through these four days – he will talk about like as if it
lasted for months. The four days, mere four days are intense
enough to change one’s attitude about what he can or cannot
do. Truly, it isn’t the quantity of time that determines anything,
but the quality!

At the end of four days, while walking back to our squadrons
we felt like a war had ended. And that we all had achieved
something big. No one was thinking of the results. While coming
for camp ﬁre, all of the 96 hours ﬂashed before our eyes.
As the results were announced, we were disheartened, but a
new ﬁghting spirit had been induced in us and I can say with full
conﬁdence that the motive of camps was fulﬁlled.
Cdt Mritunjay Tara
3708/E/101

One learns to push harder when it is time to give up.
One of the most important lessons I learnt was that
your body’s capacity is as limitless as your mind. As long as
your mind holds strong, so will your body.
At various points during camps, your course mates
give up, and you ﬁnd yourself left with no option but to
take charge of the situation. Your course mates will do the
same for you at one point or the other during camps. This
is what buiilds camaraderie and espirit de corps, and makes
military training for what it is.
Camps also provide us with an opportunity to try adventures
such as nav-gati, punting, ﬁring, and much more – and all these,

No guts, no story!
- Muhammad Ali
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'DLLI SERIES' SEA POWER SEMINAR
The ﬁfth edition of the ‘Dilli Series’ Sea Power seminar on
“Geopolitical Impact of Sea Power” was held from 11 – 12
October, 2018 at the Indian Naval Academy (INA).
Nine papers were presented during the seminar covering
various areas such as ‘Of places and Bases – How Naval
Strategy for Trade Protection Impacted Anglo – French
Colonial Rivalry in the Indian Ocean’, ‘The Battle of Diu’,
’China’s Belt and Road Initiative’, ‘Assessing China’s
Engagement in India’s Maritime Neighbourhood’, ‘Chinese
Sea Power and the Belt and Road Initiative: A Mahanian
Blueprint to Colonisation in the 21st Century’ and ‘Gunboat
Diplomacy’.
The two day event was attended by several serving and
retired senior Naval Officers, eminent academicians and
distinguished luminaries. Dr TCA Raghavan, Director,
Indian Council of World Affairs, New Delhi had consented
to be the Chief Guest and delivered the Key Note Address.
Cadets of the INA presented a paper on the topic ‘Gunboat
Diplomacy: Emerging Players and Associated Challenges
in the Indo-Paciﬁc Region’, in a session chaired by Rear
Admiral SY Shrikhande, AVSM (Retd).
The seminar also witnessed mesmerising and insightful
presentations on Gunboat Diplomacy by Vice Admiral
Pradeep Chauhan, AVSM & Bar, VSM, (Retd) (covering
the prospects from 14th – 17th Century), Commodore
G Prakash covering the topic from 17th century onwards
and Commander P Ratheesh discussing its applications in
the IOR.
Rear Admiral Puneet Chadha, VSM, Deputy Commandant
and Chief instructor, INA delivered the closing address
and thanked all paper presenters, chairpersons, and
eminent academicians and luminaries for the intellectually
enriching experience provided to the audience, especially
cadets at INA, through the high quality of discussions and
deliberations.
The Indian Naval Academy had christened the Annual
Seminar as the ‘Dilli Series’ after Mount Dilli located
at Ezhimala, which has been witness to important
developments in the maritime history of the region. The
lighthouse insignia reﬂects the need to ‘look back to see
forward’. The seminar has been an enriching experience
and the ‘Dilli Series’ hopes to stimulate young officers and
cadets to keep an eye on developments in the domain of
international geopolitics whilst simultaneously laying a
strong foundation of maritime history.
The ensuing pages feature the ‘Tea Time Chat’ recounting
the interview of Vice Admiral Pradeep Chauhan, AVSM &
Bar, VSM (Retd), by our cadets.
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'TEA TIME CHAT'
INTERACTION WITH VADM PRADEEP CHAUHAN, AVSM AND BAR, VSM, IN (Retd)
Q.1 Sir, you have been the Commandant of this academy. What
changes should be incorporated and what will be the challenges
ahead?
Ans. Changes to be wrought need to be a function of the
challenges that are foreseen. These changes and challenges
are of two broad types, i.e., ‘physical’ and ‘conceptual’. Physical
changes at the INA will stem from the challenges of meeting the
qualitative and quantitative demands placed upon the officercorps of an expanding Navy. To meet the challenges of ‘quantity’
in terms of naval and coast guard officers, there is a clear need for
us to expand the training infrastructure at the INA. As the academy
grows, we will have to cater for a bigger Mess, the creation of
comprehensive training-infrastructure at the waters’ edge in both,
the Kavvayi backwaters as well as Ettikulam Bay, if not along the
Zamorin Beach itself…. Then there will be a concomitant need
for additional sports facilities such as playing-ﬁelds, courts and,
given that we are quintessentially a waterborne Service, additional
swimming pools and sea-swimming infrastructure. This will,
in turn, mean more infrastructure-services such as squadrons,
parking areas, motorised transport, more roads, and, additional
water-supply, electricity, sewage-lines, sumps, pumpingstations, and so on and so forth. All this will require major ﬁscaloutlays and, will, very probably also require the acquisition of
additional land. Equally importantly, there will be need for all
this to be regularly and comprehensively maintained, which will
demand substantial recurring expenditure. And yet, formidable
as these challenges of physical infrastructure are, they pale
in comparison with the conceptual challenge that need to be
wrestled-with. These conceptual challenges deal with ‘quality’ of
the men and women being fed into the officer corps by the INA,
year-on-year, or rather, term-on-term. How are we to deal with
the fact that even as we seek to create a core of long-serving
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professionals by way of the INAC, the environment in which
this ‘core’ will emerge will be increasingly shaped by the ethos
established by the vast majority — the NOC. The sociological
pressure upon the INAC officers to simply conform to the ethos
already established by the far greater numbers of NOC officers,
who are being fed into the officer corps at a higher frequency, will
be enormous. This is why it is so important to create, maintain
and sustain a concept of “One-Academy-One-Navy.” Right now,
in the Academy, we have at least four officer-variants —the NOC
(Regular), the NOC (Extended), the INAC and cadets joining
ex- NDA. The INAC and the NDA cadets have a very hardcore
military ethos imbibed in them due to the period of training that
they have undergone, and yet, they do not easily gel with one
another, since the ethos of the two academies (the NDA and the
INA) are somewhat at variance with each other. The NOCs, on
the other hand, train together for just six months and are ‘cadrespeciﬁc’. If, in order to protect the seniority-differential , they
are made to live in the same Academy but in separate squadrons
removed from the INAC, they will really never get to know any of
their INAC/ex-NDA colleagues, will never experience the bonds
that common misery (and a common hope for a better future)
generates, and will be quite unable to imbibe the military ethos
that these cadets already possess by virtue of their much longer
training-duration. So, we might well end-up with a solution
that is better for the INA but worse for the Navy — victims of
the Law of Unintended Consequences! Which path ought we to
adopt? This is certainly something that needs to be extensively
and intensively debated and, the rationale underpinning the
argument(s) that eventually prevail will also need to not only be
clear to those debating these issues, but also made evident to
the naval community as a whole. At the moment we are moving
away from a concept of “One-Academy-One-Navy” and we need
to tread carefully, as these are fairly treacherous waters. Another
central question is: do we want an officer
who is a ‘BTech’, or a ‘BTech’ who is an
officer. These are entirely different endproducts and we need to wrestle with this
challenge as well. A question that should
engage us at every level and at every
moment is “What exactly is an officer”?
Do we have a common deﬁnition? Is our
training shaped to produce the ‘officer’ we
have as an ideal, and is it being constantly
tweaked, or has it slid into the kind of
dogmatic approach that is all-too-often
disguised as ‘tradition’? There are societal
and sociological challenges galore, each
of which demands the most careful and
well-considered approach. All this, in
my considered opinion, is where the
challenges are the most severe and this
is precisely where the changes that we
wreak will have their greatest relevance.
INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

Q.2 What are the operational challenges for a future naval
leader?
Ans. Well, before we can discuss the operational challenges for
a future naval leader, we will ﬁrst have to produce a ‘good naval
leader’. This means that we have to deﬁne him or her. Then we
will have to examine the present and future operational milieu in
which this naval leader will prove to be ‘good’. Some part of this
operational milieu will remain a set of constants, borne out of a
deep study of historical experience, both Indian and foreign. And
yet, there will be other, very large segments that will be subjected
to change — changes caused by the impact of technology will be
foremost amongst them. We are already into the age of Industry
4.0 and we can hardly expect to be ‘good’ if our leadership is
wedded solely to an earlier industrial age (leave alone a preindustrial one)! Tomorrow’s sailors are going to be very different
from those of yesterday and will demand and respect leadership
that is competent across multiple domains. Expectation-levels
are rising exponentially in
every human domain and
the demands on leaders
for relevant leadership
will be correspondingly
exponential. And yet,
there are great constants
about leadership and
these, too, will shape
the operational milieu
of the future just as
they have done so in the
past and continue to do
so in the present. In a
technologically-driven
operational milieu, the
concept of honour —
both horizontal honour
and vertical honour — will need to be carefully taught and
equally carefully nurtured. The concept of leadership will have
to draw upon the past as much as upon projections of the future
— Leadership has never been about rank, privilege or perquisite,
nor will it be so in any future operational milieu. Leadership has
always been and will always be about the well being of the led,
the well being of the organisation, the well being of the country.
The country’s honour, the leader’s honour, and, the honour of
the led, have never been nor ever will be different from one
another. These concepts of a good naval leader do not all lie in
the realm of technology. There is, therefore, a need to create a
seamless transition between two otherwise seemingly different
ﬁelds, namely, ‘Science’ and ‘Technology’ (which is the ‘applied’
aspect of the sciences) and the ‘Humanities’ or the ‘Liberal Arts’.
It is wrong to think that these lie in two different ‘stovepipes’. The
‘Humanities’ provide and promote the ability to conceptualise,
while the ‘Sciences’ provide the discipline through which the
concepts that have been conceptualised can be realised.
Technology then takes this new, ‘disciplined-concept’, and gives
it that degree of form that will enable ‘function’ to be realised
by human beings. Amongst the many areas of training that are
impacted by technology, there is this whole business of how we
should ‘train the trainer’. Where do we get the ‘trainer’ trained

from? If we have made one error in the vicious cycle deﬁned
by the expression ‘yesterday’s-trainee-is-today’s-trainer’, then
are we doomed? Is there no escape from this vicious cycle?
It is, once again, my belief that through applied-technology,
coupled with a good, healthy dollop of imagination, we are in
fact, in a position to address these issues. However, there are
things that we simply must do. We must be able to ‘practicalise’
and ‘marinise’ our training. With this as a backdrop, some of the
operational challenges of the future will lie in our ability to master
new technologies and leverage them for both, war-prevention
as well as war-ﬁghting. These technologies will increasingly
be encountered in the potential and actual battlespace of the
immediate future — unmanned as well as autonomous surface,
sub-surface and aerial vehicles, electro-magnetic rail guns and
extended-range munitions, swarms of miniature and microdrones, big data and analytics, a wholly transparent battlespace,
hypersonic missiles and glide bombs that seamlessly transit the
domains of air and space, multiple-warheads ﬁtted on tactically
deployed ballistic antiship missiles, cyber
warfare and cybersecurity, the increasing
lethality of very longrange
shore-based
missiles that can be
provided space-borne
targeting data, and so
on. At the other end of
the spectrum will lie
operational challenges
related to hybrid or
5th Generation warfare,
where innocent
civilians cannot be
distinguished
from
malicious terrorists and
attacks against computerised critical infrastructure becomes
untraceable and often undetectable as well.
Q.3 What are some of the books you would recommend for the
budding generation of officers?
Ans. I would recommend that cadets read as much naval ﬁction
as possible. It will imbue in them the romance for the sea that is
so necessary for a maritime nation to develop. Examples are the
works of Alexander Fullerton (The Blooding of the Guns, Sixty
Minutes for St George, Submariner, etc.), those classics by John
Winton (HMS Leviathan, We Joined the Navy, We Saw the Sea,
All the Nice Girls, Down the Hatch, etc.), the eminently readable
works of Patrick O’Brian (Master and Commander, Post Captain
— the entire Aubrey-Maturin series, in fact), the naval novels of
Nicholas Monsarrat (The Cruel Sea, Three Corvettes, etc.), the
wonderful world created by Alistair Maclean (HMS Ulysses, South
by Java Head, Ice Station Zebra, etc.), Tom Clancy (The Hunt for
Red October, Red Storm Rising, etc.), James Clavell (Shogun, Tai
Pan, Noble House, King Rat, etc.), and there are so many others. I
would also recommend watching navy-related movies to evince
greater interest in reading, improve spoken English, and build
conﬁdence.
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ABSTRACT OF PAPER PRESENTED BY CADET'S SYNDICATE

THE DRAGON BREATHING FIRE
LOCAL CONFLICTS, GLOBAL AMBITIONS: THE BRI AS CHINA'S INSTRUMENT OF
GUNBOAT DIPLOMACY AND RESULTING CHALLENGES FOR INDIA
0HQWRU2FHU /W6DFKLQ-RVHSK
$XWKRUV
&GW$EKLQDY.XPDU6LQJK&GW1DKXVK9DLG\D

&GW+DUPDQGHHS6LQJK

There can be only one tiger on the mountain
- Old Chinese proverb

T

he ambitious Silk Road Economic Belt and the Maritime
Silk Road initiative, jointly referred to as the Belt and
Road Initiative and formerly called the ‘One Belt One Road’, is
a consolidated set of infrastructure programmes that aim at
“promoting policy coordination, connectivity of infrastructure
and facilities, unimpeded trade, ﬁnancial integration and peopleto-people bonds, while adhering to the principle of achieving
shared growth through discussion and collaboration.” The
People’s Republic of China under the leadership of Xi Jinping
has gone to great extents to promote and propel the initiative
across continents. The initiative, as it seems, is likely to remain
at the centre of Chinese foreign policy for at least the next few
decades. The project involves construction of roads, railway
networks, bridges and ports for movement of traffic and goods.
It also involves construction of pipelines, laying of optical ﬁbre
cables and satellite construction and placement in the Space.
While China is trying to invoke the romanticism involved with
the ancient Silk Route, many countries including India remain
suspicious of this Chinese megaproject, its intentions and related
implications. While the Indian stand so far, iterated at various
international forums, has been a clear and a distinct NO, there
is still confusion amongst policymakers on what and how much
could India miss out should she remain opposed to the BRI.
With India’s development and security so intricately
associated with that of Asia, in particular South Asia, it becomes
a matter of great concern as to how does India respond and
react to the increasing Chinese inﬂuence that is being brought
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about by the BRI. Ports constructed under the BRI stand at the
risk of being operated as naval bases by China. This project only
strengthens the concept of the ‘String of Pearls.’ The claim over
the South China Sea strengthened by construction of man-made
islands and the subsequent placement of surveillance equipment
point towards an aggressive Gunboat Diplomacy being practised
in the pretext of connectivity and economic development. The
road ahead for India is thus crucial, not only for her economic
development but also for her security that, as of now, seems
jeopardised due to the CPEC and also the Maritime Silk Road
in the Indian Ocean Region. At the same time, our bilateral
relationships with our neighbouring countries that have willingly
become a part of the BRI, may get strained. At this point in time,
India stands at crossroads insofar as deciding upon the BRI is
concerned. How rocky is the road ahead and where does it lead?
Can India turn pages of history and learn lessons that have shown
how sea and money make a dangerous recipe for colonization?
Can India be the Russia to this new USA and hence balance the
centre of gravity of power that is gradually shifting Asia-ward?
Is Gunboat Diplomacy the new kitty in China’s bag to realise
her dream of global supremacy? Can India do enough to avoid
intimidation by this new Gunboat approach? Can she inﬂuence
others for the same? Does she have the resources? Does she
have the spirit?
This paper explores the above and a host of pertinent
questions related to the BRI and its subsequent implications for
India and the IOR.
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HONEYMOON TO HELL: SWIMMING THE FIRST FEW
DAYS IN THE ACADEMY
Ŋ/Õąōêŏð·¥ŏ;Õê·Ĳŋ
Ŋ/¹³·Ĭŏ_¹æĮŋ
Ŋ1ŏÏōðŏ·¥æŏċÕõıŏŏ/Õąōêŏð·¥ŏ;Õê·Ĳŋ
Ŋ/1+/Ĭŏ_1[Įŋ
It was with these words that we, the 102nd course, were
welcomed in our squadron. Every senior came up to us, talked
ðÕŏõêŏêÕŏÉÕĄ¹Ï³ÉċĬŏ²ÕæŏŏÎÕÎ¥Ïðŏ1ŏð·Õõ³·ðŏ1ō¡ŏ¡¹¥¡ŏÏ¡ŏ³ÕÏ¥ŏðÕŏ
¡¥Îċŏ ·¥Ą¥Ïıŏ ŏ y·ðŏ 1ŏ ¡¹¡Ïōðŏ ð·¹ÏÆŏ Õõðŏ ąêŏ ð·¥ŏ ²ðŏ ð·ðŏ
not everyone goes to heaven, and I was one of the unlucky ones.
See for me, it is far easier since I studied at the RIMC for ﬁve
years in a similar environment within a similar system. Hence,
ð·¹Ï³êŏ êõ·ŏ êŏ _¥Ï¹Õæ¹ðċĬŏ Ōæ³¡ŏ ðæ¥ðêōŏ Ï¡ŏ Ō¡¥Îċŏ +<ōŏ ą¥æ¥ŏ
not new to me. But for my course mates coming from a civilian
background, this was an entirely new world. For them to adapt
to such an environment from the comfort of their parents and
girlfriends (soon to be ex-es) was difficult. And, mind you, difficult
¹êŏÏŏõÏ¡¥æêðð¥Î¥ÏðĮŏ1ŏąÕõÉ¡ŏêÕÎ¥ð¹Î¥êŏą¹ê·ŏð·¥ċō¡ŏÉ¥æÏŏð·¹Ï³êŏ
sooner, because one way of the other, they, ergo, all of us, would
ėÏ¡ŏÏ¥ąŏæ¥êÕÏêŏðÕŏÉÏ¡ŏõãŏ¹Ïŏ²æÕÏðŏÕ²ŏÕõæŏê¥Ï¹Õæêōŏ¹Ïêı
One things I realized about this place was the fact that
¥Ą¥æċÕÏ¥ŏÉÕĄ¥êŏŌėæêðŏð¥æÎ¥æêōıŏŏ[¹³·ðŏ²ÕæÎŏê¥ÕÏ¡ŏð¥æÎ¥æêŏðÕŏð·¥ŏ
DCAs in the links, to the appointments, everyone loves showing
ŌæÕð·¥æÉċŏ ²²¥ð¹ÕÏōŏ ą·¥Ï¥Ą¥æĬŏ ą·¥æ¥Ą¥æŏ ãÕêê¹É¥ıŏ ŏ _ÕÎ¥ð¹Î¥êŏ
êÕÎ¥ŏ Õ²ŏ õêŏ ąÕõÉ¡ŏ ¥ŏ ·É²ŏ ¡¥¡Ĭŏ ŌêÎÕð·¥æ¥¡ōŏ ċŏ êõ·ŏ ¡¥¡Éċŏ
Ō²²¥ð¹ÕÏōıŏ_É¥¥ãŏąêŏŏÉÕê¥ŏêõÉðċŏÕ²ŏêõ·ŏ¡¥É¹æ¹Õõêŏê·ÕąŏÕ²ŏ
affection, but the offshoot of this is one learns to sleep while
doing various things such as reading, walking, and even bathing!

¥¹Ï³ŏ³ÕÕ¡ŏê¥Ï¹Õæêŏð·¥ċō¡ŏÎÆ¥ŏêõæ¥ŏą¥ŏ¡æÏÆŏÉÕðêŏÕ²ŏ¹ðĬŏÏÕðŏÕÏÉċŏ
¥õê¥ŏÕ²ŏð·¥ŏêõãæ¥Î¥ŏðêð¥ŏÕ²ŏ1Dōêŏąð¥æĬŏõðŏÉêÕŏ¥õê¥ŏ
ą¥ŏ ąÕõÉ¡ŏ êÕÕÏŏ æ¥É¹ê¥ŏ ð·¥ŏ ·æê·Ï¥êêŏ Õ²ŏ 1Dōêŏ É¹Îð¥ıŏ ŏ ÉÎÕêðŏ
every day, our shirts would be soaked in sweat, because each
one of us is expected to resemble the superhero Flash when
going anywhere in the Academy!
They say common sense is pretty uncommon, but what I
realised is that common sense is best left uncommon, because
the more a cadet thinks, the more danger he puts himself in.
Because apparently, every senior has an IQ higher than him and
they are never wrong. They can never be, can they? With far more
experience than us, their wisdom grows exponentially (directly
proportional to their term).
I think honeymoon to hell is rather apt, considering that
¡õæ¹Ï³ŏ ð·¥ŏ ·ÕÏ¥ċÎÕÕÏŏ ã¥æ¹Õ¡ŏ ą·¹É¥ŏ ą¥ŏ Ō¡Õã¥ŏ ÕõðōĬŏ Õõæŏ ê¥Ï¹Õæêŏ
wait desperately for the 14th day to get over, like kids waiting in
front of a chocolate fountain, waiting for their parents to give
them the go-ahead. The moment they get the green signal –
Woah! Everyone charges like King Leonidas from 300, bellowing,
ŊTHIS! IS! INA!”.
The best part of our honeymoon is the fact that it is
short, sweet and leaves us with the ever remembered memory
of our ﬁrst fourteen days here. After that, everything seems like
·¥Ą¥ÏĬŏãæðÉċŏ¥õê¥ŏą¥ōæ¥ŏõê¥¡ŏðÕŏ¹ðŏÏ¡ŏãæðÉċŏ¥õê¥ŏą¥ōæ¥ŏ
probably half dead already. Hence, everything seems like heaven.
In the end, every piece ﬁts neatly in the jigsaw puzzle called
life.

Then comes food, ah! the tasty, delicious, illusory food.
ÕÏōðŏ ³¥ðŏ Î¥ŏ ąæÕÏ³Ĭŏ 1ōÎŏ ¹Ïŏ ÏÕŏ ąċŏ ¹ÎãÉċ¹Ï³ŏ ð·¥ŏ ²ÕÕ¡ŏ ²æÕÎŏ
the mess in not good. It is very palatable, especially after the
ōąð¥æ¥¡ŏ ¡Éōŏ 1ŏ êąÎŏ ¹Ïŏ ²Õæŏ ėĄ¥ŏ ċ¥æêıŏ õðŏ ð·¥ŏ ãæÕÉ¥Îŏ ¹êÏōðŏ êŏ
much the food as it was how could one eat that sumptuous food!
Because seniors always feel that water tastes better. So naturally

Cdt Aditya
3831/A/102

Military Funny Bones
A DCA, when addressing 25 of his juniors, says, "I have an
easy job for the laziest cadet here. Put your hand up if you
are indeed the laziest."

"Nope," replied the colonel, coming over and handing him
the keys. "Yours is!"
≈

Almost immediately, 24 of them raise their hands. The DCA
asks the other cadet, "why didn't you raise your hand?"
The cadet replies, "because it was too much trouble, sir."
≈
During training exercises, a Lieutenant who was driving down
a muddy back road encountered another car stuck in the
mud with a red-faced Commodore at the wheel.
"Your car is stuck, sir?" asked the Lieutenant as he pulled
alongside.

Two crows were ﬂying along slowly minding their own
business enjoying the scenery, when all of a sudden out of
the blue an F/A Super Hornet goes screaming past, barely
missing the now somersaulting, and wildly ﬂapping crows.
"Oh my God!" exclaims one crow in surprise. "He was sure
moving fast!"
The other crow replies: "I reckon you would be too if you had
two backsides and both of them were alight!"
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Drill is the bedrock of discipline. At the INA, drill is taken very seriously, as it
is one of the fundamental ways of inculcating and imbuing military bearing
and discipline among trainees. The Drill Competition brings out the best of
a cadet on the Drill Square, where individual bearing and sharp movements
are just as important as collective coordination.

Inter Squadron
Drill Competition
The Fighter Squadron won the Inter Squadron Drill Competition for Autumn Term 2018 held at the Pereira Drill Square on
24 Oct 18. Cadets from the six squadrons dressed in their crisp and clean uniforms competed vigorously for the coveted Drill
Competition Trophy. The cadets were judged based on the synchronised movements of the platoon, the power of command of
the platoon commander and their turnout during the competition.
Rear Admiral Puneet Chadha, VSM, Deputy Commandant, INA awarded the Inter Squadron Drill Championship Trophy to the
winning squadron.
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Position

Squadron

1

Fighter

2

Eagle

3

Cheetah

4

Achiever

5

Braveheart

6

Daredevil
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“I am in competition with no one. I have no desire to
play the game of being better than anyone. I am simply
trying to be better than what I was yesterday ”

Inter Squadron games
48
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Inter Squadron

Cross Country
Championship

If Cross Country was easy, it would
have been called track running. Cross
Country is the closest a man will ever
get to ﬂying. The Inter Squadron Cross
Country Championship was conducted
on 29 Jul 18.
Braveheart Squadron emerged victorious
in the Inter Squadron Cross Country
Championship for Autumn Term 2018.
This 12.5 km run, designed to test the
endurance of cadets, includes running
on road, ﬁelds, hill slopes and the sea
beach. Rear Admiral Puneet Chadha,
VSM, Deputy Commandant, INA ﬂagged
off the event participated by 533 cadets
from the six squadrons of the Academy.
Cadet Ankit Gaur secured the ﬁrst
position. Rear Admiral Puneet Chadha,
VSM,
Deputy
Commandant,
INA
congratulated all participants and
presented the trophies and individual
prizes to the prize winners.
There was indeed something to
celebrate for everyone! The event
witnessed exemplary determination,
fortitude
and
ﬁghting
spirit
displayed by all the participants.
It was most interesting to see how,
even after the long, gruelling 12.5
km, the cadets sprinted towards
the end to save an enclosure, or
‘pulled’ a lagging junior in the effort
to bring out the best in him. The
event indeed brought out the best
of everyone and remains as one of
the most prestigious events in the
term calendar.
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Fighter
Eagle
Cheetah
Achiever
Braveheart
Daredevil
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[Æ¥ðŏ³Î¥êŏæ¹Ï³ŏÕõðŏŏ¡¥ðōêŏÎ¥ÏðÉŏÏ¡ŏã·ċê¹Éŏ
stamina, and are a true test of his/her capacity to keep
going shot after shot, while simultaneously strategising
õãÕÏŏ ·¹êķ·¥æŏ ÕąÏŏ êðæ¥Ï³ð·êŏ Ï¡ŏ ð·¥ŏ ÕããÕÏ¥Ïðōêŏ
weaknesses. The INA Open witnesses some of the best
Squash, Badminton and Tennis one can catch in the
region. It is truly a competition that pivots upon skill,
strategy and stamina.

INA OPEN
50
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Squash Championship
The ﬁnal of Open Squash Championship
for Autumn Term 2018 was conducted on
20 Jul| 18. A total of 25 cadets from six
squadrons of the Academy competed in
knockout rounds for the championship
medals. Cadet Shubham Awasthi won the
Gold medal.

Badminton
Championship
The
ﬁnal
of
Open
Badminton
Championship for women trainees, for
Autumn Term 2018 was conducted on
21 Jul 18. A total of 16 women trainees from
six squadrons of the Academy competed
in knockout rounds for the championship
medals. Cdt Alima Siddiqui was declared
the overall champion.

Tennis Championship
The ﬁnal of Open Tennis Championship
for Autumn Term 2018 was conducted
on 23 Jul 18. A total of 18 cadets from six
squadrons of the Academy competed in
knockout rounds for the championship
medals. Cdt Shubham Vats won the Gold
medal.
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INTER FLOTILLA

AQUATICS AND
WATER POLO
CHAMPIONSHIP

1st Flotilla won the Inter Flotilla
Aquatics Championship held at the
Indian Naval Academy (INA). The
two day event, which comprised of
swimming competitions in several
disciplines was keenly contested by the
cadets from both ﬂotillas.
2nd Flotilla emerged victorious
in the Water Polo Championship for
Autumn Term 2018.
Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM,
Commandant, INA presented the
Inter Flotilla Aquatics and Water Polo
Championship Trophies to the winning
teams and also gave away individual
prizes to the winners.
The event brought out a
deep sense of team spirit and will
to win among the trainees. Not
only were they prepared, but also
quite focussed, with stupendous
amounts of stamina to back their
thirst to win at any cost. The event,
instituted with the aim of honing
swimming skills and camaraderie
among trainees, was immensely
successful and achieved its due
objective.
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Position

Squadron

1

Eagle

2

Cheetah

3

Daredevil

4

Fighter

5

Achiever

6

Braveheart
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Inter Squadron

FOOTBALL
Championship

Inter Squadron Football
Championship was conducted from
22 Sep to 01 Oct 18 as a part of Inter
Squadron Troops Games. The objective
of the competition is to inculcate team
spirit and camaraderie among the
trainees.
Five Strings from each squadron
competed in the event. The ﬁnals of the
Inter Squadron Football Championship
were held between Fighter and Cheetah
Squadrons on 01 Oct 18.
In a nail biting ﬁnish, the Football
Championship was won by Cheetah
Squadron.
One could witness the cadets
displaying exemplary josh and
stamina during all the matches.

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Cheetah
Fighter
Daredevil
Eagle
Achiever
Braveheart
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Inter Squadron

BASKETBALLL
Championship

Inter Squadron Basketball
Championship was conducted from
22 to 29 Sep 18 as a part of Inter
Squadron Troops Games.
The event was conducted in
League format. Seven strings (teams)
per squadron competed in the event.
The ﬁnal of the Inter Squadron
Basketball Championship was held
between Braveheart and Daredevil
Squadrons on 29 Sep 18.
The Basketball Championship
was won by Braveheart Squadron.
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Squadron
Braveheart
Daredevil
Cheetah
Fighter
Achiever
Eagle
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Inter Squadron

BOXING
Championship

The Inter Squadron Boxing
Championship aims to expose trainees
to the tenacious art of coordinating
the mind and the body while being
subjected to extreme levels of stress.
It is far from merely throwing punches.
Technically, all participants have six
types of punches and ﬁve types of
defences – so one has to be quick,
light and ﬁrm on one’s feet and in one’s
mind!
This term, 40 bouts were
conducted in eight different categories,
which included Light Fly, Fly, Bantam,
Light, Light Welter, Welter Middle and
Light Heavy. The event was conducted
over a period of four days.
Cheetah
Squadron
emerged
victorious in the Inter Squadron Boxing
Championship. Vice Admiral RB Pandit,
AVSM, Commandant, presented the
Inter Squadron Boxing Championship
Trophy and individual medals to the
proud winners and congratulated the
winning Squadron.
The event witnessed some
of the ﬁercest bouts, peppered
by strong emotion, resolve and
razor sharp focus. It was indeed
a pleasure to see the full-of-josh
youngsters battle it out for personal
glory and squadron’s prestige.
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Cheetah
Daredevil
Eagle
Achiever
Fighter
Braveheart
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Backwaters and Beyond

Inter Squadron Sailing
Championship

56
65

56

Having the capacity to ‘read the winds, assess tide, and gauge general
environmental conditions’ is deemed to be the hallmark of any spirited mariner
worth his salt. At the INA, this aspect i.e. Watermanship training is strongly
emphasised towards inculcating the ‘spirit of the seas’ among cadets.
Braveheart Squadron emerged victorious in the Inter Squadron Sailing Championship
held on 13 Oct 18. The ﬁve day event comprised two ﬂeet races, namely Barracuda and
Piranha at Kavvayi backwaters. 12 races were held in both Enterprise Class and Laser
Radial Sailing categories over ﬁve days. Rear Admiral Puneet Chadha, VSM, Deputy
Commandant , INA presented the prestigious trophy and gave away individual prizes to
the winners.
The event witnessed cadets displaying their ﬂair in watermanship and sailing,
thereby standing testimony to the high standards of training imparted at the Academy,
especially in the ﬁeld of watermanship and water sports.
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Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Braveheart
Cheetah
Daredevil
Achiever
Fighter
Eagle

Inter Flotilla Rowing
Regatta And Pulling
Championship
If Sailing is all about nuanced reading of the winds, then Pulling is
an exercise of technique, fortitude and team work. The championship
tests the cohesion, resilience, endurance and morale of the cadets.
Each of the two ﬂotillas of the Academy ﬁelded a team in eight
different categories competing in rowing over a distance of 2 km in Coxed
4, Coxed 8 class and 27 feet Drop Keel (DK) whaler boats. A total of 12
races were held during the championship.

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Cheetah
Daredevil
Braveheart
Fighter
Achiever
Eagle

The ﬁrst ﬂotilla or the ‘Rhinos’ emerged victorious and were felicitated
by the Commandant.
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Festival matches offer an ideal platform for the passing
out cadets to compete with the officers who are directly
involved in their training. The aim of the festival matches
is to develop bonhomie, sociability and to elevate the
sporting interaction between officers and cadets.

Festival Matches
Basketball, Volleyball, Football, Squash, Tennis and Badminton matches were played by teams comprising officers and
cadets of the passing out courses. The entire stadium and sporting venue wore a festive look with squadron banners and
decorative ﬂags enriching the event Commandant, Indian Naval Academy, all Senior Naval Officers of the station and their
families were present for the event.
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Inter Squadron Debate
Competition
Ŋy¹ð·Õõðŏ¡¥ð¥Ĭŏą¹ð·Õõðŏæ¹ð¹¹êÎĬŏÏÕŏ¡Î¹Ï¹êðæð¹ÕÏĬŏÏÕŏÕõÏðæċŏÏŏêõ¥¥¡ŏÏ¡ŏÏÕŏæ¥ãõÉ¹ŏ
can survive”
John F Kennedy

d·¥ŏðÕã¹ŏ²Õæŏð·¥ŏÎõ·ŏą¹ð¥¡ŏ1Ïð¥æŏ_åõ¡æÕÏŏ¥ð¥ŏ·Îã¹ÕÏê·¹ãŏ²ÕæŏdŏĝĤŏąêŏŌ_Õ¹ÉŏC¥¡¹ŏ¹êŏJ²ð¥ÏŏCÕæ¥ŏdæõð·²õÉŏ
ð·ÏŏC¹Ïêðæ¥ÎŏC¥¡¹ŏê¹Ï¥ŏð·¥æ¥ŏ¹êŏÏÕŏC¹¡¡É¥Î¥ÏŏÉÉ¥¡ŏð·¥ŏŌ¡¹ðÕæōıŏd·¥ŏ¥Ą¥Ïðŏąêŏ·¥É¡ŏÕÏŏĜğŏõ³ŏĝĤıŏ1ðŏą¹ðÏ¥êê¥¡ŏê·æãŏ
views and equally incisive repartees between 12 debaters from all six Squadrons who spoke for and against the topic.
The competition not only provided the cadets a platform to view their opinion on this topical subject but also test
their nerves and skills at speaking in public in front of a packed house. Fighter Squadron won the Inter Squadron Debate
Championship for Autumn Term 2018.
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Social Media consists of Internet based platforms such as
Whatapp, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc. On the other
hand, mainstream media includes the traditional print
media and the modern electronic media such as radio
and television. One major difference between mainstream
media and social media is that the former is ‘edited’ while
the latter is not. Further, the latter also blurs the boundaries
between viewer and broadcaster, thereby giving an
extraordinary amount of power to the viewer/ participant.
Individuals such as N Ram of The Hindu, Arun Shourie of
‘The Indian Express’, Dilip Padgaonkar of ‘The Times of
India’ and CR Irani of ‘The Statesman’ were well known as
editors. However, many of them have also been accused
of being politically biased or having commercial interests.
As social media has no such ‘editor’, it is more democratic,
but also more chaotic. So, as regular consumers of news,
which media is more truthful to us – social or mainstream?
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Squadron
Fighter
Cheetah
Daredevil
Eagle
Achiever
Braveheart
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best speech for the motion
Cdt Diptanshu Sharma
Ladies and gentlemen, meet Zahida Alvi. Zahida Alvi lived in a
small town near Sanaa in Yemen and just like us ﬁrst termers and
NOC’s, her life was full of colour, warmth and happiness. But
in 2010, things took a turn for the worst. Economic recession,
unemployment and terrorism along with civil war swept across
Yemen. Every night Zahida slept with a certain sense of insecurity
and uncertainty.

corrupt leaders and oppressive regimes. It took a free media,
socially seen organization like Wikileaks to come out with the US
war legs and show the world how the US govt, hand in hand with
the US Media, lied to the American people for years at length.

So how did the media cover these happenings in Yemen?

Of course not. They aren’t bold or courageous enough to do
so. But there’s something more which makes social media so
inherently truthful and that’s the fact that social media is driven
by participation and does not require us to operate under fear of
economic losses or practical pressures. The safety of anonymity
and the regulation by viewers themselves makes it a platform
for 100% unﬁltered context. We see comedic groups like AIB
coming up with these edgy sketches which you can’t imagine on
mainstream media, because they operate under the safe conﬁnes
of a media platform - regulated, monitored and viewed by the
people.

Well the local media didn’t even acknowledge it. They were too
scared to report it and instead said that all these problems are
temporary and will go away.
But of course, we can expect international media to step in and
highlight the plight of the people since they don’t have to fear
government censorship right?
Wrong! You see ladies and gentlemen, Zahida Alvi wasn’t
important or signiﬁcant enough to them. More importantly, she
wasn’t sensational enough for international reporting.
So who steps in to stand up for this vulnerable lot in the 21st
century?
It was ‘Social Media”. Yes ladies and gentlemen, it was social
media. Zahida Alvi took to Facebook. She wrote blogs, articles
and essays which were shared, re-shared, tweeted and re-tweeted
by millions of people and only then did the world’s eyes fall upon
the people of Yemen. And before you know it, the Arab Spring
revolution took over.
We need to understand that media has evolved over the ages. Gone
are the days when news meant dispensation of unadulterated
information in the form of news bulletins on CNN, BBC or DD.
What we see today in the name of news is sensationalized stories
being sold to us to suit the political agenda of a certain party. A
great man once said, “Civilizations, even the greatest of them,
will be doomed if they doesn’t recognize the fallacies of the
present”. And I ﬁrmly believe that the greatest pitfall in media
today is editorial bias.
So what is editorial bias?

Now can you for one second imagine NYT or the Telegraph doing
an expose like this?

If my arguments aren’t enough to convince you, take a look at
these statistics.
A Peurs Centre Research Study from 2016 suggest that 32% of
Americans rely on Facebook for primary news updated and
most TV Channels have confessed that their major source of
leads is the ever updating Twitter feed. All this clearly shows
us a paradigm shift from mainstream media to social media.
It shows us how social media is a platform which netizens are
now beginning to trust more. Because unlike mainstream media,
narrative here is shared by the people and not controlled by the
rich and powerful!
So before signing off, I ask you this, in 114 days from now, we will
be returning home for our term break. So where will you go for
all that “true information”?
Would you rather sit in front of India TV and scoop in the
happenings you’ve missed out on. Or will you log on to Facebook,
not just to catch up on lost moments and memories but also to
get that “true information” about the girl you’ve been crossing
out calendar dates for.

Editorial bias simply means that editors have certain beliefs,
perceptions and opinions and these beliefs, perceptions and
opinions come in the way of their “unbiased” reporting. So
if a magazine editor feels an article is too edgy or risky for
publication, he will refrain from doing so, thereby depriving you
of certain truth.
Fox news is a great example of editorial bias. Fox, being proRepublican, will never report anything bad about Trump. If you
tuned into Fox news a few days back you’d see stories about
Trump’s benevolence to charities while literally every other US
channel was exposing how he used his position for personal gains.
Take a look at the statistics on this; 80% of CNN’s reporting on
Trumps ﬁrst 100 days were negative compared to a weak 32% by
Fox. Same incidents but different manners of reporting clearly
shows that media houses pick their favourites.
But that isn’t my only grease with mainstream media!
Mainstream media will always stay away from reporting about
62
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best speech against the motion
Cdt. Samson Moses A
The world we live in is truly lightning fast, and perhaps it’s not
just a metaphor anymore. While Knowledge is still power, the
contemporary world however runs rather on free-fast ﬂowing
information. A very good evening to all, this is Cdt Samson
Moses A, a proud falcon, and I will convince you how Social
Media is not more often truthful than Main Stream media, since
there’s no middle man called the Editor. First things ﬁrst, we all
know how little knowledge is a dangerous thing. That’s exactly
the case with Social Media. I would compare Social Media pages
to small shacks peddling quips of information like an addict’s
ﬁx. To substantiate that claim let me put forward my arguments.
Social Media is like a siren that starts shouting the moment
something happens. The emphasis is on who shouts the ﬁrst and
not who shouts the truth. Thus, half researched articles focussed
on speedy delivery, start ﬂooding your newsfeed, and the average
user is forced to assimilate, forming opinions and judgement on
the basis of the same. However Main Stream media provides us
with well formulated and researched articles whose clarity and
precision Social Media clearly lacks. Hence Main Stream media
stands to not only propagate the truth but also the complete
truth.
Coming to the anonymity factor that Social Media enjoys, it would
be naïve to consider that Anonymity acts as a channel of truth which actually amounts to the lack of accountability. The human
mind is hardwired to grab anything scandalous and spread it
without deeply analysing it for authenticity. Thus, an individual
who decides to use Social Media to propagate a propaganda
runs with the power of almost zero accountability. However Main
Stream media can’t do the same, every printed word to uttered
syllable is recorded and hence can and is often used against
them in the future. Hence they are highly accountable, and
therefore stand to lose subscribership if they give in to divulging
incorrect information, and are liable to deliver the truth.
Various Social Media companies thrive on user analytics and
dedicated algorithms to improve the “Social Connection”. What
this stands for is a company that knows far more about it’s
users than they know themselves. Add the quagmire of social
connections that are developed on Social Media, any post
spreads like a wild ﬁre, and trickles down to the grassroot level
within no time, hence a single incorrect or fake post stands to
have spread almost instantly. However Main Stream media joy
doesn’t enjoy that level of permeability, and hence even if an
inadvertent false does come up, it’s easier to prevent it from
spreading before too much damage is done. Also it’s far more
easier to spread “your version” of the truth when you know your
audience so well like the Social Media companies do.

country. Mindless Whatsapp forwards, making baseless
accusations which can be seen through for their authenticity
with a little rational thinking, is overlooked because a friend or
a person we look up to, forwards it. Thus an untrue message is
able to penetrate far deeper into the collective conscious of the
Social Media user hub, while Main Stream media is still at the
end of the day just a stranger dispensing facts via news bulletin
or Newspaper articles. Clearly, in the battle between the head
and the heart, we know who wins!
As I rest my case, let me remind you that our Academy in all
its wisdom decided that we should have access to Main Stream
media but not Social Media. It did so because Main Stream media
is still that beacon of hope in the world of scandalous and untrue
information. I don’t have to look any further for a better backer
of my notion of the argument.
Thank you and Jai Hind!

Let’s take the case of lynchings, which are on the rise in our
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INTER SQUADRON DECLAMATION CHAMPIONSHIP
The Inter Squadron Declamation Championship for Autumn Term 18 was held
on 17 Aug 18. Teams comprising cadets from all six Squadrons of the Academy
participated in the keenly contested event and spoke with passion, enthusiasm
and conviction.
The oratory skills, use of eloquent language and ﬂuent delivery of the
participating cadets left a lasting impression on audience. The trophy for the
Inter Squadron Declamation Championship for Autumn Term 2018 was won
by Braveheart Squadron. Rear Admiral Amit Vikram, Principal, INA presented
the trophy and also gave away individual prizes to the winners.

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Braveheart
Daredevil
Cheetah
Fighter
Eagle
Achiever

INTER SQUADRON PUBLIC SPEAKING COMPETITION
A Naval officer, in addition to a sound physical and mental health, should also
possess prowess in public speaking skills. In any situation, he should be able to put
his ideas into words in the best possible way and get the maximum result out of the
men he commands. It is rightly said that, “If you can’t communicate and talk to other
people and get across your ideas, you are giving up your potential”.
The Indian Naval Academy, having recognised this prerequisite, conducts the Inter
Squadron Public Speaking Competition every term as a top-tier event in order
to reframe the oratory skills of future naval leaders. The event was conducted
from 16 – 21 Jul 18 in which a total of over four hundred cadets contested. All
cadets from II to VII terms of INAC and NOC(X) were eligible for participation.
The Fighter squadron emerged as the champions of the Inter Squadron Public
Speaking Competition AT18.

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Squadron
Fighter
Cheetah
Eagle
Braveheart
Daredevil
Achiever
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Inter Squadron Quiz Competition
Inter Squadron Quiz Competition was conducted on 21 Sept 18 at Kautilya auditorium.
The competition was aimed at testing the awareness of the cadets in various ﬁelds,
ranging from science and technology to sports and movies.
Each squadron ﬁelded the best of their brains and the same was visible during the course
of the competition that saw nail biting moments to jaw dropping questions. Cdt T M
Ravikiran and Cdt Harish Chandra Pandey from the Achiever Squadron beat all other
squadrons to lift the coveted trophy. Coming a close second was the Daredevil Squadron
followed by Fighter Squadron.
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Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Achiever
Daredevil
Fighter
Braveheart
Eagle
Cheetah
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The New INA Blazer and the History Behind
the
≈≈≈≈≈
'Striped Blazers'
In Autumn Term 2018, the Indian Naval Academy introduced
and adopted the characteristically nautically designed Blue and
Silver striped Blazer, as part of its ceremonial Sports rig. The
article below shines a light on the general history of ‘stripes’ and
‘the blazer’ and shows how both these have a long connection
with the seafaring community.

matelotor marinière. The garment was born out of functionality:
the boat neckline allowed sailors to dress quickly and to spot an
overboard shipmate (and ﬁrmly blew any prison-like connotations
out of the water).
The official Breton top, manufactured
locally in wool and in cotton, was
eventually adopted by many sailors
across the region of northern France, and
it was upon a visit to the coast that fashion
designer Gabrielle ‘Coco’ Chanel came
across it. The seamen’s attire inspired her
to create a nautical-themed collection in
1917, which was stocked in her boutique
in the wealthy holiday resort of Deauville
in Normandy. High society soon cottoned
on and members of the upper class
adopted these stripy tops under blazers.

First about the Stripes

T

here are not many styles that a two-year-old girl and a
35-year-old man can both wear - stripes are perhaps the only
contender. The graphic and repetitive pattern, deﬁned simply as
‘a long, narrow band or strip differing in colour or texture from
the surface on either side of it’ is universal in its appeal.
The Breton top, the nautical-inspired blue and white stripes
synonymous with French fashion designer Jean Paul Gaultier,
holds the cachet of being considered a perennial wardrobe staple.
Stripes have the power to make a surface highly distinguishable,
which when it comes to clothing, explains why the pattern wasn’t
always held in such high regard. A black and white stripe was
once the uniform of the detainee; once upon a time it was even a
pattern which, incredulously, could have you killed.

A crime against fashion?
In Michel Pastoureau’s comprehensive book, The Devil's
Cloth: A History of Stripes, the author details how in the Middle
Ages, wearing stripes was a perilous act. He recounts how in 1310,
a cobbler in northern France was condemned to death because,
according to local archives, 'he had been caught in striped
clothes.' At that time, striped clothing was considered 'demeaning,
pejorative, or clearly diabolic' and was worn by social outcasts,
such as jugglers, clowns and cripples. Pastoureau traces back
to a group of Carmelite monks, who donned brown and white
striped cloaks. Their
dress was thought to
be inspired by the
prophet Eiljah, who
supposedly vanished
into the sky on a
chariot of ﬁre, leaving
behind a habit singed
with brown stripes.
Pastoureau was not able to prove a link, but bold stripes
went on to become inmates’ prison uniform in the US in the
1800s. Horizontal stripes in black and white were adopted to
signify the enclosure of the prison cell, and made its wearer
easily identiﬁable should he (women prisoners were not given
striped clothing) succeed in escaping. Many states in America
began to abolish the graphic uniform early in the 20th century as
its use as a badge of shame was considered undesirable.

Ahoy there! All hail the Breton, via Coco Chanel
The classic navy blue and white striped tees
that we know today originate from the French
coastal region of Brittany. The 1958 Act of France
saw navy seamen in the area given a striped woven
top bearing 21 horizontal stripes (one for each of
Napoleon’s victories) as a uniform, known as a
66
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And the Blazers...
While some claim that the origin of blazers lie in the sports
of Cricket, other sources posit that its origin lie with the sport of
rowing. Originally, a blazer was deﬁned as a ﬂannel sport coat,
unlined, without vents and with easily accessible patch pockets
and a striking design in line with the early sporting attire of the
time. The primary concept to the blazer was practicality, from the
hardy towel-like ﬂannel material, cut for athletic pursuit and to
defend from inclement weather, to the bright colours, designed
to stand out in the water and aid spectators in determining which
crew was which.

The Oxford-Cambridge races began in 1829, with Henley
Regatta following a decade later. The earliest adopted use of the
moniker ‘blazer’ was used in reference to the bright red jackets
of the Lady Margaret boating club, Cambridge (Est. 1825),
discovered in The Cambridge University Almanack & Register
from 1852. Oarsmen, infatuated with their hard-earned apparel,
began to sport them on land and before long the practice was
adopted by cricket, polo and rugby players too. By the 1890s, the
blazer was already an integral part of an individual’s daily dress.
An intriguing tradition in Dutch rowing is that blazers are
handed down the generations, and as a result are generally quite
ill-ﬁtting. Another rule states that a blazer may only be washed
INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

when a varsity race is won, and as such, a vast amount are seen
stained with river water, sweat and ale. It is this sense of cavalier
casualness that made the blazer the “hoodie” of its day, crossing
sartorial lines between formal and casual not seen since the
Oxford shirt.
Dr. Jack Carlson, archaeologist, author, three-time member
of the US national rowing team and all-round chap of the highest
order expounds about the rowing blazer in his further accounts.
During his time at Oxford, drawing on an obsession with heraldry,
vexillology, menswear and academia, Jack wrote the acclaimed
tome Rowing Blazers, a celebration of the history and construction
details of the jacket he knows down to the last stitch. The chief
source of inspiration behind the book was a direct result of the
cataloguing of traditions, rituals and myths surrounding rowing
culture, alongside heraldic blazonry, sartorial irreverence, cryptic
nuance and those-in-the-know homage.
As Jack writes, “Like the court liveries and armorial devices
of medieval Europe, the street gang colours of Compton, and the
patches and badges of the Hell’s Angels, rowing blazers are tribal
totems. They are ceremonial vestments, worn to emphasise both
community and difference: to impress, intimidate, and inﬂuence.”
Indeed, the INA blazer, with its silver and blue stripes should
be seen as one such ceremonial garment worn to emphasise
community, and express the long, solemn and time-abiding
tradition that accompanies the world of warriors and mariners.

The Ahoy Editorial Team

Military Funny Bones
A Drill Sergeant had just chewed out one of his cadets,
and as he was walking away, he turned to the cadet and
said: "I guess when I die you'll come and dance on my
grave."

BETTER PERSON,
BETTER PROFESSIONAL
I

t is character which makes a person, deﬁnes his identity
Ï¡ŏ¡¡êŏÎ¥Ï¹Ï³ŏðÕŏą·ð¥Ą¥æŏ·¥ŏ¡Õ¥êıŏŏã¥æêÕÏōêŏðð¹ðõ¡¥ŏ
determines his success and satisfaction achieved. It is with
great difficulty that a person can change himself and become
a better version of himself.
Everything comes down to the basics. As we have
been taught in the academy, becoming an officer starts
with maintaining a clean and neatly arranged cabin and
cupboard state. The outlook of a person who lives in a clean
environment and follows good habits reﬂects on his career
êŏą¥ÉÉıŏd·¥ŏðæ¹ÆÉ¥¡ÕąÏŏ¥²²¥ðŏêðæðêŏą¹ð·ŏŏã¥æêÕÏōêŏ·¹ðĬŏ
nature and attitude and reﬂects in his profession eventually.
Considering an example from the civilian world, we
often witness policemen going above and beyond their
call of duty, doctors putting in multiple shifts - this is a
direct reﬂection of their personal zeal and interest that
enhances their professional life and adds to their credibility
as professionals.
An officer may have a dozen or a hundred men under
his command on board a ship. Every one of those men would
be having personal and professional issues which need to be
dealt with. A good officer understands this and uses his time,
energy and resources in order to bring up the morale of his
men and get them to perform at their peak professionally.
It is thus the personal characteristics, habits and
outlook which determines the kind of professional a man will
become. An honest man will become an honest professional
and the same can be said about a well-mannered and
cultured person whose qualities reﬂect in his professional
life.
CDT LK Joshi
3250/E/97

The cadet replied: "Not me…no sir! I promised myself
that when I got out of the Navy, I'd never stand in another
line."
≈
A famous Admiral and an equally famous General were
ﬁshing together when a sudden storm hit. When it died down
both renowned warriors were struggling helplessly in the
water.
The Admiral ﬂoundered his way back to the boat and
pulled himself painfully in. Then he ﬁshed out the General,
using an oar.
Catching his breath, he puffed: "Please don't say a word
about this to anyone. If the Navy found out I can't swim I'd
be disgraced."
"Don't worry," the General said. "Your secret is safe. I'd
hate to have my men ﬁnd out I can't walk on water."
≈
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Best Project - 95 INAC 'E'
Design And Development Of Thermoelectric Cooler
Guide

: Lt Cdr K Sanyal

Syndicate : Mid Abhishek Kumar
Mid Nitin ASahoo
Mid Prashant Rakesh
Mid Naveen George

(2908/95)
(2939/95)
(2941/95)
(2952/95)

Refrigeration is the process of removal of
unwanted heat from a selected object, substance or
space and its transfer to another object, substance
or space to achieve the desired temperature or set
of temperatures (refrigeration effect). The project
title, “Design and Development of Thermoelectric
Cooler”, based on the principles of thermoelectric
refrigeration (Fig 1), aims at rendering cooling effect
employing thermoelectricity instead of resorting to
conventional refrigeration processes/ concepts such
as Vapour Compression Cycle, Vapour Absorption
Cycle etc. The principal objectives of the project
were: -

Academic Whirl

(a)

To study thermoelectric effects and
comprehend practical applications thereof.

(b)

To perform thermodynamic analysis of a thermoelectric
refrigeration system.

(c)

Fabrication and analysis of a thermoelectric cooler.

The operational model, developed as a part of the project,
works on the principle of Seebeck effect (Fig 2). A Thermoelectric
Cooler (TEC) was constructed using a Peltier module (Fig 3), wooden
casing with requisite insulation, heat sink and fans of relevant rating.
A temperature drop of 22°C {(temperature drop from 34°C (room
temperature) to 12°C} was observed in the experimental setup
during a time interval spanning over, approximately, 30 minutes.
The designed thermoelectric cooler (Fig 4) gave a, comparatively,
better efficiency/ performance characteristic for localised cooling
vis-à-vis a standard thermoelectric cooler and conventional cooling
mechanisms owing to Arduino-driven automation, powerful heat
sink, multiple fans and consequent forced convection. The same
could be utilised in multiple ﬁelds such as Defence, Medicine etc for
applications requiring portable and efficient localised refrigeration
with minimal power consumption.

Thermoelectric Cooler

Thermoelectric Refrigeration

Seebeck Effect
68
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Peltier Module
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Best Project - 95 INAC 'X'
Microcontroller Based Ranging System
Guide

:-

Syndicate : -

Cdr Vinayak
Mid Harsh Gaur (2933/95)
Mid Arshdeep Singh (2799/95)
Mid ShaanBugalia (2892/95)
Mid K C Singh (2634/95)

Introduction
Ultrasonic range ﬁnder is a module that measures distance.
They are ideal for purposes like navigation, object avoidance and
home security and work just as well in the dark as they do in the
light. When speed of sound in the medium is known and
the time taken for the sound waves to travel the distance
from the source to the subject and back to the source is
measured, the distance from the source to the subject can
be computed accurately.

Ultrasonic Sensor Module
The HC-SR04 ultrasonic range sensor has four pins: Vcc,
Trig, Echo, and GND. The Vcc pin supplies the power to generate
the ultrasonic
pulses. The GND pin is connected to ground. The Trig pin is
where the Arduino sends the signal to start the ultrasonic pulse.
And when the signal ﬁnds an objects it reﬂects back. The Echo
pin receives the signal and gives the information of duration or
time taken to receive it back.

Timing diagram of HCSR-04 sensor
To initiate a distance measurement, we need to send a 5V
high signal to the Trigpin for at least 10 µs. When the module
receives this signal, it will emit 8 pulses of ultrasonic sound at
a frequency of 40 KHz from the transmitting transducer. Then
it waits and listens at the receiving transducer for the reﬂected
signal. If an object is within range, the 8 pulses will be reﬂected

back to the sensor. When the pulse hits the receiving transducer,
the Echo pin outputs a high voltage signal. The length of this
high voltage signal is equal to the total time the 8 pulses took to
travel from the transmitting transducer and back to the receiving
transducer. However, we only want to measure the distance to
the object, and not the distance of the path the sound pulse took.
Therefore, we divide that time in half to get the time variable.
Since we already know the speed of sound (s), we can solve the
equation for distance.
Distance = (duration/2)*0.034 cm

Conclusion
The Project makes the concept of distance measurement
comprehensible and opens new ﬁelds for sensing, that may be
integrated to the system for better and reliable measurement
with higher ranges. Further, integration of laser range sensors
may provide higher ranges.
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BEST PROJECT - 95 INAC 'L'
Software Deﬁned Radio (SDR) based FM Transmitter
Guide

: Lt Cdr Krishna Kumar Jhala

Syndicate : Mid Vikrant Nagpal (2893/ 95)
Mid Jacky Modi (2946/ 95)
Mid Abhishek S Thakur (2927/ 95)
Mid Mainal Das (2961/ 95)

Introduction
AM transmissions were always marred by noises caused
by atmospheric conditions. When Edwin Armstrong designed
Frequency Modulation Radio Model the quality of reception
improved drastically. In FM modulation the carrier frequency is
modulated by the modulating signal. A working model of FM
Radio Broadcast Station/ transmitter has been developed by
Project Syndicate using MATLAB/ SIMULINK and SDR. The model
can transmit both live and recorded audio signal over Wideband
FM range.

Project Concept
SDR based FM broadcast station is most suitable alternative
to the typical electronic radio which uses traditional hardware
components whose parameters cannot be altered beyond certain
range view hardware limitations. Simulink software was used for
creating multiple blocks
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which have been connected as per design to produce a required
model to function as FM Transmitter.Following hardware/
modules are utilized :(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Software deﬁned Radio Kit
MATLAB/ Simulink software
Transmitting Antenna
Mobile phone/ FM Receiver
Microphone

Project Operation
Syndicate developed a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
to control the function of FM Transmitter. The GUI included
functions such as browsing of audio ﬁles from computer
memory, switching between Live & Recorded Audio, Tuning
of Transmission Frequency and START/ STOP button. The
Tech savvy users can explore the Simulink model and tweak
parameters such as sampling frequency, buffer rate, Filter Gain
etc to see its effect on a baseband signal.

Conclusion
The project has been a great learning experience for the
syndicates.SDR is also seen as future of Military Communication
System. The challenges faced by syndicates in Simulink and GUI,
paved way for better understanding. The project can further be
equipped with encryption techniques for safe.

INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

Papa's Watch
Memory

My father left me a watch
When he died.
The dial is round,
The hands end in arrows,
The leather has worn away,
The buckle tongue absent
And the glass is a little cracked.
Lines of the fracture
Run from the edge at 9
And disappear somewhere near 8,
One thick line and then the little, small, thin ones.
I had thought it would break,
The way it had landed in the courtyard,
From the balcony of the ﬁrst ﬂoor,
After it unfastened itself
When father hit me.
I had told him how I felt,
About why Maa hung herself from the fan,
With her favourite green sari.
With the neighbours
Around, watching, amusing,
Father went down to pick the watch
It was his.
He loved it most dearly.
And me,
I watched him pick the watch up
With concern,
And fatherly affection,
While neighbours
Watched me.

Shot from a sling, the eye
Aglow in parched afternoon grasses.
Far off
Slithering through foliage, a snake
leaves undulations behind its tail that
monkeys in packs print over their feet
again and again and again.
I want to press the heat with my palm.
Sun, oozing in drops like placid fury.
Leaf-tips at the end of a creeper, quivering.
A ﬁeld mouse pops out of the hole.
Breeze retreating behind bushes like
Nature’s lovelorn mistress.
Restless, blistered, scalded, my feet.
I stand, snapping hair by the roots,
Whilst a vaporous sun, turbulent
Beyond the serene palm grooves.
Hand sticking
A ﬂame roaring at the nape
Repeating last night’s ache,
Pain, sleeplessness, twinge.
Roads blazing, palm glistening like a crushed brick
The colours of home, friends, feelings, thoughts,
My mind, dead white…

Mid DS Chabbra
95 INAC

It has stayed that way since,
Half broken,
The parts still intact.
Only the hands don’t move.

Cdt Abhinav Singh
97 INAC
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Of Mental Gymnastics and Why Books Matter!
Y

Entertainment. Once you develop a habit of reading you
will never feel lonely or bored again. There are books
available on every topic or interest imaginable. May it be
classical literature, humour, poetry, biographies, religious
texts, military history or self help books – there is something
Õõðŏð·¥æ¥ŏðÕŏãðõæ¥ŏ¥Ą¥æċÕÏ¥ōêŏ¹Î³¹Ïð¹ÕÏıŏ

Y

Improves Concentration.
In the times of constant
distraction and multitasking reading enables you to focus
yourself on a single thing. Reading is a good way to enhance
your ability to concentre. It is said that a few minutes of
reading during your daily commute to office improves focus
on work.

Y

Expands your Vocabulary. The more you read the more
words you are exposed to, which may make way into your
vocabulary. Being articulate and well spoken is of great help
and enables you to converse with others more conﬁdently.

Y

Better Writing Skills. With an advanced vocabulary and
having been exposed to a wide range of authors and
genres, improves your writing skills and capacity for selfexpression.

Y

Mental Stimulation. Like our body, our minds also need
exercise and reading is a perfect exercise for the mind.
Reading stimulates the mind and keeps one mentally healthy.
Studies have shown that staying mentally stimulated can
êÉÕąŏ¡ÕąÏŏð·¥ŏãæÕ³æ¥êêŏÕ²ŏÉđ·¥¹Î¥æōêŏÏ¡ŏ¥Î¥Ïð¹Ĭŏê¹Ï¥ŏ
keeping your brain active and engaged prevents it from
losing power. Just like any other muscle in the body, the
brain requires exercise to keep it strong and healthy.

“Reading stimulates the mind in a way that movies and TV cannot,
reading awakes a dormant imagination and keeps the mind afresh”
– Ethan Boritzer
We have all been advised at some stage in our lives or careeWe
have all been advised at some stage in our lives or careers by our
elders or seniors to inculcate the habit of reading. As a child, I
was constantly reminded by my father that I should develop this
habit. However, I could never get myself to read a book beyond
a few pages. Finally it was at NDA that I took up reading – a
place where one is least expected to be doing anything cerebral.
I suppose I got hooked and there was no looking back thereafter!
Reading can be one of the most fulﬁlling hobbies one can have.
Every time you read a book you have something new to share,
a new story to tell, or a new idea to mull and think about. The
importance of reading cannot be over emphasised. If you are
wondering how reading beneﬁts us, here are a few reasons why
you should read.
Y
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Knowledge. Each time you read a book your mental
horizons broaden. You have one more place which the
author has taken you to be inspired, inﬂuenced and
entertained. You are a more knowledgeable and a wiser
ã¥æêÕÏıŏ 1ðŏ ÉêÕŏ ¹ÎãæÕĄ¥êŏ ÕÏ¥ōêŏ õÏ¡¥æêðÏ¡¹Ï³ŏ Õ²ŏ õÉðõæ¥êŏ
and societies. No amount of documentaries and Wikipedia
can give you an insight into a country, culture or society as
a book can as books can go beyond presenting facts and
ė³õæ¥êıŏÕÕÆêŏ¥ÏÉ¥ŏċÕõŏðÕŏê¥¥ŏð·¥ŏąÕæÉ¡ŏ²æÕÎŏÏŏõð·Õæōêŏ
perspective – its subjective nature lends it authenticity and
intimacy.

Y

Increases Reading Speed. Reading books will enable you to
read faster and increase your grasping power.

Y

Shapes your personality. Every book that you read, may it
be science ﬁction, historical narrative or a biography, shapes
you intellectually and inﬂuences the way you perceive the
world. Books are strong inﬂuencers and have been known to
inﬂuence entire societies or cultures.
THE AHOY - AUTUMN TERM 2018

Where to Start?
As an avid reader one is often seen with a book in hand in the
most unusual places. Many a time, my juniors and seniors tell me
ð·ðŏð·ðŏð·¥ċŏæ¥ÉÉċŏąÏðŏðÕŏêðæðŏæ¥¡¹Ï³ĬŏõðŏÏōðŏê¥¥ÎŏðÕŏê¹ðŏ
through an entire book. Some ﬁnd the idea of reading a 500 or
1200 page book too intimidating or daunting to even start!
_Õŏą·ðŏ¥ĊðÉċŏ¹êŏŏŌ³ÕÕ¡ōŏÕÕÆŏðÕŏêðæðŏą¹ð·Ĳŏ/¥æ¥ŏ¹êŏÎċŏÏêą¥æīŏ
Books are like movies. They have various genres and not everyone
INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

É¹Æ¥êŏ ÉÉŏ ÎÕĄ¹¥êıŏ JÏ¥ŏ ·êŏ ðÕŏ ·ÕÕê¥ŏ ÕÏ¥ōêŏ æ¥ŏ Õ²ŏ ¹Ïð¥æ¥êðĬŏ ·¥ķ
she will realise there are hundreds if not thousands of books on
that topic which can be consumed. Interests may be as varied as
photography, sports, poetry, religion, space technology or body
building. There is a book for every literate person on the planet.
JÏ¥ŏ ê·ÕõÉ¡ŏ êðæðŏ ą¹ð·ŏ ð·¥ŏ ¥êðŏ ê¥ÉÉ¥æêŏ ÕĄ¥æ¹Ï³ŏ ÕÏ¥ōêŏ æ¥ŏ Õ²ŏ
interest. After reading a few books you will know exactly where
your interest lie, which author, style of writing or genre interests
you.
The next hurdle is ﬁnding the time to read your book. There is
enough time with us to dedicate half an hour a day or more to
reading. During working days the best time to read is half an
hour before sleeping. Travelling offers the best time to read your
heart out. It may be a half an hour commute to work, a ﬂight or
a train journey. Any type of idle time during the day can be used
for reading. I have personally utilised the time which I have stood
in queues (bank/ticketing etc) to read books.

display which does not have the typical glare of a LCD, LED
or AMOLED display. The e-ink display does not cause any
eye strain and can easily be read in bright sun light. There
are also various features like backlight and touch screen
available.
Y

Storage. The storage on these eBook readers varies from
typical 2-4 Gb to 32 Gb expandable storage. You can store
thousands of books in your ebook reader as a typical book
takes approximately 500kb to 1mb of storage space.

Y

Battery Life. Typical battery of an eBook reader lasts about
two weeks to a month depending the amount of reading
which the user does.

Y

Special Features.
There are a plethora of special
features in these eBook readers like backlit screens, ability
to tell your speed and time left for each chapter/book,
support for various formats of books including PDFs, inbuilt
free internet connectivity and dictionary to name a few.

Y

Cost.
EBook readers start from around six thousand
rupees while the more feature packed ones typically range
from ten to twenty thousand.

Technology : The Distraction
Today in the age of smart phones, social media and our ever
decreasing attention span it is more difficult than ever to
¡¥Ą¥ÉÕãŏð·¹êŏ·¹ðıŏd·¹êŏ³¥Ï¥æð¹ÕÏŏ¹êŏÕ²ð¥ÏŏÉÉ¥¡ŏð·¥ŏŌFacebook/
Whatsappōŏ³¥Ï¥æð¹ÕÏıŏ1ÏŏÎċŏã¥æêÕÏÉŏÕã¹Ï¹ÕÏŏd¥·ÏÕÉÕ³ċŏ¹êŏð·¥ŏ
prime distraction to anyone trying to read a book (or probably
trying to hit the gym too). We spend (or waste) a huge amount of
time in front of a screen. The constant buzz of notiﬁcations is the
biggest distraction to all of us.
However, Technology to our Rescue!...
How can technology come to our rescue as readers? Technology
will help you in more than one way in pursuing this hobby.
Technology will help you discover, buy, access and share books.
You can browse across and order one or more of millions of
books available in online stores from the comfort of your homes.
Adding to the convenience is the fact that majority of the books
available online are cheaper than brick and mortar stores.
Sometimes they are as much as 50% their bookstore price.
Further, there are widgets and apps which let you compare the
price of a certain book across all available online stores. There
are various groups, forums and blogs through which you can get
exposed to authors and books you may not ﬁnd in a library or
your neighbourhood bookstore.

Recommendations for Young Naval Personnel
There are many genres and types of books that young Naval
Officers may delve into. Reading about relevant topics keeps the
mind fresh, enhances professionalism and breeds out of the box
and independent thinking. I would like to classify them into the
following:Y

Biographies/Memoirs.Biographies and memoirs of soldiers
and leaders give a very intimate account of their lives and
the challenges faced by them during war. Eg Manekshaw,
Kanhoji Angre, Patton, Rommel, Mahan etc.

Y

World Wars. The two World Wars have shaped the modern
world and forever changed the way wars were fought. All
the modern technologies and tactics ﬁnd their seed in these
wars.

Y

The Cold War. The Cold War era provides an interesting
read as its effects on world geopolitics is felt till date.
One can ﬁnd a lot of literature on cold war spy games and
espionage. It was the beginning of the Nuclear Arms race
and also a grim reminder as to how close the world got to
Nuclear Annihilation.

Y

Modern Wars. There have been many campaigns fought
post the two World Wars and they have often been
overshadowed by the Cold War and its arms race. They
however form a good read in terms of use of modern
weapons, tactics and nuclear restraint. One of the most
interesting reads being the Falkland War Campaign and the
crisis in Bosnia/Herzegovina and Yugoslavia.

Y

Wars in the Indian Subcontinent. By learning about
ÕÏ¥ōêŏÕąÏŏãêðŏÕÏ¥ŏÏŏ¥ŏ¥ðð¥æŏ¥åõ¹ãã¥¡ŏ²Õæŏð·¥ŏ²õðõæ¥ıŏ
[¥¡¹Ï³ŏ Õõðŏ Õõæŏ Ïð¹ÕÏêōŏ ąæêŏ Ï¡ŏ Õã¥æð¹ÕÏêŏ ÉêÕŏ
ãæÕĄ¹¡¥êŏÏŏ¹Ïê¹³·ðŏ¹ÏðÕŏð·¥ŏ¡Ą¥æêæċōêŏÎ¹Ï¡ŏÏ¡ŏêð¹ÎõÉð¥êŏ
critical thinking about the mistakes we have made in the
past. It is therefore very important for a young officer to
know and understand the wars India has fought since her
independence.

There also exists a type of book called, ‘audio books. These can
be heard while undertaking daily household chores or driving
to work. If none of the above comes to your rescue, the trusty
“Airplane mode” always will!
E-book Readers
1ōĄ¥ŏ Éąċêŏ ã¥æêÕÏÉÉċŏ ãæ¥²¥ææ¥¡ŏ ·ÕÉ¡¹Ï³ŏ ŏ ã·ċê¹Éŏ ÕÕÆŏ Ï¡ŏ
nothing seems as refreshing as the smell of a new book. You
will hardly come across anyone who would not like to read a
paper book. But why read eBooks? The answer is portability,
convenience and the features they offer. Ebooks are portable
and are a little bigger than a typical smart phone which can be
held with a single hand. Try reading a 1200 page book which
weighs 2 Kgs lying on your bed or carrying the same on a train
ÕæŏÕĄ¥æŏŏĘ¹³·ðŏÏ¡ŏċÕõŏą¹ÉÉŏÆÏÕąŏą·ðŏ1ōÎŏðÉÆ¹Ï³ŏÕõðıŏ1Î³¹Ï¥ŏ
carrying ﬁve such books on a holiday. Modern eBook readers
like the Kobo, Kindle etc let you store thousands of such books
on them.
Y

Screen. What differentiates a tablet or a phone from an
eBook reader is their screen. eBook readers have an e-ink
THE AHOY - AUTUMN TERM 2018
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Y

Geopolitics. Reading about geopolitics will help readers
understand world and regional affairs and how nations
have inﬂuenced the present day world.

Y

Military Science and Technology. Reading about Military
science and technology helps us in realising the genesis of
development of various technologies related to the Military
and Navy. It also exposes the reader to developments in
the ﬁeld of nuclear weapons technology, propulsion, power
generation, sensors and weapons, stealth etc.

read a book. Therefore, before further adieu, think about which
topic or area interests you most and dive in. The joy will all be
worth it. In the end, I would leave you all with the following
thought...
³$SURSHUO\VFKRROHGRFHUQHYHUDUULYHVRQDEDWWOH¿HOGIRUWKH
¿UVWWLPHHYHQLIKHKDVQHYHUDFWXDOO\EHHQRQWKHJURXQGLI
WKDWRFHUKDVUHDGZLVHO\WRDFTXLUHWKHZLVGRPRIWKRVHZKR
KDYHH[SHULHQFHGZDULQWLPHVSDVW´±/W*HQ3DXO.9DQ5LSHU
Lt Cdr Siddharth Rawat

In conclusion, all reading helps us grow, appreciate, assimilate
and understand the world a little better than we did before we

COMMANDANT'S READING LIST
Ser

Title

Author
NON – FICTION

1

How to Read a Book

Mortimer J Adler, Charles Van Doren

2

The Constitution of India

PM Bakshi

3

The Ocean of Churn

Sanjeev Sanyal

4

Monsoon

Robert D Kaplan
Military History

5
6

History of WW II
Destroyer Squadron 23 Combat Exploits of Arleigh Burke's

BH Liddell Hart
Ken Jones

7

Gallant Force in WW-II
On Seas Contested

8

Battleship Bismarck

William H & D Robert

9

Assault from the Sea The History of Amphibious Warfare
Gear Up, Mishaps Down The Evolution of Naval Aviation

Lt Col Merrill Bartlett, USMC (Ret.)

10
11
12

Vincent P O'Hara & W David

Safety
Fighters Over the Fleet Naval Air Defence from Biplanes to

Vice Adm. Robert F. Dunn, USN (Ret.)
Norman Friedman

the Cold War
Airpower Reborn Strategic Concepts of John Warden &

John Andreas Olsen

13

John Boyd
One Hundred Days Memoirs of Falklands Battle

14

Pirate Alley CTF 151 off Somalia

Adm Terry McKnight USN (Retd)

15

Sea Power : A Naval History

E B Potter

16

INBR 8 - Indian Maritime Doctrine
NSP 1.2 - Ensuring Secure Seas Indian Maritime Security

Sandy Woodward

Maritime Strategy / Doctrine

17
18
19

Indian Navy
Wayne P Hughes

21

Maritime Strategy and Continental Wars
Rear Admiral K Raja Menon (Retd)
Makers of Modern Strategy from Machiavelli to the Nuclear
Peter Paret, Gordon A Craig & Felix Gilbert
age
The Logic of War and Peace
Edward Luttwak

22

The Continuing Relevance of On War

Bernard Brodie & Ralph Rotte

23

War and Politics

Bernard Brodie

24

Cyberspace in Peace and War

Martin Libicki

25

Indian Naval Strategy in the Twenty-ﬁrst Century

James R Holmes, Andrew C Winner & Toshi Yoshihara

20

74

Strategy
Fleet Tactics and Naval Operations

Indian Navy
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Classics on Strategy
26

The Landmark Thucydides

Robert B Strassler

27

Sea Power

Geoffrey Till

28

Some Principles of Maritime Strategy

Julian S Corbett

29

Gunboat Diplomacy

James Cable

30

India and the Indian Ocean

K M Panikkar

31

Under Two Ensigns (The Indian Navy, 1945 -1950)

32

A Sailor Remembers

Admiral Ram Dass Katari

33

With Pride and Honour (Admiral R Pereira)

Cdr Anup Thomas

Leadership / Memoirs
Rear Admiral Satyindra Singh (Retd)

34

The Rickover Effect Leadership Traits & Effects

Theodore Rockwell

35

Command at Sea

Adm James Stavridis

36

1ðōêŏÕõæŏ_·¹ãŏi__ŏ¥Ï²ÕÉ¡ŏ

Captain Michael Abrashoff

37

1ðōêŏJõæŏ_·¹ãŏŏd·¥ŏDÕłDÕÏê¥Ïê¥ŏ+õ¹¡¥ŏðÕŏ>¥¡¥æê·¹ã

Captain Michael Abrashoff

38

Time,Tide and Tradition
A Matter of Honour An Account of Indian Army, its Officers

V K Malhotra

39

and Men

Philip Mason

Pakistan
40

Pakistan Paradox

Christophe Jaffrelot

41

*¹³·ð¹Ï³ŏðÕŏð·¥ŏÏ¡ŏXÆ¹êðÏŏæÎċōêŏyċŏÕ²ŏyæ

Christine C Fair

42

Crossed Swords

Shuja Nawaz

43

Eating Grass

Feroz Hassan Khan

44
45
46
47

China
Chinese Naval Strategy in the 21 Century The Turn to
Mahan
·¹ÏōêŏCæ¹ð¹Î¥ŏÎ¹ð¹ÕÏêŏÏ¡ŏð·¥ŏX>ŏDĄċ

James R Holmes & Toshi Yoshihara
Sandeep Dewan

The PLA Navy
·¹Ïŏ[¹ê¹Ï³ŏ_¥ŏXÕą¥æŏd·¥ŏX>ŏDĄċōêŏ_õÎæ¹Ï¥ŏ
Challenge

Gao Xiaoxing
Peter Howarth

Fiction
48

Master and Commander

Patrick O Brian

49

Caine Mutiny

Herman Wouk

50

HMS Ulysses

Alistair Maclean

51

The Hunt for Red October

Tom Clancy

52

The Cruel Sea

Nicholas Monsarrat

53

War and Remembrance

Herman Wouk

54

Winds of War

Herman Wouk

55

Mr Midshipman Hornblower

CS Forester

56

A Ship of the Line

CS Forester

57

Losing Nelson

Barry Unsworth
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In commemoration of the 72nd Independence day of India,
a wreath laying ceremony and parade was held on 15 Aug 18.
The Parade was reviewed by Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM,
Commandant, INA. A Ceremonial Guard, comprising 50 armed
cadets, 20 armed platoons and 06 unarmed platoons of cadets
constituted the parade. Smartly dressed in their whites, the
cadets on parade offered visible and tangible manifestation of
a resurgent India. The parade was commanded by Midshipman
Vikrant Nagpal.
The civilian fraternity and families of INA witnessed the parade.
In his address, the Commandant, greeted the attendees on the

auspicious occasion and acknowledged the toil, hard work and
sacriﬁces made by our forebears to get us freedom and to take
our country on path of progress. He urged all to emulate their
hard work and contribution towards nation building. He also
acknowledged the efforts of the team from Station Ezhimala
in ongoing ﬂood relief where 72 lives had been saved and over
300 people had been provided medical aid by naval officers and
sailors in the most trying circumstances with little or no regard to
their own well-being. The Commandant, Deputy Commandant,
Principal and Station Commander also laid ﬂoral wreaths at the
War Memorial of INA, in homage to the martyrs of Independent
India.

INDEPENDENCE DAY
76
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PARENTS VISIT
During the midterm break, parents of the 102 INAC course and the 27 NOC (Regular and Ext)
course were invited to the academy. Post the inaugural address by the Deputy Commandant,
the parents were shown a documentary on INA. A high tea was also organized in which
officers of the base interacted with cadets and their families. The parents later embarked on
a windshield tour in which all the training areas were highlighted.

INA
SHINING

Sponsors' Events
A Sponsor’s Lunch was organised on 11 Aug 18 for international cadets and their sponsor
families. Retired officers residing in vicinity of INA were empanelled as ‘International Cadets
Sponsor Families’.
This initiative helps in making international cadets aware of the Indian culture and also
assists them in settling into the INA environment. The Commandant along with other officers
and spouses, sponsor cadets and all international cadets attended the event.
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Friendship Beyond Horizon

The Admiral's Cup Sailing Regatta 2018
Ninth Edition

T

he ninth edition of ‘Admirals Cup’ Sailing Regatta
(2018) was held at the Indian Naval Academy from
03 – 06 Dec 18. The Regatta, with 30 competing teams
from Australia, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Canada, China, Egypt, France, Germany, Indonesia,
Iran, Israel, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Maldives, Myanmar,
Nigeria, Oman, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Singapore, South
Africa, Sri Lanka, UAE, UK, USA and Vietnam and two
Indian academy teams from INA and National Defence
Academy, Khadakvasla, has the distinction of having the
highest number of participating countries in the world
for any military sailing competitive event.
The competition consisted of competitive sailing
races in Laser Radials boats, and witnessed 62 participants,
including nine female participants, displaying their
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sailing skills in the Laser Radials in challenging wind and
weather conditions as they squeezed every knot out of
their boats over the past four days of the race. The event
has become very popular since its inception in 2010.
Team Italy represented by Midshipman Vincenzo
Rocco and Midshipman Alberto Cabras won the Admiral’s
Cup 2018. Team Singapore represented by 2nd Lieutenant
Koh Yi Qian and 2nd Lieutenant Dillon How was the
Runners-Up and Team USA represented by Midshipman
Jessica Mc Jones and Midshipman Tyler Fleig came
third. The host country team (Indian Naval Academy)
ﬁnished fourth in the overall position of Admiral’s Cup
2018. 1st Lieutenant Ebrahim Showaiter from Bahrain
stood ﬁrst in the individual position in the men’s category
followed by Midshipman Vincenzo Rocco from Italy and

INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

2nd Lieutenant Dillon How from Singapore at second and third
positions respectively. Midshipman Jessica Mc Jones from
USA stood ﬁrst in the individual position in women’s category
followed by Midshipman Paula Kaminska from Poland and Cadet
Francisca Mauricio from Portugal at second and third positions
respectively. Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM, Commandant,
INA the Chief Guest for the closing ceremony presented the
“Admiral’s Cup”, runners up trophy and individual prizes to the
winners. Italy and Singapore will carry home the replicas of the
Admiral’s Cup and the Runners-Up trophy respectively.
During the duration of their stay, the visiting foreign

teams and accompanying officials were involved in various
activities apart from competitive racing which included visit to
training and sporting facilities located at Indian Naval Academy,
archaeological and ﬁtness trek to Mount Dilli and cultural
package showcasing India’s rich traditions, languages, cultures,
dance and art forms.
The event concluded with a glittering closing ceremony
at Ettikulam Beach at Indian Naval Academy (INA), Ezhimala.
The initiative is aimed to foster seamanship skills, and a sense
of bonhomie and friendship among young mariners across the
oceans.
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Friendship Beyond Horizon

Delegates
from
Britannia
Royal Naval
College
A

delegation comprising Lieutenant Commander Felix Carman, Cadet Parkinson Stefan James and
Cadet Harris James Mark of Britannia Royal Naval College (BRNC) visited Indian Naval Academy
(INA) from 05 to 11 Aug 18. The Britannia Royal Naval College has been training officers of the Royal
Navy since 1863.
The visit was aimed at strengthening the traditionally strong ties between the academies and to facilitate
exchange of training ideas and methodologies. The delegates visited the various labs, simulators, ﬁring
range, aquatics complex and other training facilities of INA. It was a wonderful opportunity to build
bridges of friendship and expand each other’s understanding.
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Friendship Beyond Horizon

Delegates of the
Royal Australian
Navy (RAN)
A

delegation comprising Lieutenant Gabrielle Dobson and three Midshipmen of Royal Australian
Navy (RAN) visited Indian Naval Academy (INA) from 24 to 30 Jul 18.

The visit was aimed at reinforcing the robust professional relationship between the two navies and to
exchange best training practices. The delegation visited the various training facilities, interacted with
Instructors and trainees and was given general insight on the ab-initio training methods of the Indian
Navy. The visit of RAN delegation was a mutually satisfying and enriching experience for the young
officers of both Navies and reaffirmed the universal truth that Oceans Unite All Nations.
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from Tabs to stripes

Casting Off

ŏê·¹ãŏ¹êŏÉąċêŏê²¥ŏ¹Ïŏ·æÕõæĬŏõðŏð·ðōêŏÏÕðŏą·ðŏê·¹ãêŏæ¥ŏÎ¥Ïðŏ²ÕæıŏÎæÆ¹Ï³ŏÕÏŏŏÄÕõæÏ¥ċŏ
that makes one loose sight of the shore to discover new horizons is part of the growth story of every
individual. In the ensuing pages, we congratulate the Passing Out Course and provide a brief glimpse
of the activities, celebrations, and epic festivities that marked the End of Term.

84
48

84
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NOTHING LIKE A PAIR

“

86
68
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“

INA Ball

Life is a dance, you waltz or you
Rumba, ChaCha or Salsa, But whatever
you do, make sure you know the steps,
Even if you have to make up your own.
Michelle Geaney

The Indian Naval Academy, Ezhimala held the INA Ball Autumn Term
2018 on 10 Nov 18. This signature event, symbolising the social aspect
of naval life, was declared open by Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM,
Commandant, INA by rolling the traditional silver ball. This event, held
every term, aims to groom passing out trainees in their transformation
into gentleman/ lady officers.
It was organised as a fun ﬁlled evening providing a healthy mix of
military etiquette and tradition. The event was attended by officers of
the station with their spouses and the passing out Midshipmen and
cadets accompanied by their guests. The immensely popular Indian
Naval Academy band ‘Flashpoint’ entertained the audience with their
talent in Jazz/ Rock music.
The event is an important one towards grooming young officers in
interacting with the opposite gender in informal social settings.
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118 Midshipmen of 95 INAC were awarded B.Tech degree by the Chief Guest, Dr. Sudhir K Jain, Director, IIT Gandhinagar, at the Convocation Ceremony held in presence
of their parents and guardians on 25 November 2018. The ceremony marked the culmination of a strenuous four year training regimen, wherein the All India Council
for Technical Education (AICTE) accredited B.Tech degree program is run simultaneously with a demanding curriculum of Navy speciﬁc military subjects and a rigorous
outdoor and physical training curriculum.

Convocation ceremony

THE CONVOCATION ADDRESS
BY
DR SUDHIR K JAIN, DIRECTOR, IIT GANDHINAGAR
Vice Admiral RB Pandit, Commandant INA, Rear Admiral
Amit Vikram, Principal, Rear Admiral Puneet Chadha, Deputy
Commandant and Chief Instructor,
Registrar, officers, proud parents, Cadets of the 95th Indian Naval
Academy Course,
Ladies and gentlemen.
I am honoured to participate in the Convocation Ceremony
of the 95th Indian Naval Academy Course (INAC) at the Indian
Naval Academy. To the 130 graduating Midshipmen receiving
their BTech Degrees, I bring to you greetings and congratulations
from the students, faculty and staff of IIT Gandhinagar. Just
four months earlier, at its 7th Convocation, IITGN graduated
328 undergraduate and postgraduate students, who, like you,
ą¹ÉÉŏ ãÕą¥æŏ ð·¥ŏ Ï¥Ċðŏ ã·ê¥ŏ Õ²ŏ 1Ï¡¹ōêŏ ³æÕąð·ŏ Ï¡ŏ ¡¥Ą¥ÉÕãÎ¥Ïðıŏ
Welcome to the larger community of technical graduates
and to the history and destiny in which we are all collectively
intertwined.
This day, when you become commissioned officers in the
Indian Navy, will no doubt be among the most memorable
milestones in your life. Over the past four years, the INA has
equipped you with the education, training and discipline to
become physically ﬁt, professionally strong, intellectually agile
and morally upright officers. The nation has invested in you
ðÕŏ ¡¥Ą¥ÉÕãŏ ðÕÎÕææÕąōêŏ ÏĄÉŏ É¥¡¥æêŏ ðÕŏ Î¥¥ðŏ ð·¥ŏ ÕõÏðæċōêŏ
emerging and future maritime and national security challenges.
Your generation of marine officers will provide the leadership
to safeguard our national interests, and to promote peace and
stability in the Indian Ocean Region and beyond.
As you pass through the imposing gates of the Indian Naval
Academy for the last time, you must however, remain mindful
that your education will not have come to an end. The rapid
ã¥ŏÕ²ŏ·Ï³¥ŏ¹ÏŏðÕ¡ċōêŏąÕæÉ¡ŏæ¥åõ¹æ¥êŏÕÏêðÏðŏÉ¥æÏ¹Ï³ŏÏ¡ŏ
reinvention. I recall my days as an engineering student at the
University of Roorkee, now known as IIT Roorkee. When I entered
Roorkee in 1975, some 43 years ago, a mechanical device known
êŏŌêÉ¹¡¥ŏæõÉ¥ōŏąêŏð·¥ŏėæêðŏð·¹Ï³ŏą¥ŏ·¡ŏðÕŏÎêð¥æıŏŏêÉ¹¡¥ŏæõÉ¥ŏ
looked like a ruler and was used for calculations: multiplications,
division, logarithms, trigonometry, etc. By the time we graduated
four years later, none of us were using the slide rule, as we all
had acquired electronic calculators. The technology and the
society are changing much faster today than it did 40 years back,
and you will see far more rapid changes in your professional life
than what I did. In fact, the only constant today is change, and to
keep pace with it we must forever learn and relearn.
Nine years ago, when I joined IIT Gandhinagar as its ﬁrst
Director, I needed several new skill sets that I did not need as a
faculty member at IIT Kanpur for 25 years, and those skill sets
were certainly not taught to me in college.
The point I am trying to make is: mastery of subject is no
longer all that important; learning to learn is. The technical

knowledge you have acquired over the past four years starts
to become obsolete almost as soon as you step out of these
gates. Today information is handily available to us at the click
of a mouse or on our smart phones. To be effective in life and in
any leadership responsibility, you must develop the discipline of
curiosity and lifelong learning.
At IIT Gandhinagar, our curriculum is designed around
the proposition not of mastering content, but that of mastering
the process, so our students can develop ways of thinking and
learning. We have determined that the soft skills of creativity,
written and oral communication, teamwork, values and ethics
are critical to professional growth and success and we have
invested heavily in cultivating them in our student body. For
this reason, the IITGN curriculum places a heavy emphasis
on humanities courses and we have implemented a 5-week
immersion Foundation Program for all incoming undergraduates
centred around ﬁve themes: physical ﬁtness, leadership and team
work, creativity, values and ethics, and societal concerns and
sensitivity. Our extra-curricular programs likewise underscore
these skills. Let me illustrate this with an example: in our Explorers
Fellowship, we provide our students a sum of Rs 38,000 so as to
travel the length and breadth of India over six weeks, that is, Rs
900 per day to cover their travels, their boarding and lodging,
and their miscellaneous out-of-pocket expenses. They must visit
at least six states: at least one state in south, one in north and
one in the north-east, and explore any theme that they choose.
They are not allowed to travel by aircrafts or by air-conditioned
train coaches in the summer months and must not supplement
the budget from their parents. The intent is for our students to
develop a deeper appreciation of the diversity and reality of
India by travelling and living like most Indians do.
In a recent survey of IITGN alumni, a higher proportion
of our undergraduate students reported that they utilized the
skills and knowledge from their humanities and social sciences
courses and extra-curricular learning than from their engineering
discipline courses. The data may surprise, even shock some of
you, but it did not surprise us. The survey reaffirms the point
I made a little earlier; that the skills you developed at INA on
learning to learn, are what will really matter and keep you abreast
of the state of the art technologies and methodologies in your
ﬁeld. And the soft skills in creativity, communication, leadership,
values and ethics, will be the drivers of your professional growth.
As you are well aware, the world is increasingly
interconnected and so at IITGN we have invested heavily in
globalizing our curriculum. Indeed, 40% of our undergraduate
students receive international experience during their tenure with
us, which is among the highest of any institution in India. In the
Navy, no doubt the world is your canvass and so you will have the
beneﬁt of experiencing many different global cultures up close,
far more so than our students. I hope that you will discover in
these global opportunities not just exotic destinations, but new
ways of thinking, doing, imagining, experiencing and learning.
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Dear graduates, you are extraordinarily fortunate to have
had the beneﬁt of some of the best education and opportunity
that India has to offer and you are all headed to successful
careers and comfortable lives in the years that follow. You are
beneﬁciaries of the enormous investment India has made in this
Academy and in your education. Those of us who are so privileged
and rewarded have a responsibility and a social obligation to the
far less fortunate amongst us.

child out of the cycle of oppression and destitution to which she
would otherwise be permanently condemned.

As Naval Officers, you will play a central part in securing our
nation and some of you may well feel that you are discharging
that social responsibility in your professional role. But admirable
as your professional choices and contribution are to the national
interest, what I am speaking about is your personal and human
obligation to your fellow citizens. No Indian needs introduction
to the poverty and misery that surrounds us to the point that we
have become immunized and detached from it. Tens of millions
of our impoverished citizens, children mostly, by the accident
of their birth, are condemned forever to a life of misery and
poverty. Each one of us present in this assembly has the means
and the opportunity to lend a helping hand to at least a few of
those that cross our paths. The relief you offer may give just
momentary joy to a life that has never known one, or it may lift a

This is also an occasion of great pride for all the parents and
families of the graduation course. Your belief in your children and
constant encouragement have made this day possible for these
young men. I congratulate all of you for giving them support and
encouragement, to enable them to achieve their aspirations.
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I hope, therefore, that you step up to your personal social
obligations to contribute to diminishing the vast gap that
separates the affluent from the impoverished and share some of
your time, talent and treasure with those who do not have the
opportunities that your parents and nation have given you.

Finally, dear graduates, in the years that follow, life will
bring its ups and downs and force difficult choices upon you
from time to time. I am conﬁdent that the Indian Naval Academy
·êŏãæ¥ãæ¥¡ŏċÕõŏðÕŏÏĄ¹³ð¥ŏÉ¹²¥ōêŏ¡¥ðÕõæêŏêŏêõ¥êê²õÉÉċŏêŏð·¥ŏ
ships you will command. I wish you courage and wisdom in the
choices and decisions you make.
God bless you.
Thank you ladies and gentleman and Jai Hind.
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A Cadet's Estimation Of Resilience
“it is easier to find men who will volunteer to die than to find those who
are willing to endure pain with patience.”

A

fter successfully conquering the exhilarating challenges
posed by the very ﬁrst term in a military academy, which
is apparently the most memorable phase in a cadet’s life, the
clocks seemed to be indulged in a race of their own and the time
ﬂew by like a feather amidst a storm.
You instantaneously ﬁnd yourself packing your luggage up
for yet another term in the academy. And this is customarily the
time when a sequence of heartbreaks commences for a now,
second termer.

of having your time and energy wasted because of a junior’s
mistake, and putting yourself through the wrath of camps – all of
this in a single term, truly appears de-spiriting at once. That more
or less summarises the second term for you.
In the military however, there is neither scope nor the space
for expressing disaffection or annoyance or rather putting it in
simple terms, whine about your problems. We are trained to ﬁnd
ways to not give up and collectively ﬁnd solutions to difficult
situations.

Talking about returning to the academy after having savoured
the very ﬁrst term break at home is like an unforgettable tale of
overwhelming distress. For those ill-fated ones who are required
to report back a week early, it is an emotionally devastating
journey. That such unfortunate ones are in abundance in the
second term course so that does not help either. The episodes
that follow henceforth are not merry.

Attitude matters! There is no other way to put this, rather
than in an uncomplicated and frank way. The reality is that you
are not the ﬁrst person to have undergone such military training
and every passing moment in this term is as much of a learning
experience, as it is a test of one’s fortitude, perseverance and
character. You shall not die and training will not kill you. And
what doesn’t kill you, only makes you stronger. So chin up, josh
high, let us get on with training and becoming the best at what
we do!

Running at such remarkable pace on an un-envisaged track
spanning over a challenging 12.5 km, followed by the trauma

Cdt Shreyas Bangale
3694/E/101

No good
decision
was ever
made in
a swivel
chair.
- General Douglas MacArthur
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AZIMUTH

When Sea Warriors Stormed the Stage
“You must understand the whole of life, not just a little part of it. That is why you must read, that is why you must look at the skies,
that is why you must sing and dance, and write poems and suffer and understand, for all that is life.”
-

Jiddu Krishnamurti

T

he translation of ‘Azimuth’ from Arabic to English means
‘direction’ and its nautical meaning is ‘the horizontal
displacement of a heavenly body with respect to an observer’.
At the Indian Naval Academy, Azimuth is the name given to
the action-packed, fun-ﬁlled, multi-variety entertainment
programme conducted during the end of the term, as prelude
to the Passing Out Parade. It showcases the talent and skills of
cadets on-stage; shall that be singing, dancing or acting.
This spectacular event was conducted on 25 Nov 18. Vice
Admiral AK Chawla, AVSM, NM, VSM, Flag Officer Commanding
in Chief, Southern Naval Command presided as the Chief Guest.
On that balmy evening, the Kautilya auditorium came alive
with its custom designed, mesmerising, sky-like interior. The
opening act was a glowing tribute to the arduous and challenging
life of a seafarer in the Indian Navy. The audience sat back in
amazement and looked on at this ‘shadow act’ in which the
cadets of the passing out courses presented a glimpse of life in
the Indian Navy.
The act was followed by the most anticipated, awaited act,
called, ‘the Mime’, showcasing life of a cadet at the INA and
bringing to life, the transition of a ‘mother’s child’ to ‘Officers
Passing out with Swords’.
If this wasn’t enough, the variety entertainment programme
brought out from its Pandora’s Box, a medley of high energy
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dance sequences and a musical extravaganza in the form of
INA’s band, ‘Flashpoint’. The spectacular performance displayed
by the passing out courses ﬂanked by their juniors left the
audiences spellbound. The parents were proud and pleasantly
surprised to witness the talent of their wards bloom in the
nurturing environment of the INA.
The loud and thunderous applause of the audience during
the evening would continue to reverberate in the ears of the
proud participants of team INA for a long, long time.
INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY
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Valedictory Lunch and Dinner

A

Valedictory Dinner in the honor of cadets
of 26th Naval Orientation Course (Extended)
and 27th Naval Orientation Course (Regular),
was organized at Katari Cadets’ Mess on
24 Nov 18. The parents and guardians of the
passing out trainees attended the dinner along
with their wards and were visibly elated and
proud of the accomplishment of their wards.
The Commandant and his spouse interacted
with the parents and cadets during the event
and congratulated them on their successful
completion of training at INA.
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outdoor training display
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antim pag - the final step
A spectacular Passing out Parade (POP) held at Indian Naval
Academy on 26 Nov 18 marked the culmination of training for 317
Midshipmen and cadets of Indian Navy and Indian Coast Guard
including one international cadet from Tanzania. The parade also
saw 16 female cadets marching shoulder to shoulder with their
male counterparts to join the ranks of the Indian Navy.
The grand parade was reviewed by Vice Admiral Anil Kumar
Chawla, AVSM, NM, VSM, Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Southern Naval Command.

forming up in two columns and marching with their gleaming
swords and riﬂes held in salute, past the Academy’s saluting dias,
the Quarterdeck, in Slow March, to the traditional notes of ‘Auld
Lang Syne’ the poignant farewell tune played by Armed Force
around the world when bidding adieu to colleagues and comrades.
On completion of the parade, the proud parents and guardians
shipped the Naval, and Coast Guard, epaulettes, known as
‘stripes’ on the shoulders of their wards, thus symbolizing their
transformation from ‘cadets’ into full-ﬂedged Navy and Coast
Guard Officers.

The glittering ceremony culminated with the successful trainees
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Honour Roll
Squadron Championships
Ser

Event

Squadron

1.

Swimming

Cheetah

2.

PT

Fighter

3.

Sports Trophy

Cheetah

4.

Debate

Fighter

5.

Declamation

Braveheart

6.

Public Speaking

Fighter

7.

Quiz

Achiever

8.

Sports

Cheetah

9.

Academics

Braveheart

10.

Service Subjects

Daredevil

11.

Champion Squadron

Cheetah

LIST OF AWARD WINNERS – AT 18
Ser

Medal

Occasion

Recipient

A No.

95 INAC

98

1.

President Gold Medal

First in Overall Order of Merit
(OOM) 10+2 Course

Mid Vikrant Nagpal

2893/95

2.

CNS Silver Medal

Second in OOM 10+2 Course

Mid Shaurya Tatineni

2738/95

3.

FOC-in-C South Bronze Medal

Third in OOM 10+2 Course

Mid Dilsahib S Chhabra

2903/95
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Ser

Medal

Occasion

Recipient

A No.

26 NOC (EXT)
1.

CNS Gold Medal

First in OOM in NOC (Ext)

Cdt Hrushikesh Vengurlekar

2.

FOC-in-C South Silver Medal

Second in OOM in
NOC (Ext)

Cdt Sahi Simranbir Singh SS

3.

Commandant, INA Bronze Medal

Third in OOM in NOC (Ext)

14865/A/O
14827/D/O

SLt Vashist Ganapathy
Machimada

14861/C/O

26 NOC (REG)
1.

CNS Gold Medal

First in OOM in NOC (Reg)

SLt Samson Moses A

15052/F/O

2.

FOC-on-C Gold Medal

Best Woman Cadet in
NOC(Reg)

SLt Anuradha

14958/A/O

3.

Commandant, INA Silver Medal

Second in OOM in
NOC (Reg)

SLt Shivadasan Menon

14946/E/O

LIST OF TROPHY WINNERS – AT 18
Ser

Trophies

Description

Recipient’s Name

A No.

1.

FOCINC East

Most Promising NOC (Reg) Cadet

SLt Shantanu Misra

14966/C/O

2.

FOCINC West

Most Promising NOC (Ext) Cadet

Cdt Ayush Kamal Jha

14841/A/O

3.

FOCINC South

First in OOM in
INAC (MSc)

Mid Amit Sangwan

3686/55 MSc

4.

CNS

Cadet Adjudged Best in Service Subjects

Mid RR Arvind Nawin

2911/95

5.

RRM

Most Promising INAC (BTech) Cadet

Mid Vinay Kumar

3003/95

6.

CINCAN

10+2 cadet with Highest in OLQ

Mid Vikrant Nagpal

2893/95

7.

FOCINC West

Best cadet in ODT INAC (BTech)

Mid HS Mohite

2924/95

8.

FOCINC South

Most Improved Cadet INAC (BTech)

Mid Dilsahib Singh Chhabra

2903/95

9.

DGCG

Best Assistant Commandant

A/C Ashwin

14888/C/O

10.

FOCINC South

Best International Cadet

11.

Book Prize

Second in OOM in
INAC (MSc)
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3678/95 MSc
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SPORTS AND PT PROFICIENCY AWARDS - PASSING OUT COURSE: AUTUMN TERM – 2018
Ser
1.

Name and Rank

A No.

Proﬁciency/ Achievements

Mid Vinay Kumar

3003/95

Īŏ Best Sportsperson
Īŏ Blazer in Cross Country
Īŏ Merit Card in Athletics

2.

Mid Nikhil Horakeri

2797/95

Blue in Equitation

3.

Mid SN Godaji

2824/95

Īŏ

Merit Card in Boxing

Īŏ

Merit Card in Water Polo

Īŏ

Merit Card in Basketball

Īŏ

Merit Card in Aquatics

4.

100

Mid Abhishek Thakur

2920/95

5.

Mid DS Chabbra

2903/95

Merit Card in Cross Country

6.

Mid Pramod

2940/95

Merit Card Cross Country

7.

Mid HS Mohite

2924/95

Merit Card in Hockey
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FROM the Creative Writing Club

O

k, we admit. Even though William Carlos Williams wrote almost 50 years back that ‘the Rose is obsolete’,
thereby decrying the clichés, stock phrases and images that automatically ﬂood our minds when we think
about the idea of love, we wanted to know whether our cadets had in their hearts what it takes to challenge
the legendary poet and write originally, and engagingly about the most hackneyed of concepts i.e. love. They
weren’t given a brief. They weren’t provided with an abstract. The exercise was simple, open-ended, and
deliberately kept so as to nudge their creativity and let the imagination lose. And we must admit, we were
dazzled to see the young hearts soar into beautiful possibilities. Three of the best entries are featured in this
section. These give an insightful purview of their hearts, minds and everything that ﬂoods their imaginations.

Love Letter to the Ones Who Matter Most...
1ŏÉ¥æÏ¥¡ŏ·ÕąŏðÕŏÉÏ¥ŏÎċê¥É²ŏð·æÕõ³·ŏÉ¹²¥ōêŏÉ¹Ï¡ŏõæĄ¥êı

29 Oct 18

Even when you helped me with studies,

Fighter Squadron
Indian Naval Academy
Ezhimala, Kerala

1ŏÉ¥æÏ¥¡ŏ·ÕąŏðÕŏðÆ¥ŏ·æ³¥ŏÕ²ŏÎċŏąÕææ¹¥êō

Dear Mom and Dad,
After coming to the academy, and going through a very,
very challenging regimen, I appreciate you and your affections,
so much more. You have always supported me in everything I
have done. You have taught me to appreciate what I have and to
ÏÕðŏ¥ÏĄċŏÕð·¥æŏã¥ÕãÉ¥êōŏð·¹Ï³êı
Sacriﬁce and suffering can actually be a good thing when
it is done for the good of the family – this is the one lesson that
will forever to engraved in my mind. My dear parents, thanks for
teaching me what books could not.
I thank you for always trusting me, for giving me all your
love and knowing when to correct me when necessary. You have
taught me to value everything and for me, nothing compares to
the place you hold for me.
Thank you so much for the wings you have given me,
for having taught me how to soar up into the sky, expand my
horizons and brush against the heavens.
You sacriﬁced your own happiness and comfort just so that
I could be happy. It may take a lifetime, but I will do everything
to repay for what you have done for me. I want to thank you for
always understanding the things I said, the things I did not say
and the things I never planned to tell you. Thank you for always
understanding me.

Thank you for making me the person I am today. Thank
you for providing the beautiful home we live in, and for my loud,
obnoxious brother without whom I would not have had a lifelong friend, playmate and conﬁdante. Thank you for teaching
me the importance of family.
You have always put on a brave face for me and Somu.
When things got scary, whether it was some tragedy at home, or
a family members getting sick, you always made it seem as if you
had everything under control. You never let your weakness show,
and that always made Somu and me feel safe.
I cannot begin to describe how blessed I am to have such
amazing parents as you both in my life. Seeing true love through
you both makes my heart feel happy and secure. It inspires me
to be so much more, to scale these challenges that come all too
often now-a-days, to always strive to make you both proud of
me.
Today the DTLGH is 27 and I am ready to come home and
spend time with you all. You both have gone through a lot of
struggle and pain to bring me up and shape me into who I am
today. I promise I would not let all that go in vain. I want to do
justice to every time you believed in me.
I will grow up, to be the best I can be.

ŌĄ¥Ïŏą·¥ÏŏċÕõŏðõ³·ðŏÎ¥ŏ·ÕąŏðÕŏãÉċŏą¥ÉÉ

Yours Lovingly

I learned from you how to stand tall

Paras
Cadet Paras Upadhyay

Even when you taught me how to ride a bike
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LOVE STORY OF A CADET
T

he time is 0545h. A cadet, let us call him Suppandi, from the
Indian Naval Academy stands in the morning muster, thinking
of nothing but his one true love. Earthlings are yet to locate the
êõÏŏ¹Ïŏð·¥ŏêÆċıŏJÏ¥ŏÕ²ŏ_õããÏ¡¹ōêŏÕõæê¥ŏÎð¥êŏ¹êŏÏ¥æĄÕõêÉċŏðæċ¹Ï³ŏ
ðÕŏ ãæÕĄ¥ŏ ð·¥¹æŏ Õõæê¥ŏ êðæ¥Ï³ð·ŏ ðÕŏ Ïŏ ¹æð¥ŏ ê¥Ï¹Õæıŏ d·¥ŏ ê¥Ï¹Õæōêŏ
¹ææ¹ðð¹ÕÏŏê¹³ÏÉêŏŌðæÕõÉ¥ōıŏ[¥êðŏÕ²ŏ·¹êŏÎð¥êŏæ¥ŏÕÏ¥æÏ¥¡ıŏõðŏ
none of this concerns him. All he does is think about his true love
and the comfort, peace and tranquillity with which she came into
his life. Orders are passed. He does not care. He is pining for her
like a ﬁsh out of water. His course proceeds for morning classes –
Drill, Swimming, PT, SAT, WST (or) whatever it may be. He thinks
of her – while ﬁring a weapon, jumping over the Horse, even while
swimming – he just thinks of her, and the good times they shared.
Morning classes end. He comes back to his cabin, ﬁnishes
his routine and goes for breakfast. This is probably the only time
·¥ŏ¹êÏōðŏð·¹ÏÆ¹Ï³ŏÕõðŏ·¥æıŏæ¥Æ²êðŏðæõÎãêŏÕĄ¥æŏ¥Ą¥æċð·¹Ï³Įŏ/¥ŏ
must focus on ﬁnishing his meal before the senior sitting next
to him proves the importance of water to him. Thin and lanky
Suppandi then goes for his academic classes. While sitting on
that hard bench and staring at the sea, he realizes that she is
coming – slowly tiptoeing over towards him. He sees her coming
to his class. He is nervous and terriﬁed. What will he do? What
should he do? What will they talk about? Is she still angry about
the last time he left her without saying a word?
y¹ð·ŏÉÉŏÕ²ŏð·¹êŏ³Õ¹Ï³ŏð·æÕõ³·ŏ·¹êŏ·¥¡Ĭŏ·¥ŏ¡Õ¥êÏōðŏæ¥É¹ê¥ŏ
how close she is to him. He raises a hand, but before he is able
to say something, the instructor calls out his name. The reverie
is broken!

She is gone. She was just his imagination playing tricky
games. Almost all academic classes pass by in a similar fashion –
she seems to be playing hide and seek with him, teasing him with
her delectable warmth. Suppandi now proceeds for lunch. After
ÉõÏ·Ĭŏ·¥ōêŏ³¹ÏŏêðÏ¡¹Ï³ŏ¹ÏŏÏÕð·¥æŏÎõêð¥æıŏŏd·¥ŏÕÏÉċŏ¡¹²²¥æ¥Ï¥ŏ
¥¹Ï³ŏð·¹êŏð¹Î¥Ĭŏ·¥ŏ¹êÏōðŏð·¹ÏÆ¹Ï³ŏ¹²ŏ·¥æıŏ/¹êŏÎ¹Ï¡ŏ¹êŏð¹Ą¥Ĭŏ·¥ŏ¹êŏ
waiting for something to do. Afternoon classes ﬁnish. Evening
Ę¹¥êŏċıŏŏ_õããÏ¡¹ŏ¹êŏÏÕąŏ¹ÏŏĢōêĬŏêðÏ¡¹Ï³ŏ¹Ïŏð·¥ŏŌ¡¥ÎċŏC¥Éōıŏŏ
The dinner muster is something that every cadet wants to avoid.
It is long, boring and raises serious existential questions such as
Ōą·ċŏæ¥ŏą¥ŏ·¥æ¥ĮĬŏą·ðŏæ¥ŏą¥ŏ¡Õ¹Ï³ıııōŏŁŏåõ¥êð¹ÕÏêŏð·ðŏæ¥ŏêŏ
troubling as they are misplaced.
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He catches a glimpse of her, but only from far, far away.
Her beauty seems ever more enchanting in the moonlight. They
keep staring at each other. Suddenly the muster is broken off.
Every one scurries inside the mess. Dinner is served. The ACA
announces that the Mess be cleared. This is weird. Dinners are
not supposed to be this short. Suppandi suddenly realizes they
have to go to Kautilya. There is an address by a Dignitary. As this
fact ﬂashes across his mind, his heart begins to race.
He is nervous again. Nervous because Kautilya is the place
they had met for the ﬁrst time. He moves outside the mess, grows
pair of wings and ﬂies to Kautilya. His love for her gives him
unimaginable powers – the other one being able to eat more than
20 toasts, that too without blinking once!
Suppandi is now seated in Kautilya. There is a hustle all
around him. But he is too immersed in her memory. She is there,
æ¹³·ðŏð·¥æ¥ıŏ/¥ŏÏŏê¥¥ŏ·¥æıŏ_·¥ŏÉÕÕÆêŏ³Õæ³¥Õõêıŏõðŏð·¥ċŏÏōðŏ
Î¥¥ðŏċ¥ðıŏd·¥ċŏê·ÕõÉ¡ÏōðŏÎ¥¥ðŏċ¥ðıŏd·¹êŏąÕæÉ¡ŏąÕÏōðŏã¥æÎ¹ðŏð·¥¹æŏ
union in a place like this. But he is resolute. He resolves to wait
until the Guest Lecturer arrives. Until then he shall look at her
from afar. The Guest Lecturer arrives. The lights are dimmed.
The lecture begins. She comes and takes the seat right next to
him. All that he can see around himself is an empty auditorium.
They both are alone. They are about to greet each other, when
suddenly a senior glares at him, calling out his name. Once again
he sacriﬁces his love. Sacriﬁce has become second nature now!
The lecture ends. Everyone is secured. Suppandi returns to
his cabin. He opens the door. There she is. He knew his dedication
will bear fruit, and that they will be reunited. They embrace each
other. He is in tears after meeting her after so long. They slip
under the sheets. They are warm and cosy together.
Suppandi and his one true love, sleep live happily ever after
till morning. Unitl her arch enemy, the alarm comes to take her
away.
The time is 0515 hrs. The circle begins again.
Cadet Swapnil Kumar
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A TRYST WITH TANYA
ðŏąêŏÕÏ¥ŏÕ²ŏð·Õê¥ŏ¡ċêŏą·¥ÏŏċÕõŏê¹ðŏÆŏÏ¡ŏð·¹ÏÆĬŏŌd·¹êŏ¹êŏð·¥ŏ
¥êðŏ¡ċŏÕ²ŏÎċŏÉ¹²¥ōĬŏõðŏð·ðŏðÕÕĬŏąêŏÕÏÉċŏð¹ÉÉŏð·¥ŏð¹Î¥ŏ1ŏ³Õðŏð·¥ŏ
news. She was going to leave school. She with her long and silky
hair, her light brown eyes and the cutest smile. That peculiar
jasmine perfume she wore daily to class, her laughter, ah! she
herself! why did Tanya have to leave school? But I already know
the answer to that.

I

I am Aditya, but my friends call me many things. Ass,
Donkey, Useless etc, feel free to call me whatever you like. It
does not make a difference. This is my story. The story of how
a loser like me managed to Date the prettiest girl in the school.
Sounds unbelievable, right? Especially coming from someone
ą·Õŏą¥ÏðŏðÕŏŏÕċêōŏ_·ÕÕÉĮŏõðŏãÉ¥ê¥Ĭŏ¡ÕÏōðŏ²¥¥ÉŏêÕææċŏ²ÕæŏÎ¥ŏ
that I spent my childhood away from the comfort of my parents.
Because honestly, I have had my share of fun. You see our school
was fundamentally ﬂawed, but permitted us to make the most of
it. Our school was not just a boarding school, but a co-ed one!
One thing I learnt from school was the fact that keeping
dynamite near an open ﬂame is simply asking for trouble. Believe
me when I say this: never ever put your kid in a co-ed boarding
school. The boys never want to study, and the girls are never
able to study.
Boys and girls, together in a boarding school, is simply, a
recipe for disaster. Our school recognized this and took the pain
of installing a board at the main gate which said, Your child is
your responsibility. The school shall not take any responsibility
for the actions of your daughter in any way! Now we all knew
what that meant. Smart move, admin.

¡Õ¹Ï³ŏ·¥æŏ·ÕÎ¥ąÕæÆıŏŏ1ðŏê¥¥Î¥¡ŏêŏ¹²ŏą¥ō¡ŏ³Õðð¥Ïŏąċŏą¹ð·ŏ¹ðĬŏ
õðŏð·¥Ïŏð·¥ŏąæ¡¥Ïŏæ¥É¹đ¥¡ŏdÏċŏąêÏōðŏÕÏŏ·¥æŏ¥¡ıŏ
æð¹ŏãæÕÎãðÉċŏæ¥ãÉ¹¥¡ŏŌ_·¥ōêŏ³ÕÏ¥ŏðÕŏð·¥ŏąê·æÕÕÎĬŏÎōÎōıŏŏ
As if on cue, Tanya entered the dorm, toothbrush in hand. The
moment she saw me under her bed, she froze. Before she could
scream, I frantically made hand gestures, to signal her to keep
quiet and act normal. Thankfully she understood and waited
for the warden to go. After the warden left, I came out gingerly,
checked once more whether the warden had gone, then took
Nikhil by the arm and pulled him away from Arti. While going,
1ŏ Äõêðŏ ê¹É¥ÏðÉċŏ ÎÕõð·¥¡ŏ ŏ Ōd·ÏÆŏ ċÕõōŏ ðÕŏ dÏċĬŏ ą·Õŏ ąêŏ êð¹ÉÉŏ
looking at me like a maniac. But she smiled. She smiled at me!
Ah! That cute smile I could never forget. I think my heart skipped
a beat that time, and I knew I had to make her my girlfriend.
_·¥ŏąêŏŌð·¥ŏÕÏ¥ōŏ²ÕæŏÎ¥ıŏŏD¹Æ·¹ÉŏÏ¡ŏ1ŏąÉÆ¥¡ŏð¹ÉÉŏð·¥ŏ¥ÏðæÏ¥ŏ
Õ²ŏ ð·¥ŏ ³¹æÉêōŏ ¡ÕæÎĬŏ ê¥É²łÕÏ³æðõÉð¹Ï³ŏ Õõæê¥ÉĄ¥êŏ Ï¡ŏ ð·¹ÏÆ¹Ï³ŏ
ŌC¹êê¹ÕÏŏÕÎãÉ¹ê·¥¡ōŏą·¥Ïŏą¥ŏą¥æ¥ŏ³æ¥¥ð¥¡ŏċŏŏ¹³ŏÉÕÆŏðŏ
the entrance. What the...we were locked inside the girls dorms
with no way out!. We discussed among ourselves as to what
was to be done and decided to do the unthinkable – spend the
Ï¹³·ðŏ¹Ïŏð·¥ŏ³¹æÉōêŏ¡ÕæÎĮŏŏD¹Æ·¹ÉĬŏêŏõêõÉĬŏą¥ÏðŏÏ¡ŏêðŏ¥ê¹¡¥ŏæð¹ŏ
Ï¡ŏêðæð¥¡ŏðÉÆ¹Ï³ŏðÕŏ·¥æıŏ1ŏ¡¹¡ÏōðŏÆÏÕąŏÏċÕÏ¥ŏð·¥æ¥ıŏdÏċŏąêŏ
Î¥æ¥Éċŏ²æÕÎŏÎċŏÉêêıŏ1ŏ¡¹¡ÏōðŏÆÏÕąŏą·ðŏðÕŏ¡ÕĬŏð·¹ÏÆ¹Ï³ŏã¥ÕãÉ¥ŏ
Î¹³·ðŏð·¹ÏÆŏ1ōÎŏŏæ¥¥ãŏÕæŏêÕÎ¥ð·¹Ï³ıŏŏD¥Ą¥æð·¥É¥êêĬŏ1ŏÎõêð¥æ¥¡ŏ
ð·¥ŏÕõæ³¥ŏðÕŏąÉÆŏõãŏðÕŏdÏċŏÏ¡ŏê¹¡ĬŏŊd·¥ŏ¡ÕÕæêŏæ¥ŏÉÕÆ¥¡ŋıŏ
What kind of person starts a conversation with his future
girlfriend like that? Tanya looked up at me with face that read:
ŌêÕŏą·ðĲōŏ
Ŋ1êŏð·¥æ¥ŏÏċŏ¥Îãðċŏ¥¡ŏą·¥æ¥ŏ1ŏÏŏêÉ¥¥ãŏðÕÏ¹³·ðĲŋŏ

Though our dorms, that of the boys and girls were far, we
¡¹¡ŏ ·Ą¥ŏ Éêê¥êŏ Ï¡ŏ Î¥Éêŏ ðÕ³¥ð·¥æıŏ ŏ õðŏ ²Õæŏ êÕÎ¥Ĭŏ ð·¹êŏ ¹êÏōðŏ
enough interaction. So naturally, heroic escapades were quite
ÕÎÎÕÏĬŏ¥êã¥¹ÉÉċŏ¹ÏŏÏ¡ŏæÕõÏ¡ŏð·¥ŏ³¹æÉōêŏ¡ÕæÎêıŏŏd·ðŏ¹êŏą·¥Ïŏ
I met Tanya.
My best friend, Nikhil, had an on and off relationship with a
³¹æÉŏ²æÕÎŏÕõæŏÉêêĬŏą·ÕŏÉêÕŏ·ãã¥Ï¥¡ŏðÕŏ¥ŏdÏċōêŏ¡ÕæÎŏÎð¥ı
I was accompanying Nikhil on one such escapade. It
ąêŏ Õõðŏ Î¹¡Ï¹³·ðıŏ ŏ y¥ŏ ·¡ŏ Äõêðŏ æ¥·¥¡ŏ ð·¥ŏ ³¹æÉōêŏ ¡ÕæÎŏ Ï¡ŏ
Nikhil was having this heated argument with Arti (his girlfriend).
I decided to give them some privacy and went for stroll outside
ð·¥¹æŏ¡ÕæÎıŏ1ðŏ·¡Ïōðŏ¥Ą¥Ïŏ¥¥ÏŏėĄ¥ŏÎ¹Ïõð¥êĬŏą·¥Ïŏ²æÕÎŏÕõðŏÕ²ŏ
ÏÕą·¥æ¥ŏÎ¥ŏð·¥¹æŏąæ¡¥ÏĬŏê·Õõð¹Ï³ĬŏŌą·Õŏ¹êŏąÆ¥ŏðŏð·¹êŏ·Õõæŏ
ĲĮōŏŏ
1ŏãÏ¹Æ¥¡Įŏŏ_·¥ŏ·¡Ïōðŏê¥¥ÏŏÎ¥ŏċ¥ðĬŏÏ¡ŏ1ŏ¹Ïð¥Ï¡¥¡ŏðÕŏÆ¥¥ãŏ¹ðŏ
that way. I went sprinting round the ﬁrst dorm I could reach and
barge in. I entered, slamming the door behind me. Fortunately, it
ðõæÏ¥¡ŏÕõðŏðÕŏ¥ŏæð¹ōêŏ¡ÕæÎıŏd·¥ċŏÕð·ŏľD¹Æ·¹ÉŏÏ¡ŏæð¹Ŀŏą¥æ¥ŏêð¹ÉÉŏ
ð·¥æ¥ıŏ1ŏÉ¹ð¥æÉÉċŏê·Õõð¥¡ŏðŏD¹Æ·¹ÉĬŏŌD1</1>Ĭŏ[iDĮōŏŏ
We both started sprinting, away from the direction in
which I had come, thinking the warden must be behind us. The
moment we opened the door we almost came in full view of the
warden, who was now almost in front of us. Seeing no way out,
ą¥ŏ êÉÎÎ¥¡ŏ ð·¥ŏ ¡ÕÕæŏ Ï¡ŏ ¡¹Ą¥¡ŏ õÏ¡¥æŏ ð·¥ŏ ³¹æÉêōŏ ¥¡êıŏ D¹Æ·¹Éŏ
ÕĄ¹ÕõêÉċŏą¥ÏðŏõÏ¡¥æŏæð¹ōêŏ¥¡ŏÏ¡ŏ1ŏą¥ÏðŏõÏ¡¥æŏð·¥ŏ¥¡ŏ¥ê¹¡¥ŏ
æð¹ōêĬŏą·¹·ŏðõæÏ¥¡ŏÕõðŏðÕŏ¥ŏdÏċōêıŏyÕõÉ¡ŏ·¥æ¹Ï³ŏõêŏêÉÎŏð·¥ŏ
door, the warden rushed inside the dorm and saw Arti diligently

ŊŏDÕŋŏ
ŊJÆċŏð·ÏÆêŋŏ
ŏ1ŏą¥ÏðŏõãŏðÕŏD¹Æ·¹ÉŏÏ¡ŏæð¹ŏÏ¡ŏðÕÉ¡ŏD¹Æ·¹ÉĬŏŊċÕõōæ¥ŏ³Õ¹Ï³ŏðÕŏ
manage a place for us to sleep,” and Nikhil, cool as ever, replied,
ŊċÕõŏÎ¥ÏŏŏãÉ¥ŏ²ÕæŏŌċÕõōŏðÕŏêÉ¥¥ãıŏŏ1ōÎŏêÉ¥¥ã¹Ï³ŏ·¥æ¥Ĭŏą¹ð·ŏ·¥æıŏŏ
DÕðŏêÉ¥¥ã¹Ï³ŏŌą¹ð·ōŏ·¥æĬŏõðŏą¹ð·ŏ·¥æıŋŏŏ
Ŋy·ð¥Ą¥æĬŏÄõêðŏ³¥ðŏÎ¥ŏŏãÉ¥ŏðÕŏêÉ¥¥ãŋıŏŏ
So Nikhil does the must idiotic thing. He takes a bed sheet,
êãæ¥¡êŏ ¹ðŏ ÕÏŏ ð·¥ŏ ĘÕÕæĬŏ Ï¡ŏ êċêĬŏ Ōd·¥æ¥Įōŏ Ą¥Ïŏ dÏċŏ êðæðêŏ
laughing.
ŊJ¹ŏ¡¹ðċĮŋŏ
Ŋ¥·ŋŏ
ŊÕÎ¥ŏ ·¥æ¥ŋıŏ ŏ 1ŏ ³Õŏ ðÕŏ dÏċıŏ _·¥ŏ êõæãæ¹ê¥êŏ Î¥Ĭŏ ą·¥Ïŏ ê·¥ŏ
êċêĬŏŊċÕõŏÏŏêÉ¥¥ãŏÕÏŏÎċŏ¥¡Ĭŏ1ōÉÉŏ³ÕŏêÉ¥¥ãŏêÕÎ¥ą·¥æ¥ŏ¥Éê¥ıŏŏCċŏ
²æ¹¥Ï¡ŏ¹êŏ¹Ïŏð·¥ŏ·Õêã¹ðÉŏÏċąċêıŏŏ1ōÉÉŏêÉ¥¥ãŏÕÏŏ·¥æŏ¥¡ıŋŏŏ
Before I can react, she calmly picks up her stuff and leaves.
The moment my head touches her pillow, I am transmuted to
another world. Everything felt so soft and fragrant! So this was
ą·ðŏ¹ðŏ¹êŏÉ¹Æ¥ŏðÕŏ¥ŏdÏċĮŏ1ŏð·Õõ³·ðŏ1ō¡ŏąÆ¥ŏõãŏ¥æÉċŏÏ¡ŏÉ¥Ą¥ŏ
before the other girls woke up and saw me, but instead I woke up
ðÕŏð·¥ŏ¥Ïð¹æ¥ŏ¡ÕæÎŏêðæ¹Ï³ŏðŏÎ¥ıŏŏŊ_Õææċŏ¥Ą¥æċÕÏ¥Ĭŏ1ŏÏ¥¥¡ŏðÕŏ³ÕĮŋŏŏ
1ŏê·Õõð¥¡ŏÏ¡ŏą¥ÏðŏÏ¡ŏ¡æ³³¹Ï³ŏD¹Æ·¹ÉŏÕõðŏÕ²ŏð·¥ŏ³¹æÉōêŏ¡ÕæÎı
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The news of our escapade spread like wildﬁre. Everyone
stopped-by to ask about it. Apparently this – spending a night in
ð·¥ŏ³¹æÉōêŏ¡ÕæÎêŏŁŏąêŏõÏ·¥æ¡ŏÕ²Įŏ
The moment I enter the class my gaze searches for Tanya.
When I spot her, her eyes meet mine for a brief second, and I
forget what I was supposed to say. At least she seemed cool with
the previous night.
Ŋ/Õã¥ŏċÕõŏ·¡ŏŏ³ÕÕ¡ŏÏ¹³·ðōêŏêÉ¥¥ãŋıŏŏ
I stammered, ” Ye…. Ye…. Yeah, of course. T-Th-Thanks a
lot”.
ŊDÕŏąÕææ¹¥êŋıŏŏ
That marked the beginning of our friendship. We used to
hang out a lot after that, especially at night, where we both would
sneak out and head to a place beside the garden, and sit and talk
for hours together. It never mattered to us that we looked like
zombies the next day. Things escalated pretty quickly and we
became almost inseparable. But the only thing in my mind was
whether or not to let my feelings for her unhinge my mind and
heart. You see, she was one of the prettiest girls in the batch and
always had guys swooning over her. I ﬁgured telling her how I
felt would make things awkward and ruin our friendship. Plus,
I would be leaving after a month, so it made no sense. So I just
decided to suppress my emotions and act normal. Plus, it made
all the more sense when she told me she was preparing to go to
a college abroad. Let her go! let her go! I would subconsciously
think whenever I met her.
One day those circumstances changed.
She came to class looking sad. As usual, I went to her, pulled
her leg, cracked some jokes tried to make her laugh but nothing
worked. At last I gave up.
Ŋy·ðŏ·ãã¥Ï¥¡Ĳŋŏ
Ŋ[Ą¹ŏÕÏ²õê¥¡ŏðÕŏÎ¥ıŋŏ

The next week she told me she she had received an
Acceptance Letter from Princeton.
Ŋd·ðōêŏ³æ¥ðŏÏ¥ąêĮŋŏ
Ŋ¹ðŏ¹êĮŏ[¥ÉÉċĲŏ+æ¥ðŏÏ¥ąêĬŏ1ŏÎ¥Ïıŏŏ1êŏ¹ðŏêÕŏ³ÕÕ¡ŏðÕŏê¥¥ŏÎ¥ŏ
go?” and she left, just like that.
If only she knew the pain I felt inside. If only she knew how
Îõ·ŏ1ō¡ŏÎ¹êêŏ·¥æŏê¹ÉÉċŏÄÕÆ¥êĬŏ·¥æŏą¹ððċŏæ¥ðÕæðêŏÏ¡ŏ·¥æŏÎ¹ÉÉ¹ÕÏł
¡ÕÉÉæŏêÎ¹É¥ıŏŏ_·¥ŏ¡¹¡ÏōðŏðõæÏŏõãŏ²ÕæŏÉêê¥êŏ²Õæŏð·¥ŏÏ¥Ċðŏ²¥ąŏ¡ċêıŏŏ
Fever, her friends said. I knew I had messed up. That night I went
alone to the football ﬁeld at night to think things through, and
found someone there already.
1ŏ¡¹¡Ïōðŏ·Ą¥ŏðÕŏêÆŏą·ÕĮŏ/¥æŏã¥æ²õÎ¥ŏąêŏð·¥ŏÏêą¥æıŏŏd·¥ŏ
moment she looked at me I knew she had been crying.
Ŋy·ðŏ·ãã¥Ï¥¡Ĳŋŏ
Ŋą·ðŏæ¥ŏċÕõŏ¡Õ¹Ï³ŏ·¥æ¥Ĳŋŏ
Ŋ1ŏÕõÉ¡ŏêÆŏċÕõŏð·¥ŏêÎ¥ĬŏċÕõŏÆÏÕąıŋŏ
Ŋd·¹êŏ ¹êÏōðŏ ŏ ð¹Î¥ŏ ²Õæŏ ÄÕÆ¥êĬŏ ¡¹ðċĬŏ Äõêðŏ ³Õŏ Ï¡ŏ É¥Ą¥ŏ Î¥ŏ
alone”.
Ŋy·ðŏ·ãã¥Ï¥¡Ĳŋŏ
Ŋ1ōÎŏÉ¥Ą¹Ï³ŏðÕÎÕææÕąŏCċŏ¡¡ŏ¹êŏÕÎ¹Ï³ŏðÕŏã¹ÆŏÎ¥ŏõãŋŏ
ŊêÕŏą·ċŏæ¥ŏċÕõŏæċ¹Ï³Ĳŋŏ
Ŋ1êŏð·ðŏ¥Ą¥Ïŏŏåõ¥êð¹ÕÏĮŏ/ÕąŏÏ¹Ą¥ŏÏŏċÕõŏ¥Ĳŋŏ
Ŋy·ðŏ¡¹¡ŏ1ŏ¡ÕĲŋŏ
ŊĊðÉċĲŏą·ðŏ¡¹¡ŏċÕõŏ¡ÕĲŏŏ1ŏąêŏą¹ð¹Ï³ŏ²ÕæŏċÕõŏðÕŏêċŏ¹ðŏ
this entire time but you never said it!”, she turned and walked
away. For the second time, I saw walk out of my life, while I stood
there, unsure of how to respond.
Ŋ1ŏ¡ÕŏÉ¹Æ¥ŏċÕõıŏŏ1ŏÉąċêŏ·Ą¥ŋıŏ1ŏê·Õõð¥¡ıŏ_·¥ŏêðÕãã¥¡ıŏŏ

Ravi? The Ravi? The most popular/handsome/smart/funny/
get-any-girl-he-wanted Ravi?
Ŋ1êÏōðŏð·ðŏ³ÕÕ¡ŏÏ¥ąêĲŋŏõÎŏêŏ1ŏąêĬŏÎċŏÎ¹Ï¡ŏąêŏð¥ÉÉ¹Ï³ŏ
me to be on guard.
ŊDÕĬŏ¹ðŏ1êÏōðıŋŏ
Ŋy·ċŏ Ĳŏ ÕÏōðŏ ċÕõŏ É¹Æ¥ŏ ·¹ÎĲŏ 1ŏ Î¥ÏĬŏ 1ŏ ·Ą¥ŏ ê¥¥Ïŏ ċÕõŏ ³õċêŏ
together quite a few times.” For some reason, the moment I said
this she became serious and started looking at me, ”Aditya, can
I ask you something?”
Ŋ¥·ŏ_õæ¥ŏ_·ÕÕðıŋŏ

d·¹êŏ¡¹¡Ïōðŏê¥¥ÎŏÉ¹Æ¥ŏð·¥ŏæð¹ÕÏÉŏð·¹Ï³ŏðÕŏ¡ÕĬŏõðŏð·¥ÏŏÉÕĄ¥ŏ
never is, you know?
And then I let go.
Ŋ1ŏ·Ą¥ŏÉąċêŏÉ¹Æ¥¡ŏċÕõĬŏõðŏ1ŏÉąċêŏÕÏê¹¡¥æ¥¡ŏċÕõŏðÕŏ¥ŏ
out of my league. I never thought a girl like you could like me.
Look at me! What is there to like in a person like me? How could
I ever measure up to the likes of oh-so-handsome Ravi and the
Õð·¥æêĲŏŏ1ōÎŏÄõêðŏ¡¹ðċĬŏð·ðōêŏÉÉıŋŏ
Ŋ1ŏ Éąċêŏ ÆÏ¥ąŏ ċÕõŏ ą¥æ¥ŏ ŏ ¡õÎŏ êêĮıŋŏ ŏ _·¥ŏ êÎ¹É¥¡Ĭŏ ê·¥ŏ
smiled! She walked over to where I was standing, gave me a long,
hard hug.

ŊÕŏċÕõŏÉ¹Æ¥ŏÎ¥Ĳŋŏ
ŊDÕąŏ1ŏÏŏ³ÕŏðÕŏÕÉÉ¥³¥Įŋŏ
Boom the question hit me like a bullet train crashing against
a wall.
Yes, or no? Truth or Lies? Should I tell her the truth or not? I
wished then I had more experience with such issues. But anyway,
ê·¥ŏ êÉÕą¥¡ŏ Îċŏ ¡¹É¥ÎÎŏ ²Õæŏ Î¥ıŏ ŏ Ŋ*Õæ³¥ðŏ ¹ðĬŏ ċÕõŏ ¡ÕÏōðŏ ·Ą¥ŏ ðÕŏ
answer. It was stupid of me to ask.”
And I, the dumbest guy in the universe, just stood there
quietly.
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That was it. She left, and I never saw her again.
1ŏÆÏÕąŏ1ŏ¡¹¡ŏÎ¥Ïð¹ÕÏŏð·ðŏ1ŏ³Õðŏð·¥ŏ³¹æÉĬŏõðŏ1ōÎŏêÕææċıŏŏ1ŏÉ¹¥¡ıŏŏ1ðŏ
ąÕõÉ¡ōĄ¥ŏ¥¥ÏŏÆ¹Ï¡ŏÕ²ŏãæ¥¡¹ðÉ¥ŏÕð·¥æą¹ê¥ıŏŏ>Õê¥æŏÎ¥¥ðêŏãæ¥ððċŏ
girl, loser likes pretty girl, pretty girl falls in love with the loser,
loser gets the pretty girl, and everyone lives jealously ever after.
Kind of clicked, I guess.

INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

96 SHAURYASTRAS

ACC MOHAMMAD AMJAD KHAN

I

consider it as my privilege to express gratitude to all our instructors
on behalf of my entire course for the guidance, nurturance and for
being role models whom we will emulate in the years to come.
We are grateful to the Academy for imbibing in us a mariner’s
perspective, a warrior’s resilience and leader’s vision.
The key driving force that brought each one of us to the hallowed
portals of this world class Academy was a love for the sea, a deep
resolve to serve our nation and the alluring shimmer of the white
uniform and the Nelson’s ring bejewelling it.
Eventually, over four rigorous years, our training transformed us
from easy going, casual lads into gentlemen ready to shoulder the
solemn responsibility of serving the Navy and the Nation.
The core of the training lies in the grooming every single cadet,
not only physically, but socially, psychologically and morally – and we
endeavoured to make as much effort possible to help our instructors
help us become the leaders the Navy expects us to become.
We learnt to accomplish, outperform and raise the bar in all
benchmarks – be it excelling in academics, or setting new records on
the ﬁeld – we gave in our best, and in the process, were transformed
into the best version of ourselves! – and for this, we will always be
grateful to our cherished Alma mater.
The training imparted by the Academy and its marvellous set of
instructors seeped into our soul, instilling in us the deepest sense of
conﬁdence, camaraderie, care and perseverance.
I am happy to say that in our journey of four arduous years, we
are a course which lost least of our course mates, ergo, had the least
number of relegations – a fact that attests as much to our zeal and
dedication as it does to that of our trainers.
During the illustrious three and a half years, we are proud to have
achieved many Full Blues, and several Merit Cards in various ﬁelds.
In addition, our course mates came ﬁrst in Cross-country during the
Bakshi Cup - ST 17, thereby making the Academy proud!
To add another feather to the cap ’The Admiral’s Cup’ was also
won by INA, represented by the 95 INAC. Further, the cadet’s exchange
programmes conquered the hearts of many across the world, especially
in the UK.
To conclude, “If your mind can conceive and your heart can
believe it- then you can achieve”.

Captains Speak

ACC SPEAKS

I would end by once again express the deeply felt gratitude to the
entire staff here at the INA, especially our instructors who
bestowed their trust in us during our training as cadets.
On behalf of my course, I assure you all that we prove
to be able, competent, morally upright officers in the future.
As we pass on the baton to 97 Sagar Shauryas I am sure
that they would take the Academy to ever greater heights –
ﬂying the INA’s ﬂag even higher.
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SCC SPEAKS

CHEETAH SQUADRON
CHAMPION SQUADRON

SCC BAZIL SINGH VIRK

L

ife is a string of ordinary events that turns priceless memories
through the efforts one puts in!

I took over the torch of Cheetah Squadron with high
hopes upon my shoulders. As a Captain, I hoped to ignite the
ﬁre and bring back the glory.
Autumn term 2018 started with zeal and full josh with the
squadron coming second in Aquatics and keeping the tradition
of the ‘MURGA’. Securing the second position in Inter Squadron
Debate and Public Speaking kept the momentum going as
Cheetah’s kept progressing on the road to the coveted banner.
Camps are well known as the event where in the courses
prove their mettle and show the Water to their Salt. The 96th
Course occupied second position with just a marginal miss
towards becoming the diamond course and the 99th Course
secured the third position.
The squadron won laurels by securing the ﬁrst position
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in the Novice’s Cross Country for the ﬁrst time in the history
of the squadron. The Boxers maintained the tradition and
secured the ﬁrst position with an enormous margin making it
clear to the Academy that there was no stopping now! This
was followed by the Cheetah squadron proving to be the best
in both Football and Hockey, securing ﬁrst position yet again,
thereby cementing their supremacy in the race to the banner.
The term closed up with the squadron securing third
position in the Inter Squadron Drill Competition and Academics.
Even though the squadron could not reﬂect its hard work in PT
results, the ﬁrst position in Swimming kept the moral high.
All hard work, dedication and perseverance culminated
with the squadron securing the well-deserved Inter Squadron
Banner and bringing the banner ﬂag back to where it belongs.
I wish the squadron best of luck with hopes that they will
continue the habit of winning that it is in the blood of Cheetah
Squadron.
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Mid Amit Sangwan
d·¹êŏ Ŋ;ðŏ _¹ÆÕæ¹Ïŋŏ ąêŏ Ï·Õæŏ ¹Ïŏ _¥æĄ¹¥ŏ
subjects, torchie in academics, good in PT,
basketball and public speaking and always
interested in naval aviation. A josh type
midshipman with a very simple and pleasing
personality, he always waited eagerly for cold
coffee and pastries and enjoyed his stay at the
academy.

MIDSHIPMEN
95 INAC

Mid Abhishek Chaturvedi
This ﬂying SCA was a cheerful and helpful
person. Excellent in PT, he was a part of the
PT display team from his junior terms. This
Sainik School, Gorakhaal alumni was an
excellent x country runner and hockey player.
He ensured the discipline of his squadron in
his VII term. He was loved by all his juniors and
course mates for his caring and funny nature.

Mid Yashodeep Bhole
This ex-NDA hails from Maharashtra. A very
cheerful, helpful person and a motivator for his
juniors. Always gave 100% for the squadron. The
public speaking and drill comp in charge, he was
strict about his timings, and loved playing loud
music in his cabin. He will be remembered for
his OG character !

Nautical Almanac

Mid Mayur Shindhe
This ex-NDA was extremely good in PT and
hockey and was approachable to all his juniors.
He loved teaching and guiding his juniors. An
active person on the ﬁelds, the opponents kept
their distance when he moved forward with his
hockey ball. A simple and calm personality, he
will be known for his silent nature.

Mid Hitesh Kumar
This Midshipman showed keen interest
towards squadron games in his 7th term
and performed well. He was a good speaker
besides being good in X country. The
Midshipman was also an anchor pin holder
in his 7th term and did well in his academic
subject too. His hobbies included reading and
he had a knack for football.

Candid appreciation
of outgoing seniors by
their juniors
Mid Mohit Shoran

This ex-NDA was a jovial personality. Used to
ensure mandatory pipe down before exams. Had
the ability to convince anyone. Trained himself
ðÕŏêðċŏąÆ¥ŏ²ÕæŏĞŏ¡ċêŏ¹ÏŏŏæÕąıŏyêŏð·¥ŏŌĄ¹¡¥Õŏ
³Î¥æōŏÕ²ŏ·¹êŏÕõæê¥ıŐ/¥ŏą¹ÉÉŏ¥ŏÆÏÕąÏŏ²Õæŏ·¹êŏ
childish looks and great sense of humour.
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Mid Sehaj Singh Jouhal

Mid A Rana

This ever bubbly Khalsa was a part of the
Academy Basketball team. Good at PT and
academics, he became an anchor awardee in
his VII term. He had always been a helpful and
motivating senior. Loved being in company of
his laptop and his collections of chocolate. He
was also an excellent orator and one of the
reasons for Achiever squadron retaining the
Debate trophy.

This josh type ex-NDA Himachali was excellent
in PT and academics. He could be frequently
seen bonding with juniors in the squadron.
Incharge of PT for juniors, he was a josh type
motivator. He got an anchor pin in h
his 7th term.
He was a part of academy equitation team.

Mid Arjun M

Mid Sanil
San
nil Pa
P
Parulekar
rule
le
eka
karr

This josh type ex-NDA
x-NDA took great interest in
juniors. He was a josh type senior who took
interest in squadron
on and motivated juniors well.
He was excellent in PT, and was a jolly type
senior. He could be
e considered the HULK of the
course for his bodyy building skills.

He
H
e was
as a very
ver
ve
e y good
good senior.
se
enio
n r. Very helpful to his
ni
juniors.
junior
jun
iorrs. He
He was an
an an
a
anchor
nch
cho
h r pin and merit card
in football.
foo
o tball.
ll A jol
ll.
jolly
jo
ly good
goo
od ffellow
ellow he was easily
approchable
approc
app
rochab
roc
hable
hab
le
e and
an ne
never
ever
er de
d
denied
nied help to anyone
at any
anytim
anytime
time
tim
e what
w
whatsoever.
hatsoe
hat
soe
so
oe
o
ever
ver.. H
He
e would also take keen
interest
int
nttere
er st in squ
squadron
squadr
a ron activities and tried to help
juniors
junio
jun
iors in p
io
passing
assing
as
ass
g th
their
heir
e ma
ei
m
mandatory
andatory tests.

Mid Romill Chhikara
C hi
Ch
hika
k ra
a

Mid
M
id
d Sh
Shivam
Shiv
ivam
iv
a Pandey

This proud ex-NDA
exx-NDA
xx-N
A was
wass a cheerful
cheerfful and highly
hi
positive guy. A chill
chill
i type
tyype
e senior, who
o was
w mostly
mo
osstl
tly
friendly to hiss juniors
ju
unio
nii rrss and a follower
folllow
we
err of “my
myy
cabin my life”
e”” maxim.
max
m
ax
a im.
im.. He always looked
lo
ooke
ed forward
forwar
for
w d
to holidays,
ys leave,, cold
ys,
colld coffee
coffe
ffee and pastries.
ffe
pasttries.
es.
s Good
Good
in academics
css and
an
nd service
service subject.
subjectt. He
e was
wa
as also
als
the ﬁnancial advisor
a vi
ad
vi or off his course. X-country
viso
X-co
oun
oun
ntry was
was
his waterloo.
waterloo
o.

Thiss Ex-NDA
Ex-N
x- DA was
was very quite and polite in
nature.
nature
re
e. He
He was
was
a a Sabhiki gold medalist
m
in
basketball.
basket
tba
bal
b
all. Good
Go d at hockey as well,
Goo
w
took
charge off string
strrin
strin
st
ng and
and had a habit of doing PT
with hiss juniors.
j ior
jun
i s. He
H was as calm anywhere
alse as he
he was
was on the basketball
wa
basketba courts.

Mid Samarth Singh
ingh

Mid. A
Abhijit
b ijjit Vaish
bh
Vai
aish
sh

This Rimcollian hailing
ailing from Chattisgarh
Chattisgar
g h was
gar
ga
wass
a good squash player.
layer. An excellent Sketche
Sketcher
cherr
che
and painter, he always
ways panicked when it came
me
e
to academics. He laid his hands on anything
g
whatsoever and turned
rned it into gold.
d.. Had
Ha
Ha
ad
d a knack
ck
ck
for Korean sit-coms
ms and learning new
ew
w tthings.
hings.

This Rimcoll
Rimcollian
oll
o
llia
an Ex-NDA wass g
goo
good
oo
od
d a
att P
PT
T a
and
nd
academics.
academ
mic
ics.
ics
c M
Myy cabin
c
- my li
llife
ife
fe wass hi
h
hiss a
academy
cademy
mantra.
man
m
ntra. Good at heart, tthis
nt
hiis mi
his
m
midshipman
dsh
d
h
hipman
also
th
went
wen
we
e to
on
n tto
o earn
arn
r an an
a
anchor
cho
ch
c
h r iin
nh
his
i 7th
is
term. He was
the
the mo
most
stt tec
technical
te
h cal
hni
all gu
a
g
guyy p
present
re
essent
e
en
nt in
n the circ
circles
rc
cles
around
ar und an
aro
and
d people
peop
eop
ple
e often
o en
oft
n sought
so
sou
ought help from him
ou
him
im
for
for th
the
he same.
same
same
ame.

Mid Suks
ksha
ha
am Pa
ang
ngo
otra
Suksham
Pangotra

Mi
d Anmol
Anmo
mo
ol Agrahari
Agrahari
Mid

This Jammuite
Jammuitte ex-N
ex-NDA
-NDA
-N
DA was kn
known
own
ow
w by
by hi
h
hiss
juniors for his
iss amiable
amiab
blle
e nat
nature.
ature
at
ature
ure. G
Good
ood
od att
football and X-Cou
X-Country,
ountr
ou
ntry,
ntr
y academics
academ
em
mics remained
remai
m ned
ma
mai
his waterloo. Always with
h a ha
happy
appy face, he was
famous for his lame jokes. Later someho
somehow
eh
eho
h wh
he
e
improved drastically on his standard of jokes
which was very commendable.

Thiss e
Th
Thi
ex-NDA
x ND
x-N
DA
D
A was topper in acdemics and good
in
n PT
T an
an X-Country as well. He w
and
was BCA in
NDA.. An exceptional hockey player and good
N
NDA
ND
in service subjects he was a motivat
motivating senior
and a good human being.

Mid M Salman

Mid M Vishwanadh

This Midshipman was a singer and a story-teller,
who could enthrall one and all with his jokes and
songs. He got medals in athletics competition at
the INA. He believed in leading by example. The
backbone of Fighter Squadron hockey team, he
is a good X country runner. He will be known
for his caring and compassionate attitude.

This Sainik School Korukonda product from
National Defence Academy was a good
allrounder whose presence was felt in all
activities.He was a good hockey player and also
an anchor pin holder. He always maintained his
calm and is an approachable senior for all his
juniors.
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Mid Ishv Raju

Mid Khushhaal Gamta

This Sainik School Korukonda product from
NDA was always approachable by any junior.
Good in almost all ﬁelds, he guided his juniors
well. His presence was specially felt in winning
volleyball championship. His “never give up
attitude’’ always carried him and his squadron
forward.

This ex-NDA was a good orator and got book
prize in public speaking. He was a good hockey
and volleyball player. Good at PT this Delhite was
average in studies but good enough to secure
a mid-term leave. His rebukes and rebuttals
on the podium will surely be remembered.

Mid Debanu Das

Mid Shashank Shekhar

This Apache from NDA was an academic stud.
He also proved his mettle when it came to Golf.
Being a part of the academy team at NDA, he
brought many laurels to the academy. A torchie
and an anchor pin holder, he will be known for
his calm and composed attitude and for having
a book in his hand at all times.

He was a very good senior. Very helpful to his
juniors. He was an anchor pin and merit card
in football. A jolly good fellow he was easily
approchable and never denied help to anyone
at anytime whatsoever. He would also take keen
interest in squadron activities and tried to help
juniors in passing their mandatory tests.

Mid Ararsh Pillai

Mid Anantha Krishnan

This SOSA Stud never failed a PT test until
it came to sit ups. An academy level player in
tennis, he represented INA in Sabhiki Cup and
brought many laurels to the academy in his 7th
term. He had a calm demeanour which remained
so for most of the time. He was secretly but
extremely good at beat boxing.

This punishment king of NDA and INA alike, he
was known for being on the punishment route the
entire time. ‘Bhaand’ of the highest order, he had
the capability of making fun of the most serious
situations in life. He coursed through his training
with perseverance despite his knee injury.

Mid P Dhanista

Mid Aman Kumar

This Saikorian is an excellent hockey player who
paved way for his squadron to victory many a
time. He was a tech buff. He will specially
remembered for his way of speaking Hindi.
He was hardworking when it came to PT and
strongly believed in putting in his best. He was
very self conscious of his looks and it showed in
the elaborate toiletries that decorated his area.

An ex-Predator and mechie. He was always
calm and composed. Known for rowing
expertise, and also for motivating his juniors.
He is an excellent example of how selfmotivation can make an individual work
harder. He believed in the principle ‘Stay
calm, work hard, and let things fall into place”

Mid Aayush Choudhary

Mid Aman Chouhan

This Jaat from Rajasthan was a stalwart of the
academy sailing team. Having won numerous
medals for the academy, he was awarded a
merit card for his efforts and skills. He was
also excellent in PT and was a royal mechie.
Was also known for his passion for body
building, and no wonder was feared most by
his juniors.

This ﬂag cadet was a PT stud, except for his
sit-ups which he somehow always managed
to not clear. Being an excellent dancer, he
participated in the Tri-Services cultural event.
Was a terror type senior for all his juniors?
He was very passionate about CrossFit and
calisthenics.

Mid Shivang Tiwari
This Cobra was a fun loving and chill type
midshipman, who was always found interacting with
juniors. PT and X country would give this midi shivers
down to his spine. He was always found working out
in the PT shed. A big foodie, Mid Tiwari was always
seen either in the cafeteria or at the juice bar. Juniors
always found him approachable for their problems,
and he would readily guide and assist them. This
ex-Cobra would take academics also very seriously,
being a mechanical midshipman. He will always be
remembered as a jovial and fun loving under trainee
who would always take all problems one step at a time.
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Mid Uday Yadav
This midshipman from Delhi was the ‘Kutty
Cobra’ of his course. He was good in physical
training and was a part of the PT display team
from his 2nd to 7th term. He was a camp stud,
and the Section Commander of his string. He was
good in running and was podium in his ﬁrst term.
He was part of the Academy X-Country team and
the Academy football team, and represented
and won medals in both rowing and pulling.
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Mid Kastubh Sridhar

Mid Alok Pandey

This Bangalorean and army brat has been
wanting to join the Armed Forces since his
childhood days. He is an ex-architecture student,
good at everything artistic. He played more
computer games than real games and found
ﬁring to be his best sport. Ex- Eagle and proud.

A born ‘Ranvir’, he was good in PT from his ﬁrst
term. An average cross-country runner, and
excellent in swimming. Torchie in academics
and has shown substantial improvement
in every term in varied ﬁelds. FCC in his
seventh term, he used his authority with full
josh, and took good control of the academy.

Mid Mayur Aote

Mid Sanath Kelath

The midshipman is a member of the Falcon
family. He is very calm and composed. He
always worked hard for his PT, and performed
exceedingly well in academics, and games. He
was part of the CAT team and carried out all
activities with full enthusiasm. A helpful senior,
who was always there for his juniors. He was part
of the continuity guard, and the saamaan guard
as well.

This josh type Kannadiya is a PT stud and was
part of the acclaimed PT display team for many
terms. He is also a camp stud, ready to carry any
load during any run. An exceptional sprinter,
and boxer, he is known in the academy for his
swaggy moustache. He always worked towards
the wellbeing of his juniors and squadron.

Mid Raushan Kumar

Mid Vishal Choubey

This Saikapain hails from Bihar and is a hardcore mechie. Known for his heavy voice, he
was the DCC of the Airawat Division, and
was always concerned about his juniors PT,
and cabin cupboard. He was his squadron
PT in charge, and a merit card in volleyball.

This midshipman was an Ex-Predator and
royal mechie. He took a lot of interest in
the training of NOC’s and was also the best
coxswain of his time. Known for his wit and
humor, he was a good hockey player, and
section commander in 7th term camps.

Mid Aditya Kishan

Mid Abhishek Kumar

An excellent senior, juniors never hesitated
from approaching him for any of their
problems. He is calm and composed and was
always found smiling. Being the PT stud of
his course, he individually took charge of the
PT of his entire squadron, and helped many
juniors to clear their PT. The camp stud has
run the most number of camps in his course.

This royal mechie is an alumnus of Sainak
school, Kapurthala. Hailing from Muzaffarpur,
he is a hardworking and disciplined person.
He was a good shooter, and volleyball
player. He is a down to earth person often
motivating and taking care of his juniors,
and never shies away from helping anyone.

Mid Shelly Pradeep Sharma

Mid D S Chhabra

This Pahadi was a proper submarine and
resurfaced with full josh only at major events.
The cool minded devil was good in X-Country
and PT. He was very senti about the Predator
traditions and ensured that his juniors knew
them all. His art of MRP was well known
among his course-mates. He was known for
his swimming skills and for being one of the
few mechie torchees.

Known for his ‘Maximum effort’ attitude in
all activities, this Khalsa showed tremendous
improvement in all spheres of training right till
his last term. FCA in his seventh term, he was
part of the academy debate and cross-country
teams. An exceptional performer in camps, he
was also the most famous royal mechie of his
course. He took charge of, and motivated his
juniors, and believed in leading by example.

Mid Kannan Unni
The Midshipmen was a hardcore mechy who came
early almost all terms for academics. PT was the
kryptonite for this mid where he struggled through
the rope test . The mid was an average cross country
runner and excellent football player known for his
‘bicycle kick’ and super substitution he makes for
team. The mid managed not to win a single medal
in his tenure in academy except scores of CR in all
terms. The mid was known for his high EP coefficient
with his seniors. His DCA tenure was well remembered
by his juniors.The mid was an OC in 7 term who
was a perpetual defaulter in the eyes of Divos’ but
a worthy and ﬁery senior for his squadron mates.

Mid Shivam Pandey
This Electrical Midshipman was famous for his
ever-witty jokes, and his impeccable sense of
humor. He would always be around juniors and
would motivate them for all inter squadron events
held in the term. Famously known as the ‘Pundit’
of the squadron, he would always perform
poojas during festivals in the squadron. He was
also known as an avid poet, and would present
a poem every term during squadron socials.
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Mid Sabrinath V
Mid Aditya Aggarwal

The midshipman was a silent killer according
to his course-mates. His contribution to
squadron was mainly visible in camps, crosscountry, and troop games. Average in PT and
swimming, he was a hardcore mechie. He
motivated his juniors to excel in all ﬁelds of
training. His josh was visible in many intersquadron matches which made him a role
model for many juniors. His malayi accent in
Hindi gave a funny side to his personality.

A hardworking trainee, always believed in the
fact that continuous practise was the key to
success in every ﬁeld. Improved a lot in PT in the
academy. He was a calm DCC who believed in
motivating juniors. He also was good at Quizzing
and represented the academy at various events.

Mid A P S Andotra

Mid Kanav Mahajan

This midshipman spells charisma not just by his
looks but likewise through his grace, dressing
sense and modest behaviour. Being a stud
in PT and excellent in football and sailing, he
represented his squadron in almost all inter
squadron events. A DCC with a great sense of
humour he was fondly known as ‘Papa Gharial’
being the DCC of gharial division.

This Jammu lad is the perfect amalgamation
of enthusiasm, diligence and humility. A highly
motivated and hardworking cadet, he was
also known for his witty humour. He took avid
interest in camps and all ODT activities. He led
his squadron in football and volleyball and also
took great interest in his juniors’ PT.

Mid Nitin Abhilash Sahoo

Mid Prashant Rakesh

Midshipman Nitin Abhilash Sahoo known for his charismatic
personality is born Ranvir and is the navigator of 95 Diamond
Demigods. He is known as the romeo of his course. He is cool,
calm and down to earth person. If you need any help he will
be the ﬁrst one to help. He loves to take care of his juniors
and is a fun loving senior from NCS and KV 2 Vizag. He is an
excellent cross country runner. A medallist in sailing and took
part in all spheres of troop games like football and hockey.
He is also scholar in academics and a torch holder. He can
trick your visuals by his magic tricks as magic is in his genes.

Cool, calm and composed, This midshipman
was very soft spoken and highly self
disciplined. A gentleman in every sense, he
was the silent worker who enjoyed every
moment of his life. A good X-country runner
and PT stud, he also excelled in academics

Mid Kunal Vashist

Mid Himanshu Yadav

Born Perseus, he was the SCA of the Predator
squadron. This ﬂag cadet was one of the
adjutant’s favourites. He is the right blend of
terror and calmness making him the perfect
choice to be a SCA. This royal techie was an allrounder and an ace hockey and football player.

Born Nashik, a happy go lucky person who
was the most sincere and dope DCC of Div
12. He proved himself to be one of the best
seniors, a potential trochee and was a stud in
academics. Enthusiastic about his physique, he
was a regular at the gym. He was a ﬂag cadet,
an ace rower and held a merit card in hockey.

Mid Allan Joseph

Mid Naveen George

This josh type royal techie was DCC of Div 20.
He was a perfect blend of terror and calmness,
and was excellent at PT and academics. He
was well known for his navigating skills and
calmness during camps. A caring senior, he
always believed in motivating his juniors to
work harder and stay focussed.

The submarine of his course, he was an
excellent X-country runner and sportsman.
The SLC of his course, he was a royal techie
and a proud Ranvijay. He was the camp
incharge of the squadron and guided quite
a few courses to victory in camps. Over the
course of his academy tenure he improved
drastically in his PT and made sure he shared
the secret with his juniors.

Mid Abhijith K

Mid V B Rajasimha

This Malayali lad was the amalgamation of
dedication and integrity. His contributions to
the squadron were mainly visible in X-country
and troop games. This hard-core techie was
average in PT and academics. He motivated
his juniors to excel in all ﬁelds and training
activities. His love for tea and a queer Malayali
accent in all languages is something that
all around him will cherish for a long time.

A hardworking cobra, famous for his excellent
knowledge on service related subjects. Being
the only double anchor awardee of the course,
he was always there to clear doubts of his peers.
A motivating and helpful mid, he ensured the
well being of all his juniors as ‘King Arthur’ in
his VII term. Was a favourite of all NOC courses.
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Mid Saran Kumar S

Mid Sonu Singh

This royal techie is a combo of terror and
calmness. An ex cobra, he was actively
involved in shaping the squadrons heroics
in the rowing championships. He took avid
interest in ﬁnd new ways to train his juniors
and motivated them to excel in all ﬁelds of
training. A PT and cross country stud This
midshipman was well known for his dance skills
too and was part of the azimuth core team.

An ex predator and a royal mechie, this
midshipman was a calm, composed and
hardworking individual. He was an excellent
example of how self motivation makes
an individual work harder. He was a ﬁrm
believer of the principle “Stay calm, work
hard, and let things fall into their place”.

Mid Aviral Kaushik
Mid Harshvardhan Mohite

The Midshipman has been an example of taking the
responsibilities and facing the challenges put forth. He has
been optimistic and motivated as shown by his remarkable
improvement from being weak in his junior terms to equally
strong in every ﬁeld in his senior terms. He has been
assertive in his thinking and scrutinizes his surrounding
well. He was known for commanding his juniors well and
instilling motivation as well as morale in them. He actively
participated in all squadron activities and took keen interest
in the working of the squadron. He performed well in
academics during his stay at the academy

This Marathi superman was the fastest sprinter in
the academy and also got selected for CISM games.
Being the Squadron Cadet Captain of the Cheetah
Squadron, he led the squadron to victory in Inter
Squadron Drill Competition with his excellent POC.
He was exceptional in water sports and a merit card in
hockey. Despite all his achievements, he was a person
with excellent character and sense of humour.

Mid Mithun K C

Mid Karan Dilip Chellani

This Ex-Predator, techie midshipman was a strong
believer of the concept “Minimum Required Put-in”.
He was able to pass his mandatory tests each term
just in time. While he frattured his leg and spent
most of his ﬁrst term at Navjivani, he still managed
to become a part of the squadrons vajra team for its
ﬁnal edition and went on to become the X-country
incharge of the squadron. He will also be fondly
remembered for his noteworthy Punjabi singing skills.

Hailing from Vadodara, this midshipman has
an inspiring story. Having shown tremendous
improvements in all spheres of training in his stint at
the academy, he was the only cadet to have received
a AOCinC Commendation for his oratory skills. An
avid debater and an excellent cross country runner
he will be remembered for setting high goals for
his juniors and himself. A big time “OG”, he loved
to stay away from punishment. DCC of division
2, this royal mechie was always close to a torch

Mid Kumar Satyam

Mid Suman Kumar

A healthy, hearty and happy saikapian, this
midshipman will always be remembered for
the weight he carried around him. Surprising
people who biased their views around his
looks he was hi-ﬁ in PT. An exceptional
academician he was always available to
help his coursemates. This midshipman will
be remembered for his expressiveness, a
unique Bihari accent and love for watches.

This Himachali was a PT stud, an ace swimmer
and a highly talented volleyball player. He was
known for his crystal clear ‘fundas’ and was
mostly excused from course reportings because
of his ‘seniority’. A merit card holder in volleyball,
he was a caring senior whom juniors could
easily approach at any time for guidance and
help. He was an ardent lover of Punjabi music.

Mid Arush Chhikara

Mid Sai Parichay Setia

This Midshipman was very good in PT and
excelled in all spheres of training. Being the
SCC of his squadron he ensured all his juniors
learned something good from him. Apart from
being excellent in games, he was also good
in sailing. This army brat was very particular
about his uniform and maintained his cabin in
demo state. He was part of academy football
team. His ML’s used to ignite ﬁre in juniors.

This Midshipman was a great player of football
academy team and a good athlete. He is very
hardworking and an overall all-rounder. He
was Flotilla Cadet Captain of 2nd Flotilla. He
excelled in all spheres of training and ensured
all his juniors learned something good from
him. He was excellent in PT and a role model
for juniors.

Mid Rupender Lather

Mid Sayed Abdul Gaffar

This predator was the Squadron Cadet Captain of
Daredevil Squadron and led Squadron to victory in
Volleyball troop games. He was a typical desi Jatt
and was excellent in PT since his ﬁrst term. PT,
swimming, and academics used to be cake walk
for him. Hailing from Harayana, this midshipman
was excellent in cross-country. Apart from all
his achievements, he was also nominated for a
cadet exchange program to Myanmar. He secured
torch for 2 consecutive terms and always led his
juniors by example and was a role model for them.

The Divisional Cadet Captain of Gomati Division
in his seventh term was excellent in cross-country
as well as PT. He was a gym freak and one could
ﬁnd him in gym anytime. He secured torch for 3
consecutive term and was academics in-charge
of Fighter Squadron. He was a role model
for his juniors and all used to look upto him.
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Mid Aditya Chauhan

Mid Amit Chauhan

Popularly known for his high self esteem and his attitude,
he was always on radar for his never compromising
swag. He has been a part of the academy team since his
ﬁrst term and represented academy on many occasions
and won medals as well. An excellent athlete, he was
exceptional in all outdoor activities ranging from boxing,
rowing to PT as well as swimming. A merit card in physical
training, PT tests and Higher PT tests were a calk walk
for him. He believed in living the moment to the fullest
and was a go to person for his coursemates. He was
quite interactive and always led his juniors by example.

Hailing from UP, you could clearly ﬁnd a touch
of his local language in conversations. He was
the Squadron Cadet Adjutant of the Cheetah
squadron but unlike the appointment he held he
was very kind at heart and very approachable. He
was good in PT and was above average in Cross
Country. He was an excellent rower and led his
squadron to victory in the same. A sensational
lover boy, he spent most of his time on his phone.

Mid Abhishek Chauhan

Mid Ajith Jayan

The Midshipmen was the Squadron Cadet Adjutant
of the Fighter Squadron. He was one of the most
hard working cadets in the course and left no stone
unturned to help his juniors in all aspects of training.
He was exceptional in PT and cross country, and was
also the cross country incharge in 6th and 7th term.
If he hadn’t join the the Navy he would have opted
to become a stand up comedian. Very pure at heart,
he added life to the moments and believed in the
mantra of “Play hard, party harder”.

This Midshipman belonged to PREDATOR
family. He was honest towards his approaches.
Being good at soft skills he represented SQN in
many events and ensured good communication
skills for juniors . He was an active participant
in all Sqn events, a josh type senior and a good
camp runner. He was also the SLC in his 7th term.

Mid Vinay Bhardwaj

Mid Praveen Kumar

This Gentleman is a very dedicated and hard
working person. He was the FCA of academy in his
VII term and always led his juniors by example.
‘ASPIRE TO INSPIRE’ was his favourite motto and
used to frequently address the academy. He is a
good sportsman and was the Flag Cadet of the
academy for two consecutive terms. He was good in
academics and was a torchie too. He was hi-ﬁ in PT
and used to pass all his tests in ﬁrst attempt. Overall
he has a good personality and a good conduct also.

The midshipman is good in academics and
PT. He was also good at basketball, but feared
X country the most. A probable torchie,
Mid Praveen Kumar had a very composed
and helpful nature. He ensured that he was
always available for his juniors in his VII term.

Mid Vikrant Nagpal

Mid Abhishek Singh Thakur

The ACC of the course, Midshipman Vikrant Nagpal was the
epitome of a Naval Officer. Excellent in Academics, he was a
6-star torchie right from his junior terms. He was also very good
in PT and X country, which earned him the coveted ACC tabs.
He was also the recipient of the CNS Silver medal for standing
second in overall order in merit in the course. Considered a
calm and composed person, this electrical midshipman, who
hails from Delhi, will be remembered by all juniors as an ideal
role model, who was ready to take on any challenge put forth.

Midshipman Abhishek Singh Thakur, was a jack of all trades and
a king of some. An excellent sports person, this Navy type was
good in Basketball, Volleyball, Football, Aquatics and Hockey.
A merit card holder in Basketball, Aquatics and Athletics, Mid
Thakur was good in PT as well. A good X country runner, he used
to come in a good enclosure since his junior terms. This exBraveheart was the DCC of his squadron, this Pahadi will always
be remembered as an all round performer in all aspects of training.

Mid Abhishek Pathania

Mid Shivam Singh

An Ex-Cobra, Mid Abhishek Pathania was a happy
go lucky midshipman, who would always take on
problems head on. This Electrical Midshipman,
was a big foodie and was regularly seen in the
cafeteria. Nicknamed ‘Golu’ by his coursemates,
PT and X country running were his Achilles heel.
A fan of Punjabi music, he was a good table
tennis player. He will remembered by all as a fun
loving midi, who’s fundas in life were very clear.

This Navy type electrical midshipman, was one of the best
football players of the course. A part of Academy team, his
fundas were clear right from junior terms. Despite being thin,
he would ﬁnd PT and X country very difficult to conquer, and
these events sent jitters down his spine. This ex-Falcon was
josh type in camps and always motivated his coursemates
during Navigational runs. He was good in academics and
swimming and would regularly participate in all squadron
activities. He will always be remembered by all as a simple
and humble midshipman.

Mid Pramod

Mid Jacky Modi

Mid Pramod Phogat, who hails from Haryana
was one of the most josh type midshipmen of
the course. Famous for his encounters in his ﬁrst
term, he was always ending up at the wrong end
of all seniors. But despite all this, he has greatly
improved in X Country running in his senior terms
and was a medalist in his ﬁnal term. A part of the
X country team, he was a merit card holder in X
country. He was known for his funny accent and
peculiar looks when interacting with seniors.

The ﬂagship Midshipman of the course, Mid Jacky
Modi had been ﬁrst in Merit in his junior terms and
had opted for the Electrical branch. Excellent in
Academics, he is a 7-star torchie. A sainik school
product, he could pass his PT tests in his sleep and was
also an excellent runner right from his junior terms.
This ex-Braveheart used to teach all his course mates
before exams and made sure they all passed their
exams. A potential Academy Appointment, he chose to
remain an OC instead. He will always be remembered
by all as a calm and composed midshipman.
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Mid Mainak Das

Mid Nikhil Singh Chauhan

Mid Mainak Das was an academic bright spark,
and highly proﬁcient in other aspects of training
as well. A regular recipient of torch, Mid Das who
hails from West Bengal was also good in PT and X
country as well. A volatile midshipman, he would
regularly ask questions to instructors, which would
send them on a spin. This ex-Braveheart always
put his best foot forward in all aspects of training
and will be remembered by all as the ‘Pundit’ of
Mathematics.

The only Electrical CW Midshipman, this ex-Falcon
was a regular ﬁtness freak, who would go the extra
mile to maintain his physical ﬁtness and physique.
Regular at the gym, Mid Nikhil Singh was otherwise
a happy go lucky person, who was good in other
aspects of training, be it academics, swimming
or X country running. He was also an excellent
volleyball player. He will always be remembered
by juniors as an approachable senior, who
would help them out even at the eleventh hour.

Mid Gautam Dabral

Mid Tarun Kanti Mishra

Mid Gautam Dabral was one of the most
approachable seniors in the squadron, who was
always ready to help anyone in need of help. This
Electrical Midshipman was a Sainik School Product
and thus was good in PT and X country running as
well. His never say quit attitude made him above
average in all aspects of training. This ex-Eagle
will always be remembered by all juniors as a fun
loving and caring midshipman, who was good in all
aspects of training.

The midshipman was a good hockey and
football player and won laurels for his squadron
in this ﬁeld. He was good in physical training and
took interest in his juniors in this regard.

Mid Songa Jayasurya

Mid Ajit Antony

This chill type SAIKORIAN is the fastest man of
the academy and was ﬁrst in CISM trials beating
other cadets of military academies. He has a
proﬁency in football and was part of the Bakshi
winning team, excellent player in ﬁeld games and
acads being his waterloo. Always found running
punishments and spending time with juniors.

Mid Ajit Antony was said to be ‘ Born with a golden
spoon’, and was good in debating and public
speaking. A medallist in rowing, aquatics and
basketball, he was a part of the Academy Basketball
team, which won gold in the Sabhiki Cup. He has
also presented a paper in the Dilli Series Seminar.
He was good in academics and was a torchie in
his 7th term. He will be remembered for his public
speaking skills and as an avid basketball player.

Mid Nishant Ponnappa

Mid Abhishek Patial

The midshipman was half blue in tennis by
his third term and was an excellent athlete.
Since his 1st term he was part of the academy
team because of which he was also called
a dope. The ﬁrst time he proceeded on
full leave was in his Vth term and was also
tagged as a “terror type DCA” in his VIth term.

The midshipman was a good swimmer and won
laurels for his squadron in this ﬁeld. He was a good
orator and singer. He was a lively and humorous
personality which made everyone laugh. He was
a good senior whom everyone looked up to.

Mid Sushil Dutt

Mid Arshdeep Singh

The midshipman was a good tennis player and
won 5 medals in the sport. He represented
the academy on 2 occassions in this ﬁeld. He
was a lively and humorous personality, and is
regarded as the wittiest midshipman of the
course.

Mid Arshdeep Singh was one of the most josh
type in course. He was very good at PT and
Cross country and was squadron incharge of
the same. This midshipman is an ex- ﬂag cadet
and was known to be very good in drill. He
had a lively attitude but was also a terror-type
senior if the need arose.

Mid Utkarsh Katiyar

Mid Melind Singh

This multi talented midshipman was excellent
in PT and X country . he was a torch and anchor
holder. He was DCC in daredevil squadron.
he always motivated his juniors around him.
e was also good in drill and was a ﬂag cadet.
he exudes conﬁdence in everything he says or
does , and for this reason , has proven himself
to be somebody who can be relied upon.

A born Nashak, he was a cheerful, enthusiastic
and a disciplinarian midshipman. He was good
in PT and hockey. He represented his squadron
in Rowing and brought laurels by winning
medals. He was part of Continuity Guards. He
is ﬂamboyant by nature and always gave his
best in everything. He took personal interest in
all his juniors to make them achieve what they
want. Nevertheless, a straightforward, blunt and
reliable man in the making of a great Naval Officer.
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Mid Mehul Chauhan

Mid Chinmmaya J Bhamare

Mid Mehul Chauhan was a proud Alligator and
represented his squadron in football and won
2 gold medals with the squadron. Midshipman
was a member of the academy football team
and was awarded merit card in his 7th term. The
midshipman was also awarded with an anchor in
his 7th term. The midshipman was good in PT and
always helped his juniors to improve their physical
standards. Midshipman had also won medals in
sailing regatta.

This Maratha is lovingly called ‘Bum Beast’
by his course mates. He will always be
remembered for ensuring that all his juniors
went for full leave. Till his seventh term he
was the only SCC who had never gone for
full leave in his entire academy tenure. In
his junior terms got a lot of course reporting
for his smile. Exceptional in PT, Swimming,
Cross-Country and especially in Aquatics.

Mid Gautam Karan

Mid Aditya Singh Gaur

Mid S Gautam Karan has always been a josh
type junior and encouraged all his juniors to be
so too. He is an exceptional basketball player
and good in PT and maintained ﬁtness till he
passed out. He will be remembered for his high
spirits and countless memories he made training
his junior in all ways possible.

Known for being calm and composed in all
situations, this Torchie and Anchor submarine
rarely surfaced. He can always be found glued
to his Kindle. He has a ﬁrm belief in the “ Live
and let live” way of life. He can be caught in his
natural habitat, re-watching episodes of Naruto
and other Anime.

Mid Bhavdeep Singh Saini

Mid Shaan Bugalia

This josh type Khalsa also known as “Billo”
has always been an inspiration for his junior
cadets. A full blue in squash, he was part of
the Indian Naval Academy contingent that
brought back the Bakshi cup home. With
his excellent skills in hockey and football
he led his squadron in various sport events.

Midshipman Shaan Bugalia was good in PT
and swimming. He was very jovial with his
coursemates but was a stickmaster with his
juniors. He was full of principles and etiquettes
and was a ideal senior, who was well-respected
by his all juniors.

Mid Chandrakanta Singh

Mid Abhideep Lamba

Midshipman K Chandrakanta Singh has been
always one of the simple midshipman of
the course. He has been always good to his
coursemates and to his seniors and juniors.
Never had any bad time with seniors. He is good
at PT and other outdoor activities. He is a good
footballer and have represented the Academy.
Apart from that he plays hockey good, volleyball,
basketball and also a good X country runner.

Midshipman Abhideep Lamba was a leader who
took his squadron to new heights and achieved a
feat which many Squadron Cadet Captains before
him could not i.e. getting the Champion Banner
home. He performed well in all spheres of training
and took interest in his juniors, helping them
become good officers of the future. Braveheart
squadron will always remember him for leading
by example.

Mid Agastya Chaudhary
The Mid is an excellent Swimmer and was awarded
the Merit Card and Half Blue. He was selected to
represent the Indian contingent in the CISM World
Cadet Games at Indonesia. He was also part of
Academy Squash team for two successive terms.
He is a three-time winner and four time runner up
in the Inter Squadron Quiz Competition and has
represented the academy at the Inter Academy Quiz
competition twice and won the Inter Academy Quiz
Competition 2018 in AFMC, Pune. He was also
selected to represent the Indian Naval Academy at
US Naval Academy Foreign Affairs Conference, 2018.

Mid Swapnil Godaji
This midshipmen from Latur district of
Maharashtra studied at prestigious services
preparatory institute. He performed in
squadron activities on my occasions. He was
merit card in boxing and Water polo and an
excellent pugilist. Although weak in academics
in his junior terms he improved exponentially
in his senior terms.

Mid Ars Kahlon

Mid Yashkaran Manrai

The midshipman was an excellent orator
and athlete. He had proﬁciency awards
in soft skills and tennis and was also an
exceptional basketball player. He became
the Squadron Cadet Adjutant of the Alligator
squadron in his seventh term and ensured
that his juniors were always on the right track.

This josh-type DCC will long be remembered
for his obsession with PT. He was the boxing
incharge of his squadron. He was the camp
incharge for many courses. A very good
X-Country runner, his juniors would look up to
him for motivation whenever the need arose.
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Mid Ayush Sharma

Mid Avinash Khatri

This ex-Dagger and Doonite was known
for his enthusiasm and helping nature. He
was excellent in PT and X-Country, and
was always seen motivating and training
his juniors for the same. He was very good
in camps and has seen all 3 camp trophies.

This ex-Eagle is a gadget freak, and displayed
all his technical know-how during Major
Project. A big foodie, he would be the senior
to approach for hosting any treats. He will
always be remembered for being a josh
type camp incharge for various courses.

Mid Rohit Supekar

Mid Prajwal M

A calm natured person, Mid Rohit Supekar
was very helpful and carefree. He was an
excellent badminton player and good at
games and PT. Always had a ready to learn
attitude and took good care of his juniors
well being. This dagger is said to be the most
experienced person in the course because
of his age and experience in the service.

This midshipman was a part of Academy Tennis
Team, and was known to be a happy and funloving trainee. He was also a good Table Tennis
player, and will always be remembered by his
coursemates as the last man required for the
completion of any course report.

Mid Haren Yadav

Mid Trivikraman

This born-Nishanki will always be remembered
for being responsible for winning the Drill Com
trophy for two consecutive terms, as the Drill
Com incharge of the squadron. The midshipman
is a big foodie, and understandably weak in
PT. Loud Haryanvi music was his passion.

This Amaravian was a very good Hockey player,
and is known to be excellent in camps. 4 years
in academy were not enough for him to learn
Hindi, though a lot of effort was made in this
regard. The midshipman was also known
to be a regular feature in PT Display Team.

Mid Raj Shankar Jha

Mid Ajay Yadav

An ex-Falcon, Mid Shubham Sharma was one
The most humble mid of the course. This
ﬂying SLC was loved by all his juniors and
coursemates for his loving nature. He was always
ready to do anything for anyone. The mid was
good in academics and PT. This Bihari bhaiya
was notorious for his funny excuses during
course reportings. He always ensured that he
always had a lively atmosphere around him.

This jovial and outgoing midshipman was
a constant source of entertainment for his
juniors and coursemates with his good sense
of humour and witty replies. His height is no
indication of the amount of conﬁdence he has.
He shared a special bond with all GIs, who would
always send him ‘Round the parade ground.’

Mid Mohit Kaushik

Mid Aileen Ratan

Known for his jovial and witty company
amongst his coursemates. Always has a smile
on his face and maintains a calm composure
in every situation. Carries himself well in
his turnout and conduct. Has been a part of
Academy basketball team. Good at academics
and Service subjects and was a book prize
winner in Russian language.

This ex-Falcon is known for his calm and
composure, with a reputation that even the
worst of things would not see him break a
sweat. He is very good in academics, and would
always help his coursemates in this aspect. He
had a key interest in all squadron activities,
and was amongst the most respected and
loved seniors of his course.

Mid Sachin Kumar Yadav

Mid Ashwani Singh

Known for being calm and composed in
all situations, this midshipman from Agra
is was a ﬁrm believer of the policy of ‘Live
and Let Live’. His sprinting prowess is
known all across the academy. He had a lot
of fondness for stand-easy refreshments.

This true ‘Jat’ of the course always took
personal interest in grooming of his juniors.
He was a very good swimmer, and also
excelled in rowing and basketball. A prominent
member of Academy Punishment Team.
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Mid Bhaskar Sharma

Mid Nikhil Horakeri

This Ghorakhali was an excellent basketball
player, and was also awarded the merit
card in hockey. He was always regarded as
a senior always ready to help anyone who
asks. He is good in academics and is known
to help all his coursemates in the same.

This midshipman is excellent in equitation and
has brought many laurels for the academy. He is a
very good X-Country runner and is also excellent
in PT. He will be remembered for ‘Chai’ which he
would be seen enjoying outside his cabin every
evening. He was good mentor for his juniors.

Mid Maaz Kahaf

Mid Harshvardhan Singh Rathore

This Upsainian was good in PT, and drill, and
was a proud member of Ceremonial Guard. He
was a part of Squadron Basketball team. He was
a motivating senior and always showed interest
in improving PT standards of his juniors.

A submarine type cadet, right from his junior
terms, Mid Rathore was exceptionally good at X
country and PT. But when it came to academics,
he would begin to sweat buckets. He will always
be remembered as a chill type DCC who put his
best foot forward for all events as a part of the
alligator family

Mid Jagpreet Singh

Mid Mandeep Singh

This energetic Khalsa, was the embodiment of
the X2 spirit of the course. Mid Jagpreet was
average in PT and X country. He was good in
hockey and was the goalkeeper during the inter
squadron events. He was always approachable
by juniors, and was always in a light mood.

This Falcon SLC was every gunnery instructor’s
favourite for wrong reasons. A very playful and
carefree Falcon, Mid Mandeep Singh was loved
by all his course mates. He was also famous
for his Haryanvi style of speaking. The mid was
excellent at PT and good in academics. Has a
helping nature and never says no to anyone who
looks up to him.

Mid Gunjan Kumar

Mid Harsh Gaur

Mid Gunjan Kumar was excellent in PT and
Swimming and would clear higher tests with
ease. A medalist in swimming, he was also
good at sailing. But academics would give Mid
Gunjan a scare. He was also the camp incharge
of many courses. He will always be remembered
as a fun loving and josh type senior, who took
care of all his juniors.

This Ex-Eagle was a stud in PT and was the PT
incharge of the squadron. But X country and
academics would give him shivers. He was known
for his lean and athletic body. A part of the
Academy Punishment team, Mid Gaur was a fun
loving senior, and will always be remembered by
his juniors as a caring and approachable senior.

Mid Priyo Singha

Mid Narendhira Prashant

Mid Priyo was an energetic and fun loving
midshipman who would always go the extra
mile with regards to personal ﬁtness. A workout
freak, he was always seen doing PT. A great X
country runner, all course mates would generally
pull his leg for his accent. A marco optee right
from his junior terms, Mid Priyo will always be
remembered for his innocent looks and excellent
physique, which made him a true Alligator!

The ‘Tambi’ of the course, Mid Narendra
Prashant was best known for his dedication
towards correcting the bearing of his juniors.
A keeda type senior right till his Midshipmen
term. He was also the Service Subjects incharge
of the Falcon squadron and this midshipman
from Ganga division enthusiastically played
hockey, and will always be remembered as a
fun loving senior.

Mid Shubham Sharma

Mid Parwaazdeep Singh Sabharwal

An ex-Falcon, Mid Shubham Sharma was one
of the most chill type midshipmen, who never
took charge of juniors. Despite a shoulder
dislocation in his junior terms, he put in a lot
of effort for his PT and Academics. He was
known by his juniors for his jovial attitude.

This josh type Khalsa was the epitome of fun,
who was always seen chilling with coursemates.
This ex-Dagger was average in PT and X Country.
His josh was evident in camps and all inter
squadron events in which he would participate.
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Mid Pratik Dubey

Mid Hemant Kumar

This Rimcollian was the SCC of Eagle Squadron.
A ﬁtness freak, he was always seen working
out or leading his squadron from the front
in all X country runs. Average in academics,
he was famous for his love for snakes.

This Midshipman was a coffee addict and was
the Camps incharge of the Falcon Squadron.
Great in his oratory skills, he had presented
a paper in the Dilli Series Seminar in his
4th and 6th term and was also the Public
Speaking incharge of the squadron. He was
good in PT and academics as well. Juniors
always looked up to him for motivation.

Mid Vinay Kumar

Mid Tejas Patil

Blazer in X country, Mid Vinay Kumar was perhaps
the most OG midshipman of the course. A medallist
in X country right from his ﬁrst term, this Cobra has
represented the Academy in the Navy Command
Championship, and the Sabhiki and Bakshi Cup,
where he secured Gold. Excellent in PT as well, his
only Achilles heel was his speaking skills. A favourite
of all seniors, he rarely would report to anybody,
and was also given the coveted ‘Barbette’ privilege.

An exceptional ﬂutist and a football freak, Mid
Patil was an excellent swimmer and won many
medals for the Alligator Squadron. A fun-loving
midshipman, he was a chill type senior, who
performed the duties of a DCA really well. This
Marathi was also a foodie and was regularly
found at all treats around him.

Mid Abhishek Bhattacharya

Mid Brijesh Chauhan

Mid Abhishek Bhattacharya had a buff body,
and he owed it to the intense amount of
training he did in squadron in his junior terms.
Known for his explosive accounts, and stories,
coursemates still tease him by wishing him a
happy Diwali on his birthday. Excellent in PT
and X country, this Bengali was a foodie. He was
also a gadget lover, and could always be found
with his laptop.

A Sujanian, this midshipman will most be
remembered as an exceptional cadet in all
aspects of training. A ﬂag cadet in his 6th term,
he was excellent in Drill and in his POC. He
was the incharge of X Country of the Dagger
Squadron right from his junior terms. He will
always be remembered by juniors as a demo
cadet.

Mid Shaurya Tatineni

Mid Arpit Bhatt

The ACA of the course, this proud Alligator
was excellent in Academics and was the acads
incharge of the squadron. An Anchor recipient,
he was a part of the Squash Academy team, and
was also a medallist in football and swimming.
This OG midshipman was looked up to by his
juniors.

Known for his witty one liners, this Gujju has
always been an integral part the squadron sports
teams. Always being there for his juniors, this
Gomatian took great interest in grooming and
mentoring the squadron. Juniors always turned
to this senior with the ‘Smartest’ hairstyle’ for
Gujju sweets.

Mid Varun Singh

Mid Johny Mehta

Well known as SUTO by his coursemates, Mid
Varun Singh is known for coming ahead to be
the class representative at all times. A person
good at completing the tasks assigned to
him. This wannabe appointment of the Cobra
family is good at public speaking and became
an anchor awardee in his VII term.

Well known for his body and physique, Mid
Johny Mehta has a body he loved to ﬂaunt
around. He was very good at calisthenics and
was lovingly called as the course trainer. This
dagger who became a DCC from DLC was
a merit card in PT. The Mid also has a good
sense of humour.

Mid Rajat Malik

Mid R R Arvind Nawin

This Dragon DCC was notorious for his cranky
voice. The Mid was good at PT, academics and
X country. He was also an anchor pin holder and
a torchie. Always motivated the squadron with
his josh talks and was a very motivating senior.
He ensured that his division went on full leave.

He was multitalented and an amalgamation of
enthusiasm, diligence and humility. This ﬁve star
torchie and anchor pin holder represented the
academy at various events which include quizzing
and debating. He was a part of the academy X
country team and was also a part of the Azimuth
team for his gifted dance skills. This winged stallion
DCC was also the ﬁrst to be deputed from his course
to represent INA at the Britannia Royal Naval College,
United Kingdom.
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Mid Santosh Sivam

Mid Gaurav Kumar

The most loved senior of the Cobra family, Mid
Santosh Sivam was one to whom juniors always
looked up to. Excellent at seamanship and
camp activities, this Mid was responsible for the
camp victories of the Cheetah family. Notorious
for his smile and easy going nature with
juniors. Believed in the motto ‘Live and let live’.

He is known for being a calm and composed
senior. A born Cobra, was later shifted to
the Alligator family in his III term. Excellent
in academics, this Mid could confuse any
instructor with his mind boggling doubts.
A progressive graph was his trademark.

Mid Sahil Sharma

Mid Prajith Rajan

An excellent volleyball and badminton player,
he was the sole reason for Eagle squadron’s
presence in the Volleyball ﬁnals in his VII term.
This SCC material was a very calm, composed
and motivating senior who was also good at PT
and academics. He was always an ideal senior.

This dagger SCA was one of the many reasons
for getting the Champion Banner to the
Braveheart squadron. This most feared senior
was excellent at PT and good at academics. He
is loved by all his coursemates and notorious for
his funny voice.

Mid Rohan Mahajan

Mid Kundala Naga Shanmukh Shankar

This midshipman was the nuclear submarine
of his course and a deadly threat to his
juniors. He had a special affinity towards
all NOC cadets, especially women trainees.
Juniors would generally avoid confrontations
with him. He is good at academics and has
remarkably improved his PT standards.

This Falcon was good in academics and was
lovingly called ‘Bholi’ by his course mates
for his calm and composed nature. This DCC
Ganga is one to whom all his juniors looked up
to in terms of any help. The most helpful, calm,
quiet and humble Midshipman of the course.

Mid Gurdeep Singh Saini

Mid Saurav Singh

Notorious in the academy for his sky scraping
height. He is known to have been the training
captain of his squadron course. His favourite place
in the academy is believed to be the Drill Square
and is also the Adjutant’s personal favourite for
reasons well known. A potential torchie who always
missed it by decimals. This DCC Godavari was the
main reason for NOC’s winning camps in his senior
terms. Most loved and approachable Falcon.

Playfully called as ‘Yogi Bear’, Mid Saurav Singh
was notorious for fearing course reportings. He
was a merit card in sailing and represented the
academy at various regattas. Was a favourite
in the squadron office in his VII term because
of his short term memory loss. This ﬂying DCC
feared X country the most as he was the course
anchor. He was also good at academics and PT.

Mid Kanad Sarang Kashikar
This Marathi lad was the training captain of
all Daggers. He was good at academics and
PT. His smile used to ensure that his squadron
mates trained well. Very innocent and always
full of doubt was his common nature. He was
always active and pumped up, ready to do
anything at any point of time. This DCC was
very motivating and was always available for
his juniors.
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Cdt Pravesh Singh Solanki
A good coursemate to everybody, ever ready
to help. A true gentleman. Being weak at
something couldn’t stop him from achieving
what he deserved. Good at drill. Fun loving and
always ready to try something new.

ACHIEVER
SQUADRON

Cdt Nilesh Agnihotri
The biggest foodie of his course, he learnt
time management because of his craving for
breakfast. Good with books, he was in good
books of his seniors. He always remained
cheerful and was the most humble natured
person. He had an optimistic approach towards
life.

Cdt Puneet Devgan
The energy pack of the course. He was highly
energetic, positive and conﬁdent and never
backed down from any task given to him. He
entertained everyone with his good humour. He
was loved by all instructor especially drill GIs
who taught him something or the other.

Cdt Navneet Jhakar

NOC (Reg & Ext)

The beast of the course, PT stud, and a sincere
cadet. He was excellent in drill and was always
the right hand marker of the platoon. Showed
great determination and participation during
Camp Barracuda. Always immaculate in his
turnout and punctuality.

Cdt Rohit Sharma
A well balanced, calm and self conﬁdent soul.
He could make everyone laugh, even during
prolonged musters. He has a good sense of
humour.

Cdt Richard Johnson
A very cheerful person and a highly motivated
guy who is an excellent football player as well.
He is an honest and emotional guy who was
punctual and dedicated.
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Cdt Saksham Grover

Cdt Ravleen Kaur

Punctual performer with a good sense of
humour often known for troubling his course
with his probity. Often seen in Punishment rigs
he also earned him the title “Training Captain”.
In the beginning he was the laziest person and
always late for musters but eventually improved
his reaction timing.

She was a cheerful person who took life slow
and easy and still got the work done. Being a
good swimmer she won medals in aquatics. She
is hardworking, sincere and good at studies and
has won an anchor as well.

Cdt Shashank Chandrakar

Cdt Pankaj Yadav

A very kind and generous person by heart . He
is very simple and down to earth person who
silently cleared his PT test in ﬁrst attempt when
no one expected it. With calm and composed
nature he has been very supportive throughout
his academy tenure.

Enthusium is a word that should describe
Pankaj aptly. He dressed and spoke in a very
gentlemanly manner and was renowned for his
baritone. He had excellent communication skills.

Cdt Sanidhya Vardhan

Cdt Rahul J Baliga

A very hard working and diligent cadet, he
had a habit of not giving up. He would often
motivate his coursemates and set an example
of leadership.

A very disciplined and punctual cadet, he was
a human clock and always took inspiration
from his parents in his day to day life. Highly
energetic, he was ready to take any challenge
at any point of time. Also called demo for his
reactions.

Cdt Shuvaraj Bhattacharjee

Cdt Subham Kumar Sharan

Cool, calm and composed, he was one of the
few from Assam in the academy. He maintained
a consistent track record throughout his tenure.
Good on track in and games, he was a silent
worker who enjoyed every moment of life.

A true portrait of patience and perseverance, he
proved that hard work can overtake any talent.
Amicable, high spirited and enthusiastic towards
every event. He proved his worth in football
championship. His cheerful nature and optimistic
approach towards life helped clear all hurdles.
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Cdt Shikhar Kashyap

Cdt Rajat Khana

Cool minded, hardworking and dedicated
person who always believed that team
work makes dream work. He was one of the
favourites among his course and was liked by
all coursemates . He was PT stud and cleared
his PT in 1st attempt.

Rajat was intelligent and one of the most
responsible cadets that any course can have.
He was trusted by everyone because of his
ability to deliver his promise everytime . He
was a fun loving and cool composed person.
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Cst Abhijeet Sharma
He had a good sense of humor, a down to earth
cadet who tackled every situation with a calm
attitude.

Cdt Abhishek Rawat

BRAVEHEART
SQUADRON

He was very helping in nature and always carried
a smile on his face. A hard working and smart
cadet who proved his salt in camps.

Cdt Adityan Shankar
He was very simple and caring person. His never
give up attitude and urge to improve made him
a quick learner.

Cdt Akash Tanwar
He was a very friendly and loving classmate
who was very good in PT. He was very particular
about cleanliness and hygiene.

Cdt Anish Goswami

NOC (Reg & Ext)

He was a good navigator and inspiring cadet
who motivated everyone in camps.

Cdt Arun Kumar
He was very calm and composed person. He was
mature and never panics in any situation. Very
good in PT and the only cadet who cleared his
higher swimming test.
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Cdt Ishita Sharma

Cdt Jagdish Prasad

An all-rounder lady cadet, very good in running,
academics and declamation. She was the ﬁrst
lady cadet in the cross country team and won a
gold medal in declamation.

A guide who showed right path to every course
mate. A good motivator and a helping cadet
who was very good in running. Even at this
age, he improved his PT standards like a pro.

Cdt MD Mohsin Abbas

Cdt Hemant Singh Chauhan

A very good leader who led his team very effectively.
Very good runner and came in ﬁrst enclosure in
novices cross country. A very good motivator and
actor who made everyone laugh with his humor and
mimicry skills.

He was a responsible cadet and very good
in service subjects. He was well turned out
everywhere and very punctual. He was a very
good football player, a true inspiration to his
juniors. He was curious and enthusiastic in
everything happening around him.

Cdt MD Farhan

Cdt Mukesh Kumar

He had a never give up attitude. Punctual and
caring in nature who changed rigs with speed of
light and never got late.

He was the most polite cadet who showed his
worth in camps with his tent pitching skills. A
technical genius and simple person.

Cdt Palani Rajeshwar

Cdt Rahul Kumar

He was the best example of how to stay calm
when situation is not in your favor. He believed
in improving his weakness, no matter what.

He was very agile and hard working person.
His hunger for knowledge won him anchor in
service subjects.

Cdt Ravi Shankar

Cdt Shivangi

A very good runner known for his football
tricks. He was a very good swimmer and
always on time for every activity.

She was lady marco of the course who ran
ahead of most cadets in camps. She is very
good in academics awarded with an anchor.
She was a very good swimmer and cleared
swimming test in ﬁrst attempt.

Cdt Shobhit Mishra

Cdt Shruti Chaturvedi

He was good in academics and PT. Passed
his swimming and PT tests in ﬁrst attempt. He
was known for his caring attitude and modest
behavior.

She was an inspiring cadet who strived to
improve herself. Very good in PT and her jovial
nature helped the team to improve and perform
better.
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Cdt Sidhant Gupta

Cdt Sumit Kumar Mehra

He was very good in quiz and academics. A
quick learner while having very good arm
power. He was the only cadet in the course to
pass beam test.

A person who lead by example, cared for his
course mates and always ready to help them.
His inspiring nature always motivated them.

Cdt Sumit Kumar

Cdt KVSS Vardhan

He is very polite and had a good sense of
responsibility. He took care of his course mates
and motivated them in everything. A team player
good in PT, academics and swimming.

He was the Mr. Perfect of the course. He was
punctual, sensible, understanding and responsible.
He was best in taking charge and taking care at the
same time. He was a role model for many juniors,
very brilliant and good in martial arts and basketball.

Cdt Vishal Deka
He was very good in drill, platoon commander
of the course. His rigs were always up to the
mark and set a high standard for everyone.
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Cdt Sourav Singh
Sourav was a PT stud who became ATP in his
very ﬁrst attempt. He also cleared is his DST
in the ﬁrst attempt itself. He was a very good
runner and good in academics.

Cdt Bhavin Kumar
Bhavin Kumar was the tallest cadets of his course,
worked really hard to clear the PT. Bhavin was a very
good basketball player and jolly in nature.

CHEETAH
SQUADRON

Cdt Hitendra Prakash Shukla
Hitendra was very punctual during the musters
and helped the fellow coursemates in every
aspect. He had a good sense of humour and
made everyone laugh.

Cdt Sourav More
Sourav an very NCC cadet which helped him be
good in Drill. Sourav coped up with the injury
and cleared all mandatory tests on time.

Cdt Sushant
Sushant was a PT stud who cleared mandatory
PT in the very ﬁrst attempt. He was good
footaball player and very energetic while
performing all tasks.

NOC (Reg & Ext)

Cdt Sandeep K Sain
Sandeep was an excellent volleyball and
basketball player who helped the squadron
to win silver medal in novices volleyball. He
cleared his ﬁrst attempt and a PT stud.
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Cdt Ashwin

Cdt Ashwin JP

High in drill, was known for his good POC.
Platoon commander who led the best NOC
platoon in drill competition. Good in academics
and a volleyball player who received best Asst
Commandant among others.

HiFi in PT, he was known for sleeping during
musters. Anchor holder, he was good in service
subjects. He was silent and calm and passed all
his subjects on time.

Cdt Arun Mozhi

Cdt Dushmant Das

Good in academics, he led his platoon in camps as
navigator. A pilot entry, he was calm and composed.
He also played novices volleyball. He was a good
runner.

Captain of the Novices Volleyball team, he led
the team to the ﬁnal. A good runner and hiﬁ in PT.
He was also good in drill. He had a good sense of
humour. He was a complete OG.

Cdt Rishabh Joshi

Cdt Kunal Juneja

First attempt PT pass, good runner, good in
academics. He was calm and good in drill.

The wall during inter-squadron football
matches, he was a good defender during
matches. Good in academics, he had a good
sense of humour. He is also known for his
calmness and cool mind.

Cdt Aakansha

Cdt Nikhil

The queen of Baffle Range,
she had an
exemplary performance in ﬁring. She played
novices volleyball. She was full of energy and
josh.

First attempt ATP. Michael Jackson of the
course. Good in dancing and has lot of potential.

Cdt Amit

Cdt Abhishek Rai

First attempt ATP, used to keep on eating
something. Always ready to help others.

Played football for squadron. Good at PT and
swimming. He was a very calm person.

Cdt Santosh

Cdt Animesh

Professor of the course. Used to speak with
a funny accent. Good sense of humour and
helpful.

A dreamer who used to sleep a lot . Had a good
sense of humour.
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Cdt Viplav

Cdt Kiran MJ

The nutrition expert of the course. Used to eat
very carefully after calculating calories. Kept
demo cupboard. God at studies.

Anchor holder, ﬁrst attempt ATP. Very good in
academic and drill.

Cdt Devendra

Cdt Divya

Good runner, football player, good in academics
and hiﬁ in PT.

Anchor holder, pilot entry, good orator, ﬁrst attempt
DST pass.
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Cdt Ankit Kumar Singh
This helpful navy type was a silent
hardworkder. Initially weak in PT but
eventually excelled his way through the term.

Cdt Arjun Kapoor

DAREDEVIL
SQUADRON

His cabin often had more stationery and snacks
than ECA complex itself. One of the only chaps to
have gained weight in the academy, he had great
arm power.

Cdt Nikhil Schan
Famous for using his cabin PC for all funny
reasons. Was perpetually reporting across
divisions but was undeterred and cheerful.

Cdt Anoop Makwana
This josh type was exceptional in drill and was
always singing or fooling around even during
academy musters.

Cdt Bhushan Appa Panwar
Always looking for other SSBs to attend and
running away from squadron. Proved his
mettle in camps.

NOC (Reg & Ext)

Cdt Abshiek Yadav
Was always singing songs during musters and
reciting sad heartbreaking poems. He was a
cycling enthusiast and part of the famous ‘Dry
swimming team.’ .
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Cdt Sudhir

Cdt Ravi Chaudhary

This stud was ATP plus DST in ﬁrst attempt. Was
Section Commander during camp and always
kept coursemates motivated through the term.

He mastered the art of dozing off while
studing and would get caught doing so in
every muster. Silent and cheerful, he was a
reliable go-to-person for all coursemates.

Cdt Mayank S Chauhan

Cdt Mageshwar R

Most hardworking cadet in the course. Put in
everywhere he could and was good in PT, acads and
drill.

Often found learning Hindi upside down, this pilot –
to-be strugged with situps and swimming but pulled
through with full josh.

Cdt Aditya Shukla

Cdt IJ Pillai

Demo in PT and Drill, he earned the wrath of
the course for demo reactions during reporting.
A righteous cadet with good bearing, was a josh
type Section Commander in camps.

This IT entry cadet was a tech wiz and was
known to stock up all stationery like there is no
tomorrow. Good in swimming.

Cdt Sriram R

Cdt Neshan DKS

Famous for his many goof ups outside squadron,
he often forgot to wear socks. Highly motivated
despite being a part of the ‘Dry swimming’ club.

Always taking lift from place types and enjoying
cafeteria treats. He was always hard to ﬁnd and
required a search party to track him down.

Cdt Asish Lawrence

Cdt Anmol Sharma

Non-swimmer who excelled towards the
end. Was ultimate josh type and an excellent
navigator during camps despite being a weak
runner. His persistence kept the rest of the
courses always high on morale.

Cricket champ who almost made it to the
professional level. Often got muscle pulls and
asked to be excused PT.

Cdt Varun Tiwari
Josh type and always smiling. A major back
injury threatened his term but sheer spirit
helped him overcome all odds and clear his
term on time.
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Cdt Siddharth Ramaswamy
He was the pilot of the course. He was good
in drill and swimming. He was a hard working
person good in academics and service subjects.
Although a weak runner, he covered it up with
excellent navigation skills in camps.

Cdt Mallikarjun SSHK
A cadet with a bold and dynamic personality, he was
very good in PT and could outmatch even the ﬁttest.
At ﬁrst a dead sinker, he put his heart and soul in the
swimming pool and passed by 2nd attempt.

EAGLE
SQUADRON

Cdt Swaraj Verma
The soft touch among the harshness all round,
he was a helping hand to anyone in need. Kind
hearted and polite, he was a motivation to
everyone to never give up and overcome all
obstacles.

Cdt Shubham Yadav
Calm, cool and composed guy who deﬁned
the ‘Kanpuria’ Tanzanian image. His motivation
and positive attitude always helped his course
spirit to be kept high. Mr. Blackberry with his
handsome personality could win away any girl’s
heart.

Cdt Nikhil Puranik
A guy who got maximum reportings in the
squadron. Also a person with high IQ and a
very bad sense of humor and communication
skills but stood ﬁrst in line whenever it came
to helping his coursemates.

NOC (Reg & Ext)
Cdt Arjun Kalia
A man with exceptional talent but stood back
when came to swimming, he was a consistent
performer and a person whose advice was
always sought by his coursemates.
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Cdt Ankit Bhandari

Cdt Jasleen Kaur

A full josh type chap, who not just became an
example for his swimming styles but also for
his military basics. An enthusiastic dancer and
a true fauji, he displayed all the qualities which
a leader should possess.

Jasleen was a high-spirited cadet who was
always ready for more. She was an enthusiastic
part of every group and lifted everyone’s spirits.
She will make a brilliant Naval architect.

Cdt Samanvita Sastry

Cdt Swati

Samanvita is a bubbly and excited cadet who always
looks forward to any squadron event, an anchor
awardee, who takes studies seriously, she has
constantly performed well in all aspects of training,
making her a true all rounder.

This daring, outright and straightforward cadet
managed to sail through her term effortlessly. A
scholar, anchor awardee, and a gem at heart, she
knows how to get things done, making her the
smartest cadet of her course.

Cdt Shivadasan Menon

Cdt Dikshant Tyagi

Though from a civil background, he is the one
whom you can call a true military type. Hi-ﬁ in
running, PT and swimming, this sec-com led the
squadron to victory and is the silver medalist of
the course.

The entertainer of the group, once he starts
speaking, you’ll ﬁnd it difficult to shut him down.
A person of a different charm, he is agile, and
stern and can give you a run for your money in
x-country running.

Cdt Anmol Chandrakar

Cdt Vikas Kumar Yadav

Calm and helpful in ature, he is one very likeable
person. You can count on him to be there foryou
when you’re in need of a favor. As a navigator,
his skills impressed the entire course in camps.
His transformation is truly commendable.

A funny person who’s full of josh and
energy, he is one of the best basketball
players of the squadron. Always gave more
than 100% in ever event. His joyous and
humorous nature will never let you get bored.

Cdt Abhinav Kuksal

Cdt Nikhil Tiwari

His never-give-up attitude and ability to
tackle every situation makes him one of the
best cadets of the course. That never giving
attitude made him really tough and one can
always rely on him during tough times.

Nikhil loved to display his wit and mimicry
skills. He mastered the art of sleeping while
standing during musters. He qualiﬁed higher
swimming test and was part of the squadron
aquatics and basketball team.

Cdt Ashish

Cdt Sanjay Ambadi

A man with exceptional talent but stood back
when came to swimming, he was a consistent
performer and a person whose advice was
always sought by his coursemates.

Most honest and supportive in the batch, always
helped everyone during hard times. His positive
attitude kept others energetic during camps.
Very genuine and calm in nature, he knows how
to handle stressful times.
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Cdt Abhishek Chauhan

Cdt Gaurav Kumar Tiwari

Very hard working. Even when he was badly
injured in camp Rookie, he didn’t give up and
instead set an example for others. Always
ﬁnishes the task assigned to him on time. He
is one of the most OG cadets of the course.

This IAS type cadet was the knowledge hub of
the squadron and there was no topic on which
he couldn’t speak. A josh type person who
passed his mandatory tests despite his injuries.

Cadet Adityadev Jamwal

Cdt Anand Prakash

A cadet who showed how one can improve drastically
from dressing sense to academic activities. A true
dead sinker in swimming though. He is a man who
will never let his team down.

Walking chit chat box. He is a person with high josh
and courage. A person who likes giving ML at all
times. An excellent runner and a loveable person.

Cdt Punit Pandey

Cdt Ashwin Sudhakar

One of the aces in the entire batch. With a ﬁery
personality, he was a mentor anyone will be
lucky to have. He is known for his strong will
which motivated others to push beyond pain
and leave a mark.

The tall skinny guy who can motivate a person
and also scare a person to the breaking point.
Most punctual among all, he works with
dedication and zeal.

Cdt Vikram Singh

Cdt Navneet Yadav

A good person with all necessary OLQ’s to be a
good executive cadre officer. But it’s better not
to be on the bad side of this person. A gentleman
with a ﬁery personality and outstanding ﬁtness
levels. Hi-ﬁ in cross country and football.

A role model to his juniors, this person
has always been helpful to everyone. A
chivalrous officer in making, this person
has been known for good ﬁtness levels and
gentlemanly approach. An energetic and
optimistic guy, always dedicated to his task.
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Cdt Vijay Kureeya
An inspirational leader Cdt Kureeya has been
an inspiring ﬁgure in 26 NOC-EXT course for
both his course mates and his juniors. The
ability to remain composed and a thorough
understanding of his surroundings makes
him an informative and reliable person. A
good heart and even better spirit makes
him a popular among his course mates.

Cdt Adisesh Mishra

FIGHTER
SQUADRON

A very sober from the outset, Cdt Mishra is one of
those people who take great pains to become a
perfectionist at what he does. His attitude to help
others makes him very valuable for his course
mates. Also, a person who has a very amicable
nature, Cdt Adisesh can blend easily into any group
and work with it.

Cdt S Aditya
One of the best runners in his course, Cdt
Aditya make a promising mark during the cross
country AT-18. Apart from his running prowess,
Cdt Aditya has shown his mettle in service
subject. Being a good footballer Cdt Aditya is
consistent contributor to the squadron.

Cdt D Rohanesh
Cdt Rohanesh is one of those guys who works
very hard on his physical training and ensures
that he is always up to the required mark.
So, no wonder that he never fails to provide
good results in PT for the squadron. Cdt
Rohanesh has a more dominating personality
and therefore perfectly suits the role as a
leader and take charge of difficult situations.

Cdt P John Patrick Out of his many
qualities he possesses, the most striking
of them is the smile on his face. A lively
characters, he in stills a lot of life and energy in
the course. His performance in academics has
been impeccable especially in service subjects.
Outside this he focuses a lot of physical
development and hence excels in the ﬁeld of
physical training too. Being the goal keeper of
the squadron football team, Cdt Patrick is very
much indispensible.

NOC (Reg & Ext)
Cdt Soham Upadhyay

Cdt Soham is someone who would do
everything within his possibilities to provide
success for himself and for his course mates.
A brilliant performer in the parade ground,
he was instrumental in ﬁghter squadron drill
competition AT-18. Also, being a proﬁcient
swimmer he adds a lot of value to the course.
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Cdt Ramachandra Barkur

Cdt Amrit Singh Saluja

There are no doubts about Cdt Barkur’s
abilities in the ﬁeld of PT and swimming. He
ensures that he trains regularly, trains hard
and also encourages his course and fellow
cadets to train with him too. Being also a good
contributor in sports and extra-curricular
activities he is a person of varied talents.

He is a very potential cadet ﬁlled with josh.
He is very cooperative and gave his active
participation in all group activities like camps
and games. He is friendly and helps others in
need.

Cdt Swapnil Dobhal

Cdt Harish Anilrao Adkane

Josh type person with extremely good football
skills and amid useful person with zest to take
up responsibilities. PT 1st attempt, 3rd enclosure,
good athlete.

He is very genuine cadet, who is ﬂexible and
adaptable to all kinds of situation and can mix
around with people very easily. He is co-operative
and gave his active participation in camps, games
and other activities.

Cdt Nitish Kumar

Cdt Vishal Chauhan

He is friendly and co operative and gives his
active participation in all group activities.
He discharged his duties to the best of
his abilities in the camps and games and
performed well as section commander. He
has a great interest in outdoor activities and
co curricular activities.

He is friendly, genuine nature person tries to
solve every persons problems. He is a good
team player and never had a give up attitude.
He transformed himself to what he is right
now by lots of practise and patience and hard
work. He is a person to be looked or followed
too.

Cdt Shubham Kumar

Cdt Joel Thomas

A cool minded, logical person who knows how
to overcome difficulties. He has keen interest
of learning new things. He learnt swimming
and pass test with dedication. He is very good
in service subject.

He knows how to handle every situation with
a calm and composed attitude. He helps
his course mates in every possible way. He
also led his string with utmost conﬁdence as
being a navigator.

Cdt Ayush Kumar

Cdt Aditya Srivastava

He displays a good attitude towards training.
Improved every day. Football player,
dedicated towards life and becoming pilot.

He is good in drill, playing ﬂute and different
dance forms. He sharpens his tools in INA.
He performed well in games, camps and
squadron activities.

Cdt Sudhanshu Joshi

Cdt Anubhav Singhal

He has been the fast and furious of 27-NOC
regular with sharp mind and good sense of
director. He led our way through the tough
terrain of INA during camp as our navigator.
He has been selected for republic day parade
2019.

He has a never give up attitude and knows
how to bounce back after facing a failure. He
is a good swimmer and has a good aim on
INSAS riﬂe.
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Cdt Shristi

Cdt Harsheen Singh

She has a lively attitude and can adapt well with
the situation. She has a reputation of helping
others. She is determined and focused about
her works accordingly to achieve her goal.

A motivated and cheerful cadet who likes to
take lead from the front. He is goal oriented and
stays determined and focused to achieve them.
He likes to work with his team.

Cdt Samson Moses

Cdt Akanishta Banergee

A conﬁdent young cadet who has a good command
over vocabulary which won him the best orator
award at the debate competition. He always bears
a positive attitude and takes keen interest to learn
new things.

He is full of enthusiasm and conﬁdence. He likes to
learn new things and is a good learner. He is a team
player and puts in maximum efforts to get any job
done. He is responsible and can be relied upon.

Cdt Zaafal Chrungoo

Cdt Kapil Garg

A cool minded cadet who takes control of any
kind of situation. He has interest in learning new
things. He was awarded with an anchor for his
good performance in service subjects.

He displays a never die attitude. He takes up
challenges and completes them with maximum
efforts. He likes to work towards improving
of personality. He carries a positive attitude
towards all the problems which gets him going
along.

Cdt Isha Singh
She is a responsible and reliable young cadet.
She displays ‘can do spirit’ and has a strong
character. Her liveliness keeps her as well as
the group motivated.
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Fourth Row Standing (left to right) – Mid Gurdeep Singh Saini, Mid Rohan Mahajan, Mid Sahil Sharma, Mid A R S Kahlon, Mid Sushil Dutt, Mid Johny Mehta, Mid
Rohit Supekar, Mid Chinmay Bhamre, Mid Ajit Antony, Mid Abhideep Lamba, Mid Haren Yadav, Mid Prajwal M.

Third Row Standing (left to right) – Mid Avinash Khatri, Mid Shanmukh Shankar, Mid Varun Singh, Mid Mandeep Singh, Mid Rajat Malik, Mid Abhinav Kumar Gupta,
Mid Sehaj Singh Johal, Mid Trivikaraman S, Mid Kanad Kashikar, Mid Gaurav Kumar, Mid Aviral Keshav

Second row standing (left to right) – Mid Utkarsh Katiyar, Mid Praveen Kumar, Mid Yashkaran Manrai, Mid Abhishek Chaturvedi, Mid Saurabh Singh, Mid Shaurya
Tateneni, Mid Tarun Kanti Mishra, Mid Prajeet K Rajan, Mid Santosh Sivam, Mid V Rajasimha, Mid Rajshankar Jha, Mid R R Arvind Nawin, Mid aditya singh Gaur

First row seating (left to right) – Ast Comdt Lijo K John, Lt Cdr Sandeep G Nair, Lt Cdr Kewal Bhatt

95 INA COURSE - X1
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Fourth row standing (left to right) – Mid ashwini singh, Mid mohit Kaushik, Mid Aga stya choudhary, Mid Abhishek bhattacharya, Mid nishant ponnappa, Mid
songa jayasurya, Mid Nikhil horakeri, Mid jagpreet singh, Mid Harsh gaur, Midsachin Yadav, Mid bhavdeep saini, Mid brijesh chauhan, Mid aleen ratan

Third row standing (left to right) – Mid Abhishek Patial, Mid Narendra Prashant, Mid Parwasdeep Sabarwal, Mid shubham sharma, Mid swapnil godaji, Mid
vinay dagar, Mid bhaskar sharma, Mid mehul Chauhan, Mid shaan bugalia, Mid tejas patil, Mid arshdeep singh, Mid prateek dubey

Second Row Standing (left to right) - Mid Milind Singh, Mid Hemant Kumar, Mid Ayush Sharma, Mid prio Singha, Mid Gautam Karan, Mid Ajay Yadav, Mid
Gunjan Kumar, Mid Arpit Bhatt, Mid K Chandrakanta, Mid H V S Rathore, Mid Maaz kaaf

First row seating (left to right) – Ast Comdt Lijo K John, Lt Cdr Sandeep G Nair, Lt Cdr Kewal Bhatt

95 INA COURSE - X2
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Sitting (L to R) 1. A/C Lijo K John 2. Lt Cdr Sandeep G Nair 3. Lt Cdr Keval Bhatt

2nd Row (L to R) 1. Mid Suksham Pangotra 2. Mid Ishv Raju 3. Mid Debanu Das 4. Mid Amit Sangwan 5. Mid P Dhanishta 6. Mid Mayur Shinde 7. Mid Shivam Pandey
8. Mid Hitesh Kumar 9. Mid Anmol Agrahari 10. Mid Samarth Singh 11. Mid Romil Chikkara 2. Mid Sanil U Parulekar 13. Mid Shashank Shekhar

1st Row (L to R) 1.Mid Yashodeep Bhole 2. Mid Arjun M 3. Mid Anantha Krishnan 4. Mid M Vishwanath 5. Mid Anup Kumar 6. Mid Prathyoosh Prakash 7. Mid Mohit
Shoran 8. Mid Mohd Salman 9. Mid Adarsh Pillai 9. Mid Anirudh Rana 10. Mid Khushaal Gamta 11. Mid Abhijit Vaish

95 INA AND MSc. COURSE
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Sitting (L to R) 1. A/C Lijo K John 2. Lt Cdr Sandeep G Nair 3. Lt Cdr Keval Bhatt

3rd Row (L to R) 1. Mid Kaustub Sridhar 2. Mid Naveen George 3. Mid Nitin A Sahoo 4. Mid Abhijeet K 5. Mid Himanshu Yadav 6. Mid Kunal Vashisth 7. Mid
Mihun K C 8. Mid Uday Yadav 9. Mid Mayur Awate 10. Mid Alan Joseph 11. Mid Aditya Kishan 12. Mid Karan D Chellani

2nd Row (L to R 1.) Mid Alok Pandey 2. Mid Aman Chauhan 3. Mid S Sabrinath 4. Mid Ayush Chaudhary 5. Mid D S Chabbra 6. Mid Kanav Mahajan 7. Mid
Shivang Tiwari 8. Mid Prashant Rakesh 9. Mid Aman Kumar 10. Mid Roshan Kumar 11. Mid Senath Kilath

1st Row (L to R) 1.Mid Kannan Unni 2. Mid S P Sharma 3. Mid Kumar Satyam 4. Mid Sonu Singh 5. Mid A P S Andotra 6. Mid Vishal Choubey 7. Mid Suman
Kumar 8. Mid Aviral Kaushik 9. Mid Sharan Kumar 9. Mid Aditya Agarwal 10. Mid Abhishek Kumar

95 INZ COURSE - E
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Sitting (L to R) 1. A/C Lijo K John 2. Lt Cdr Sandeep G Nair 3. Lt Cdr Keval Bhatt

2Ndrow (L to R) 1. Mid H S Mohite 2. Mid Vikrant Nagpal 3. Mid Jacky Modi 4. Mid Abhishek Thakur 5. Mid Amit Chauhan 6. Mid Shivam Singh 7. Mid Ajith Jayan 8.
Mid Aditya Chauhan 9. Mid Abhishek Chaunan 10. Mid Pramod Phogat

1st Row (L to R) 1.Mid Nikhil Singh 2. Mid Vinay Bhardwaj 3. Mid Mainak Das 4. Mid Gautam Dabral 5. Mid Rupendra Lather 6. Mid Abhishek Pathania 7. Mid S P
Setia 8. Mid Shivam Singh 9. Mid Arush Chikkara 10. Mid Syed Abdul Zafar

95 INA COURSE - L
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Fouth Row(L to R) 1 Rajat Khanna 2. Shashank Chandrakar 3.Shikhar Kashyap 4. Frank Jordan M 5. Shuvraj Bhattacharji 6. Pankaj Yadav
7. Avneesh Singh 8. Akshit Bhuria

Third Row (L to R) 1. Chetan Shivansh Randev 2. Subham Sharan 3. Naseeb Kumar 4. Sanidhya Vardhan 5. Saksham Grover 6. Aman Kumar 7. Rahul J Baliga

Second Row(L to R) 1. Richard Jhonson 2. Arpit Sharma 3. Ravleen Kaur 4. Anuradha 5.Navneet Chandran 6. Anmol Kochar 7. Rohit Sharma

First Row (L to R) Lt Cdr P Tyagi, Lt Cdr Siddharth Rawat, Lt Cdr Rajan Sharma

NOC REGULAR - ACHIEVER SQUADRON
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Second Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Navneet Jakhar 2. Cdt Nilesh Agnihotri 3. Cdt Hrushikesh Vengurlekar 4. Cdt Manas Tuckley 5. Cdt Puneet Devgan
6. Cdt Ayush Kamal Jha 7. Cdt Pravesh Singh Solanki

First Row (L to R) Lt Cdr P Tyagi, Lt Cdr Siddharth Rawat, Lt Cdr Rajan Sharma

NOC EXTENDED - ACHIEVER SQUADRON
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Fourth Row(L to R) 1.Cdt Anish Goswami 2.Cdt Ravishankar S 3. Cdt Abhijeet Shamra 4.Cdt Sumit Kumar Mehera 5. Cdt Mukesh Kumar 5. Cdt Arun Kumar
6. Cdt Palani Rajeshwar 7.Cdt Shobit Mishra

Third Row(L to R) 1. Cdt Abhishek Rawat 2. Cdt Jagdish Prasad 3. Cdt Adithyan Shankar 4. Cdt Md. Farhan 5. Cdt Rahul kumar 6. Cdt Sumit Kumar
7. Cdt Akash Tanwar

Second Row(l to r) 1.Cdt Siddhant Gupta 2. Cdt Ishita Sharma 3. Cdt Shruti Chaturvedi 4. Cdt Shivangi 5. Cdt Md. Abbas 6.Cdt Vishal Deka

First Row (L to R) 1. Lt. Dipyaman Sharma 2. Lt Cdr Amit Kumar 3.Lt Cdr Ashwin Bhoge 4.A/C Phaniraj S N

NOC REGULAR - BRAVEHEART SQUADRON
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Second Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Preetham Hari 2. Cdt Akhilendra Vikram 3.Cdt Aman kumar 4. Cdt Kvss Vardhan 5.Cdt Jyothish Shankar
6. Cdt Hemant Singh 7. Cdt Pragdeesh T

First Row (L to R) 1. Lt. Dipyaman Sharma 2. Lt Cdr Amit Kumar 3.Lt Cdr Ashwin Bhoge 4. A/C Phaniraj S N

NOC EXTENDED - BRAVEHEART SQUADRON
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Siddharth Nethani 2. Lt Cdr Karthik Sachdeva 3. Lt Sunl Kumar 4. Lt Paras Sadothra

2rd Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Ashwin Jai Prakash 2. Cdt Hitendera Prakash Shukla 3. Cdt Sushant Patil 4. Cdt Akansha Tahkur 5. Cdt Divya Sharma 6. Cdt Nikhil
Tanwar 7. Cdt Saurav Seth 8. Cdt Arun Mozi

3rd Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Rishab Joshi 2. Cdt Sandeep Sen 3. Cdt Devendar Yadav 4.Cdt Abhishek Rai 5. Cdt Dusmant Kumar Das 6. Cdt Viplav Gupta 7. Cdt Kiran
Mathew George

4st Row (L to R) 1.Cdt Bhavin Kumar 2. Cdt Animesh Kumar 3. Cdt Amit Kumar Sukul 4. Cdt Kunal Juneja 5. Cdt Sourabh More 6. Cdt Ashwin Suthar 7. Cdt
Shantnu Mishra 8. Santhosh Kumar G

NOC REGULAR - CHEETAH SQUADRON
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Siddharth Nethani 2. Lt Cdr Karthik Sachdeva 3. Lt Sunil Kumar 4. Lt Paras Sadothra

Standing (L to R) 1. Cdt Vashisth Ganpathi 2. Cdt Sourabh Khanduri 3. Cdt Kiran 4. Cdt Rahul Gulati 5. Cdt Bhyankar Singh Chauhan

NOC EXTENDED - CHEETAH SQUADRON
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Rp Singh 2. Lt Shashank Mishra 3. Lt Anurag Pandey

2nd Row (L to R) 1. Cdt IJ Pillai 2. Cdt Mayank S Chauhan 3. Cdt Abhishek Yadav 4. Cdt Sonali Singh 5. Cdt Swathi H Mutailk 6. Cdt Parisha Santoshi
7. Cdt Varun Tiwari 8. Cdt Sudhir

3rd Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Ashish Lawrence 2. Cdt Mageshwar R 3. Cdt Neshan Dks 4.Cdt Ravi Chaudhary 5. Cdt Arjun Kapoor 6. Cdt Ankit Kumar Singh
7. Cdt Anoop Makwana

4th Row (L to R) 1.Cdt Bhushan A Pawar 2. Cdt Sriram R 3. Cdt Anmol Sharma 4. Cdt Nikhil Sachan 5. Cdt Aditya Shukla

NOC REGULAR - DAREDEVIL SQUADRON
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt RP Singh 2. Lt Shashank Mishra 3. Lt Anurag Pandey

Standing (L to R) 1. Cdt Simranbir Singh Sahi 2. Cdt Sreerang Prakash 3. Cdt Abbas Zair Naqvi 4. Cdt Asim Vishal 5. Cdt Balaji Ta 6. Cdt Tarush Bhanote

NOC EXTENDED - DAREDEVIL SQUADRON
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Akhil Kumar 2. Lt Cdr Ahswini Bura 3. Lt Pankaj Bhatt

2nd Row (L To R) 1. Cdt Ashish 2. Cdt Mallikarjun 3. Cdt Swati 4. Cdt Samanvita Sastry 5. Cdt Jasleen Kaur 6. Cdt Saladi Tulasiram 7. Cdt Adityadev Singh Jamwal 8. Cdt
Anand Prakash

3rd Row (L To R) 1. Cdt Anmol Chandrakar 2. Cdt Arjun Kalia 3. Cdt Nikhil Tewari 4.Cdt Shubham Yadav 5. Cdt Nikhil R Puranik 6. Cdt Dikshant Tyagi 7. Cdt Gaurav Tiwari

4st Row (L to R) 1.Cdt Abhishek Chauhan 2. Cdt Siddharth Ramaswamy 3. Cdt Abhinav Kuksal 4. Cdt Vinay Kumar Yadav 5. Cdt Ankit Bhandari 6. Cdt Sanjay Ambadi 7. Cdt
Shivadasan Menon

NOC REGULAR - EAGLE SQUADRON
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Akhil Kumar 2. Lt Cdr Ashwini Bura 3. Lt Pankaj Bhatt

Standing (L to R) 1. Cdt Puneet Pandey 2. Cdt Kamraan Sheikh 3. Cdt Navneet Yadav 4. Cdt Swaraj Verma 5. Cdt Vikram Singh 6. Cdt Ashwin Sudhakar

NOC EXTENDED - EAGLE SQUADRON
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Fourth Row(L to R) 1.Cdt Ayush Kumar 2. Cdt Samson Moses 3. Cdt Vaagish 4. Cdt Joel Ajith Thomos 5. Cdt Aditya Srivastava 6. Cdt Swapnil Dobhal

Third row(L to R) 1.Cdt Amrit Singh Saluja 2. Cdt Aaryan 3.Cdt Harsheen Singh 4. Cdt Vishal Chauhan 5. Cdt Sudhanshu joshi 6. Cdt Kapil Garg 7. Nitish Kumar

Second Row (L to R) 1.Cdt Zaafal Chrungoo 2. Cdt Akanishta Banerjee 3. Cdt Anubhav Singhal 4. Cdt Isha Singh 5.Cdt Kiran Yadav 6. Cdt Shrishti 7.Cdt Harish
Anilrao Adkane

First row(L to R) 1. Lt Ashish Ojha 2. Lt Pratyush Rawat 3. Lt Siddarth Negi

NOC REGULAR - FIGHTER SQUADRON
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Second Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Ramachandra Barkur 2. Cdt P John Patrick 3. Cdt Adishesh Mishra 4. Cdt Soham Upadyaya 5. Cdt D Rohanesh 6. Cdt S Aditya 7.
Cdt Vijay Kureeya

First Row (L to R) 1. Lt Ashish Ojha 2. Lt Pratyush Rawat 3. Lt Siddarth Negi

NOC EXTENDED - FIGHTER SQUADRON
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MASTER CHIEF

SPEAKETH
Respected Sirs,
All Officers, instructors of Indian Naval Academy and all cadets from passing out course,
(future leaders of Indian Navy and Coast Guard), a very good morning to all of you. I take this
opportunity to stand before you to bid farewell to all the passing out courses. I, on behalf of
all instructors and training team of the Indian Naval Academy, congratulate each one of you for
successfully completing INAC B Tech, MSc and Naval Orientation Course and at the same time
wish you all a very successful and satisfying career ahead.
I want take this opportunity to share my experiences, which I have gained through a long
span of 34 years spent in this beautiful service, the Indian Navy.
A ship is not only a ﬁghting unit but home to a group of people who unite to achieve a
common goal under the guidance of their leader. When this culture is created onboard a ship,
that spirit always brings glory. The men manning the ship remain the same, but performance of
a ﬁghting unit changes as per the leader’s guidance. So, the true leader (Officer) drives his team
to achieve any goal. India’s Missile man and former President of India, Late Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
said and I quote, “Let me deﬁne a leader, he must have vision and passion and not be afraid of
any challenge, instead he should know how to defeat it”.
I want to convey to you that a leader onboard a ship always believes on his eyes, not ears.
When you are leading a team for accomplishing a job, always Go, See and Believe. This practice
will help your team achieve success, at the same time preventing untoward incidents which may
cost lives. I would also advise you never to lose your cool, especially during crises and adverse
conditions. I have experienced that the composure of a leader and an officer under trying times
and moments of peril always boosts the morale and conﬁdence of men. Seeing you calm and
composed, your team can overcome any adversity.
In very simple words, let me share some more thoughts and experiences that I have gathered
during my service. What is the Navy? The Navy is not just our ships and platforms but also the
men and women who man them. What is the main aim of a ship? It is to “To Float, to move, to
Fight” and also “To Survive”. What is the main output of a ship? It is a shell or missile which
goes out of a barrel or a launcher. Our primary aim is to deliver ordnance on target on time, every
time. Some amongst you will head a gunnery team and ﬁre that shell or missile from a weapon
system. This weapon system is kept combat ready and operational by a team maintainers, which
some of you will head as Weapon Maintenance Officers. Weapon systems are ﬁtted onboard our
ships and ships need to move and that is achieved by a team of marine engineers which some of
you will head as Engineering Officers. To power these various systems we need power generating
systems and these power generating systems are operated and maintained by a team which some
you will head as Electrical Officers. Now to keep a ship aﬂoat, we need maintain its hull. We need
to take care of manpower and for such support, we need the Logistics Department, which some
you will head as Logistics Officers. What I intend to tell you is that a shell or a missile is not
launched only by the Gunnery team but by every man and officer on a ship and that is how the
Ships Company works as one whole team. As per my experience, the two requirements “To Float”
and “To Move”, are well taken care of, but “To Fight” and “To Survive” is an endeavour that needs
constant application and direction by its officers. I hope that you all will take care of this aspect
to enable the ship to deliver its ﬁnal and ultimate aim of delivering ordnance on target whenever
required.
After passing out from and on completion of your further training, when you get the
responsibility of your respective departments, you will head a Divisional System. You will be
assisted by a divisional a MCPO/ CPO in day to day work. Bear in mind that a good link between
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you and your department will help you to maintain the Navy’s primary aim. I advise you to follow the
Divisional System in letter and spirit so that you know your men and their capabilities
In this regard, The Divisional Officer’s Handbook mentions, “Your role as a Divisional Officer
is just as important as your primary role onboard your ship, boat, squadron or unit. You should
regard it as a great privilege to be entrusted with leading your men, shaping their careers and
helping them deliver their full potential. You must give you divisional duties high priority and take
pride in knowing your team as well as you can. It is a fundamental practice of good leadership.
Your personal face-to-face engagement with your Division is crucial in making people feel valued
and part of winning a team. The Naval Service invests enormous time and resources to train each of
its practitioners to the highest standards and therefore doing everything you can to help retain our
people in the Service should be at the forefront of your daily activity”.
To keep the morale high, remember the motto “Stay Together, Work Together” and most
importantly, “Secure Together”.
Ladies and Gentlemen, before I conclude, I would once again like to congratulate each and
every one of you on your successful completion of training and wish that you will take our Navy and
Nation to greater heights.
Jai Hind
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INA

SONG
J·ŏð·¥ŏ1Dŏ¹êŏą·¥æ¥ŏð·¥ŏDĄċōêŏÕæÏ
It has taught me how to weather every storm
It has taught me how to lead
1ŏ·Ą¥ŏÉ¥æÏðŏð·¥ŏDĄċōêŏæ¥¥¡
Ï¡ŏ1ŏãæÕõ¡Éċŏą¥æŏð·¥ŏąÕæÉ¡ōêŏ¥êðŏõÏ¹²ÕæÎ
J·ŏð·¥ŏ1Dŏ¹êŏ1Ï¡¹ōêŏãæ¹¡¥ŏÏ¡ŏÄÕċ
And it beckons every Indian girl and boy
To salute the white ensign,
It is yours and it is mine,
1ðŏ·êŏðõ³·ðŏÎ¥ŏ·ÕąŏðÕŏê·ÕõðŏÉÕõ¡ŏŊ·ÕċŋĮ
Iss INA mein hua mera janam
Isne bhar diya hai mujhme itna dum
Aayae aandhi ya toofan
Mein khada hoon seena taan
Ab to aage hee badhenge ye kadam
Hahn INA hai bharat varsh ki shaan
Iski mohar hai bani meri pehechaan
Yeh hai meri kaamna
Dushmanon ka saamna
Karne ka mile ham sab ko poora gyan
1ðōêŏ²æÕÎŏ1Dŏð·ðŏÕÎ¥ŏÕõæŏÕõÏðæċōêŏ¥êð
Every alumnus can face the toughest test
We will chart our course anew
And we promise this to you
We will keep you safe without a pause or rest
J·ŏð·¥ŏ1Dŏ¹êŏą·¥æ¥ŏð·¥ŏDĄċōêŏÕæÏ
It has taught me how to weather every storm
It has taught me how to lead
1ŏ·Ą¥ŏÉ¥æÏðŏð·¥ŏDĄċōêŏæ¥¥¡
Ï¡ŏ1ŏãæÕõ¡Éċŏą¥æŏð·¥ŏąÕæÉ¡ōêŏ¥êðŏõÏ¹²ÕæÎ
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